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Preface
Introduction
The Korea Undergraduate / Graduate / High School Science Program (KUSP)
is a research-oriented summer physics program hosted by the Institute for Basic Science
(IBS). Selected students participated in the world-leading research at the IBS Center.
In 2016, KUSP was held from July 4th to Aug 5th, 2016, hosted by Center for Axion
and Precision Physics Research (CAPP). The total number of students was 37.
The KUSP students participated in the research activities and attended the topic related lectures. At the end of the program, KUSP students presented their research results
in a workshop and submitted a scientific report. This report is the collection of those
scientific reports written by KUSP students.
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Abstract
Beam Position Monitors are designed to provide center of mass reading of beam in
accelerators. In order to achieve that, different types of beam position monitors (BPM’s) are
used. In this paper, usage of Button BPM’s will be investigated. The principle behind the
operation of button BPM’s will be explained. The process of obtaining and amplifying the signal
will be interpreted. Finally, application of button BPM’s in one axis in one segment and
investigation of different signals for varying beam locations will be done.

1) Introduction
Beam Position Monitors (BPM’s) have been
designed to detect the center of mass of beam
in accelerators. There are three main BPM’s:
Linear cut BPM’s, Stripline BPM’s and Button
BPM’s. Stripline BPM’s is mainly designed to
investigate propagation of beam which is not in
interest in this research. Linear cut BPM and
button BPM’s are used for bunched beams. The
difference is that, application of linear cut
BPM’s is limited to bunched beams much longer
than several cm.[1] In this paper, utilization of
button BPM will be explained and results will be
demonstrated..

Figure 1: Button Beam Position Monitor with 8 Pick-ups

(Drawn by Harry Themann)
The operation of button BPM’s basically relies
on the induced wall charge on the pick
ups(capacitive) by the effect of electric field due
to moving charged bunched beam (See the
Figure 2).

2) Beam Position Monitors
The main part of button BPM’s are capacitive
pick-ups mounted to the inside wall of
pipeline(see the Figure 1) which is utilized to
convert the electromagnetic effect of beam
current on the wall to measurable voltage
signal. The fact that electromagnetic pick-ups
serve as a non-destructive diagnostic device
makes them used very frequently in nearly any
accelerator operating with bunched beam.

Figure 2: Electric Field due to Moving Charged Particle

1
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2.1) Output of BPM

12

Uim(w) = R·Iim(w) = Zt(w,b ) ·Ibeam(w) (5)
To understand the theory, let’s investigate the
simplified version of BPM below.

The voltage on the pick-ups due to induced
charge is investigated as an output of each pickups to be worked on the further processing.

Figure 5: Equivalent Circuit
Figure 3: Induced charges on the wall due to beam current

The equivalent circuit has a high pass filter in it
where the impedance seen by the image
current source is Zt.(See the Figure 3)

The image current through pick-up is calculated
as the formula below. All parameters are
indicated on the Figure 2 and below.

Hence,
𝑈𝑖𝑚 =

𝑅
∗ 𝐼𝑖𝑚
1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑅𝐶
1 1 𝐴
𝑖𝑤𝑅𝐶
=
∗ 𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝛽𝑐 𝐶 2𝜋𝑎 1 + 𝑖𝑤𝑅𝐶
= 𝑍𝑡 𝑤, 𝛽 ∗ 𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 =
𝑍𝑡 =

Figure 4: Scheme of BPM

We can write for the derivative of the beam
charge.
dQbeam(t)/dt = (l/bc)*dIbeam/dt

1 1 𝐴
𝜔/𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝛽𝑐 𝐶 2𝜋𝑎 1 + 𝜔 = /𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡 =

As it can be understood from the derivation
above, the signal shape is described by the so
called transfer impedance(Zt(w,b )) which is

(1)

Iim(t) ≡ dQim/dt = (A/2pal)*dQbeam(t)/dt

𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡
1
=
2𝜋
(2𝜋𝑅𝐶)

frequency and beam velocity dependent [3]
Since at higher frequencies ω >> ωcut

(2)

𝑍𝑡 =

where b is velocity coefficient of the beam.
iwt
In frequency domain, Ibeam = I0e
Hence,
dQbeam(t)/dt = (l/bc) ·iwIbeam(w) (3)

𝑖𝜔/𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡
→1
1 + 𝑖𝜔/𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡

Uim becomes
𝑈𝑖𝑚 𝑡 =

Iim(t) = (A/2pal)* (l/bc) ·iwIbeam(w) (4)

1 1 𝐴
∗ 𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚(𝑡)
𝛽𝑐 𝐶 2𝜋𝑎

In that case, the image voltage has the same
shape as the beam current.

Therefore we can write the image voltage(Uim)
on the pick-up as a function of frequency.[2]
2
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Since at lower frequencies, ω << ωcut
𝑍𝑡 =

On the contrary to the scheme in Figure 7, at
first, the beam is sent through the center to
calibrate pick-ups circuits so that they give the
same output if the beam is at the center. After
calibration, button BPM’s become sensitive to
displacement of a beam from the center point.
As a result, comparing two signal coming from
crosswise pick-up plates tell how much and in
what direction the beam is displaced.

𝑖𝜔/𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝜔
→𝑖
1 + 𝑖𝜔/𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝜔𝑐𝑢𝑡

Uim becomes
𝑈𝑖𝑚 𝑡 = 𝑅

13

1 𝐴
∗ 𝑖𝜔𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝛽𝑐 2𝜋𝑎
1 𝐴 𝑑𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
= 𝑅
𝛽𝑐 2𝜋𝑎 𝑑𝑡

3) Application

In that case, the image voltage form is the same
as derivative of bunched beam current.

The application design in the laboratory
environment is simple. Two insulated metal
plate is used as an electromagnetic pick-up. The
capacitance value of these two plate is
measured nearly 20pF. Since it is impossible to
have a real beam in the lab, a wire on one metal
plate is used and varying current through the
wire is applied. Laboratory setup can be seen
below.

The simulation of image voltage Uim(t) for three
different bunch length with σt of 100ns, 10ns
and 1 ns for a Gaussian distribution.[4]

Pick-Up
Figure 6: Image Voltage Simulation for different bunch
beam realizations

Uim

After converting beam’s electromagnetic effect
on the wall to the measurable image voltage
signal, comparison between two crosswise pickup plate pair voltage is done to investigate the
center of mass of beam. To indicate center of
beam, four or more than four pick-ups are used
in the design of BPM’s so that the observation
can be done in many axis.

R
Beam
Figure 8: Scheme of pick-up resistance dual in laboratory
environment

As discussed before, image voltage is expected
to have a waveform similar to the one in the
Figure 9b when the beam current is of the form
as in the Figure 9a.

Figure 9a: Gaussian Beam Current-- Figure 6b: Image
Voltage

Figure 7: Scheme of pipeline segment for realization of
crosswise pick-ups pair

3
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In our design, 2kΩ of resistance is connected to
20pF capacitance. The given beam
current(yellow) and resulting image
voltage(pink) can be seen in the figure below.

14

Image voltage is approximately calculated as
21mV.
Therefore, it is safe to say that, existence of
reflection causes a drop in the amplitude.

5) Amplification
The signal that we have obtained by utilizing
electromagnetic pick-ups is not sufficient to
investigate the beam in a proper way due to
less quality of the signal. To increase the
quality, a preampflier has to be designed.

5.1) Charge Sensitive Preamplifier
Since the usage of commercial charge sensitive
preamplifier is very common for low power
signals, it is decided to utilize A225(charge
sensitive preamplifier with shaper) and
A206(linear amplifier with gain=10) to amplify
the signal in the Figure 10.

Figure 10: Beam Current(Yellow) and Image Voltage(pink)

Since beam current width is 100ns it is expected
to get a derivative version of beam current. As it
can be seen from the Figure above,
corresponding image voltage converges to zero
where derivative of beam current is zero which
supports our theory. On the other hand, we
observed oscillations on the points where
derivative of beam current is not zero. Judging
by the oscillation behavior, this might be caused
by impedance matching. In other words, the
oscillation might be reflection caused by the
choice of resistance and capacitance.
Furthermore, amplitude of image voltage is
approximately 15mV which is less than the
expected.

When it was used directly to amplify Uim(image
voltage) the signal below is obtained.

According to the formula
𝑈𝑖𝑚 𝑡 = 𝑅

1 𝐴
∗ 𝑖𝜔𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝛽𝑐 2𝜋𝑎
1 𝐴 𝑑𝐼𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
= 𝑅
𝛽𝑐 2𝜋𝑎 𝑑𝑡

Figure 11: Charge Sensitive Preamplifier Output

Thanks to shaper amplifier, charge sensitive
preamplifier(CSP) can process the whole total
charge collected on pick-up throughout the
beam’s movement near the pick-up. Thus CPS
outputs directly the total charge(area under
Gaussian waveform). As a result, beam’s

where parameters has been chosen like
A=1cm2, a=5mm, 𝛽 is nearly 1 and dIbeam/dt is
2mA/2ns.

4
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proximity to the pick-ups can be examined in a
efficient way by using CPS.

15

speed current feedback OP-AMP has been
chosen. The one stage amplifier circuit is below.

The problem in application of CPS is that
amplitude is not satisfying. Although, as
observed before, the image voltage on the pickup to be amplified has measured approximately
15mV, output of preamplifier (about 7mV) is
even less than that value.
That might be caused by the operation of CPS.
A225 is designed to be converter that outputs a
voltage signal proportional to real charge which
is created by photoelectric effect in Gas
Detectors (GEM’s)[5]. On the other hand,
amplification of voltage generated by induced
charge is in interest in our design.

Stabilisation

Figure 13: One stage OP-AMP amplifier circuit candidate

Stabilization part directly connected to voltage
suppliers provides instant power to AD8011. In
the absence of that part, that current feedback
ampflier does not work properly.

To enable induced charges to act like created
charges, a modification which can be seen in
the figure below might been done.

Gain control can be done by RF-RG
configuration. Gain(A) is calculated as

Pick-up

𝐴=1+
A225

𝑅𝐹
𝑅𝐺

Impedance matching is achieved by practically
equalizing R1 to 2kΩ provided that beam
current is 100ns width pulse.

OUT

Figure 12: Alternative Charge Sensitive Preamplifier
Implementation

Since our purpose is to design high gain
amplifier circuit, RF and RG resistance values
has been chosen by circuit optimizing process.
RF feedback resistance is fixed to 10kΩ and RG
value is changed. The optimal circuit design is
decided to be the one below.(RG=300Ω)

The idea is that charge is induced very fast by
passing through a diode as if there is no
preamplifier connected to the diode - capacitor
pair. That modification is postponed, though.

5.2) Current Feedback Operational
Amplifier aided Preamplifier
As an another solution to amplification,
utilization of OP-AMP can be considered. Image
voltage signal which is obtained on pick-ups is
low in amplitude and high in frequency. To
amplify that signal, it is crucial to choose low
power high speed operational amplifier (OPAMP). For this purpose, AD8011 low power high

Figure 14: One stage OP-AMP amplifier with parameters
RG=300Ω RF=10kΩ

5
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Theoretical gain is approximately
𝐴=1+

16

For this configuration, in which copper
pipeline’s ground terminal is connected to the
pick-ups ground terminal, a reflection in the
output has been observed. The reason is that
beam pulse induce image charges on copper
pipeline in addition to the pick-up image
charges. Connection between pick-up ground
and conductive copper pipe makes image
charges other than the ones on pick-up disturb
pick-up signal.

10000
≈ 34
300

Using pick-ups on the Figure 15, a configuration
on the Figure 16 is done. Current is applied for
different displacements from the center.

When the pipeline and button pick-ups are
isolated, more reliable output waveform has
been observed.
The other solution is to use a nonconductive
pipeline like plastic pipe.
Isolation is provided and below graph is
obtained for beam location at the center.

Figure15: Button pick-ups

Figure16: Pipeline with Button BPM mounted
configuration(two pick-up initially)

Graph above show two crosswise pick-ups pair’s
amplified output for center beam location.
Figure18: Button BPM output for center at the beam(two
pick-up initially)

The difference between the outputs is
approximately 2mV which results in a offset for
all readings.
Although pipeline and button pick-up isolation
is provided, reflection due to electronical circuit
occurs still which makes hard to compare
signals.
Figure17: Beam at the center

6
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6) Signal Comparison
As mentioned before, analyzing the two signal,
beam position can be determined.

Figure19: Button BPM output beam location +1(5mm
separation from the center)
Figure18: Inside of pipeline

In our set-up, 9 beam locations, one at the
center, four at one side and four at the other
side, have been chosen to be investigated.
Adjacent beam location points are separated by
5mm.

Center

Pick-ups

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
+4

Figure20: Button BPM output beam location +2(10mm
separation from the center)

Figure18: Scheme of cross section of pipeline

Graphs below show two signals for different
beam locations. 10mA peak of current pulse
with 100ns width has been supplied and beam
location for each trial are indicated under
graphs.
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In that figure, other signal has larger amplitude
as expected because the signal is closer to the
left pick-up in that beam location -1
The amplitude difference between signals
versus beam position from the center has been
investigated at the graph below.

Figure21: Button BPM output beam location +4(20mm
separation from the center)

Figure23: Normalized voltage amplitude difference of
coupled pick-up versus beam displacement from center.

As it can be inferred from the graphs, when
beam is displaced from the center further,
signal differences between two crosswise pickup pairs increase.

It can be concluded that the relation between
amplitude difference and beam displacement is
linear.

To investigate beam displacement towards the
other direction, the below graph can be
examined.

For beam at the center condition, amplifier
circuits are calibrated to have the same output
waveform. After calibration, the design is ready
to indicate how displaced beam from the center
of pipeline.

7) Conclusion
In this paper, it has been targeted to
investigate readings about beam from many
pick-ups. After utilizing suitable BPM, button
BPM, and noise eliminating techniques
(impedance matching), a primal output of BPM
is amplified in an efficient way. The problem
caused by noise contribution of pipe
environment has been solved via isolating pipe
and pick-ups. Also, results show that
displacement of beam can be determined by
examining signal analysis on crosswise pick-ups.
The graph on the Figure 23 mainly states that

Figure22: Button BPM output beam location -1(5mm
separation from the center)
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signal amplitude versus beam displacement is
linear. The reading for beam location -20 which
disturbs linearity on the graph(see the Figure
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A Study of High Permeability Materials and Their
Relevance to the KAIST Proton EDM
Experiment
Joseph Dolphin, Undergraduate, University of Oxford, JeeWoo Kim, (Experimental Partner),
Abstract—This report is an eclectic mix of different approaches to understanding the magnetisation of mu-metals in situations relevant
to the proton EDM project. Their magnetisation behaviour is successfully replicated in MATLAB and 3D situations of magnetic fields
around basic metal objects are modelled in Opera FEA with limited success. Next, the degaussing routine software we designed is
outlined, though the coding details are dealt with in my partner’s report. Finally, the experimental procedure and results from attempts
to saturate a sheet of Magnifer mu-metal are included.

F

1

I NTRODUCTION

T

HE KAIST proton EDM project has a requirement for a
very stable magnetic field in its search for axions. This
could be achieved using Helmholtz coils or some other arrangement of solenoids, but no current source is perfect and
the fluctuations in supplied current could contribute nonnegligible errors to the experiment. The aim of this research
is thus to investigate how high permeability materials could
be used to improve the stability of a magnetic field.
A theory we currently hold is that we could achieve
a more stable field by relying on the permanent magnetisation of a piece of ferromagnetic material rather than a
current source. This will motivate our investigation into the
behaviour of a particular high permeability alloy, Magnifer,
in a magnetic field and also the reliability with which it can
be magnetised.

1.1

Magnetisation Theory

Magnetisation is caused by inherently quantum mechanical processes on the scales of individual electrons and
atoms. However, magnetisation of adjacent atoms are usually aligned up to boundaries which exist on a larger scale.
Homogenous regions of magnetisation are called domains
and are usually on the micrometer scale. With no external
field or net magnetisation, these domains point in random
directions such that all magnetic flux lines are retained
inside the metal. This lack of external magnetic field minimises the field energy, and thus is energetically favourable.
However, as an external field is increasingly applied, there is
an increasing energetic motivation for domains to align with
it. Eventually, a maximum number of domains will align
with the magnetic field and the metal will reach saturation
magnetisation.
The paragraph above gives an explanation for magnetisation, but describes an entirely reversible situation. When
the field is removed so is the magnetisation, as entropy
causes the domains to return to their random orientations.
•
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This would result in a magnetisation curve against external
field such as seen in figure 1. However, in real metals there is
also an irreversible component which results in a reluctance
for the metal to change its magnetisation.[1] suggest this is
due to ’pinning sites’ and other phenomenon but that will
not be discussed in this report. The irreversible component
leads to energy loss and thus hysteresis (see figures 3 and
4). For the rest of this report when a magnetisation curve
is described as hysteric or irreversible it shall include this
component, whilst anhysteric and reversible magnetisation
curves do not.
1.2 Mu-metals
Mu-metals, the common term for high permeability metals,
are commonly made out iron-nickel alloys with a small
amount of other elements. They have relative permeabilities which run from from the tens of thousands into the
hundreds of thousands, compared to several thousand for
ordinary steel [5].They are usually soft-alloys, meaning they
show small irreversible magnetic properties, with small
coercivity and remnant fields. Typically, Mu-metals will
saturate at around 0.8T, whilst a standard iron alloy will
saturate close to 2T. The properties of mu-metals mean that
they are most often used as magnetic shielding against low
frequency fields. Magnifer is an example of a mu-metal.
1.3 Degaussing
Over time, due to any source of magnetic field such as
that of the earth, a ferromagnetic material will tend to
accumulate magnetisation. For the CAPP experiment this
is an unwanted additional magnetic field and so should be
removed if possible. First used to remove the magnetisation
from ships, degaussing is the process of demagnetising a
metal object by applying a decreasing sinusoidal magnetic
field. This is usually done using a solenoid wrapped around
the object with a current passing through it. Initially, the
field saturates the metal alternately in each direction. As the
amplitude of the field is decreased the magnetisation settles
down to zero. An example of a degaussing waveform is
shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 1. Anhysteric magnetisation curve as modelled in MATLAB. Ms =
1.6 x 10ˆ6 Amˆ-1, a = 1100Amˆ-1
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Fig. 2. Decreasing sinusoidal waveform applied when modelling hysteric
MH curve, Maximum H = 20’000Am-1

MATLAB

In order to better understand the physical processes behind
magnetisation in ferromagnets a small auxiliary task was
undertaken to model a hysteric BH curve. This was done
using formulae already developed and justified in [1], a
commonly cited article on ferromagnetic behaviour. This article discusses the various causes for irreversible behaviour
to become apparent in a ferromagnet and modelled it themselves. We aimed to replicate these results as an exercise.
[1] makes the argument that the hysteresis curve for a
metal can split up into reversible and irreversible behaviour.
Purely reversible behaviour produces a hysteresis curve
with no separation between the curve of increasing field
and decreasing field.

Man (H) = Ms (coth(H/a) − a/H)

(1)

Equation (1) was solved using MATLAB and plotted for
a saturation magnetisation (Ms) of 1.6x10 ˆ6 . a is a constant
with dimensions of magnetic field which characterises the
shape of the anhysteric magnetisation curve. a was set to
1100Amˆ-1 to replicate the results of [1]. The results are
shown in Figure 1 and successfully matched those of [1].
The physical origin of irreversible behaviour is a complex mix of behaviours which this report shall not go into
and shall instead focus on modelling mathematically. The
equation to model this from [1] is given in equation (2). The
model treats the irreversible behaviour as a perturbation of
the hysteric behaviour and thus requires an anhysteric curve
to already be defined.

M = Man − δk(

dM
)
dB

(2)

The parameter delta takes the value +1 when H is
increasing and -1 when H is decreasing. k, while it could be
a variable, was treated as constant in my analysis. A larger
k leads to more significant irreversible behaviour. To solve
this it can rearranged as follows in equation (3).

Fig. 3. Magnetisation curve as modelled in MATLAB, Maximum H =
20’000Am-1 , Ms = 1.6 x 10ˆ6 Amˆ-1, a = 1100Amˆ-1, alpha = 1.6 x 10ˆ-3
Amˆ-1, k = 1200

dM
=
dH

δk
µ0

1
(Man − M )
− α(Man − M )

(3)

I solved this equation for a decreasing sinusoid, as would
be seen with a degaussing routine. This means that the major hysteresis curve is seen as well as progressively smaller
minor curves. The applied waveform is shown in figure 2.
The hysteresis curve for a softer metal is shown in figure 3
while the hysteresis curve for a harder metal is shown in
figure 4.

3

O PERA FEA 3D M ODELLING

Having modelled the magnetisation behaviour of metals
on a single domain level, the next logical step was to use
this model to examine how mu-metals would behave in
a 3-dimensional magnetic field. An appropriate piece of
software, Opera FEA, was chosen and the rest of this section
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Fig. 5. BH curve as inputted into Opera FEA, this example is one of
Opera’s default steel BH curves labelled ”tenten.bh”

Fig. 4. Magnetisation curve as modelled in MATLAB, Maximum H =
20’000Am-1 , Ms = 1.6 x 10ˆ6 Amˆ-1, a = 1100Amˆ-1, alpha = 1.6 x 10ˆ-3
Amˆ-1, k = 3000

will describe the various attempts to model magnetisation
situations using this.
Opera FEA is a niche suite of software specifically
designed for modelling electromagnetic and thermal
behaviour. Models of physical environments can be drawn
up in the ‘modeller’ and then analysed using one of a dozen
different analysis packages. These different packages each
have a role, for example TEMPO for steady state thermal
analysis and ELEKTRA TR for transient electromagnetic
fields. In this project I was only interested in magnetic fields
so was only concerned with four of these analysis packages.
Their names and purposes are listed below:
•‘TOSCA’ (Magnetostatic) examines static magnetic fields
originating from constant current distibutions.
•‘ELEKTRA SS’ (Steady-State EM) finds field from a
sinusoidally varying input, with amplitude and frequency
as parameters.
•‘ELEKTRA TR’ (Transient EM) can use a range a field
functions, from a linear ramp to any user defined field
function.
•‘DEMAG’ (Magnetisation) is specifically designed for
studying hysteric materials and their demagnetisation. Like
ELEKTRA TR it can take any user defined input function.
It should be noted there is significant overlap between
these analysis packages, for example hysteric magnetisation
can be modelled in ELEKTRA TR and transient fields can be
used in DEMAG. Which package is best for a certain model
is sometimes marginal.
3.1

Defining the BH curve

The behaviour of a material in a magnetic material in an
external field (from hereon ‘H’) can be described by its BH
curve, a simple plot of magnetic flux density (B) against
magnetic field strength (H). For non-linear materials this is
not a straight line and generally reaches a saturation point
at around 0.5-2.0 Tesla.

3.1.1 Non-hysteric BH curves
For non-hysteric curves the input into Opera is straightforward. A series of points anywhere along the BH curve
are provided and Opera fits a curve to these, automatically
setting the gradient at post-saturation fields to that of free
space. See figure (5).
3.1.2 Hysteric BH Curves
Due to an ambiguous reference manual and no access to
the user guide, working out how to specify a hysteric curve
proved challenging. Eventually I established that it is done
by defining the ’upper half’ of the BH curve, which due to
isotropy can be used by Opera to give the full hysteresis
curve. Three criteria must be met: there must be at least five
points defined, the value of B at H = 0 must be given, and
the values of B at maximum and minimum H must be equal.
3.2

Modelling and Meshing

Much like CADCAM, models are created using basic building blocks and extrusions, which then using boolean operations can be built up into complex structures. The material
for each component is defined with properties which can be
edited by the user. Conductors are added in exactly the same
way with pre-made structures such as solenoids and curved
wires. Through these conductors currents can be passed and
together with external fields these provide the only source
of magnetic fields within the Opera models I used.
Once modelled Opera must break an environment down
into a finite number of nodes for the numerical calculations
to act upon, referred to as the ‘meshing’. The density of
meshing in different areas of the model can be specified by
the user. It is fine balancing act, as finer meshing gives more
accurate results whilst rapidly leading to greatly increased
computation times.
3.3

Time-Independent Modelling

To start with I devised a very simple case to test the modelling power of Opera for static fields. This was a uniform
field around a metal cuboid 20cmx10cmx6cm, with the field
applied normally to one of the largest faces.
(Note: My first tests used sheet only 0.5cm thick. This
resulted in incorrect answers due to a mesh density in
the sheet that was far too low. It would have possible to
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to lie with the relaxation equations reaching convergence at
specific values of the drive. No adequate solution could be
found by Opera, which proceeded to automatically decrease
the time-stepping until progress became negligible. TOSCA
analysis at these fields was always successful, but showed
partially incorrect fields which would explain the transient analysis’ difficulty. Finer meshing always helped, but
became prohibitively computationally expensive quickly.
Whatever the issue was, useful transient models were never
analysed and so the use of Opera was limited to static
analysis for this research.
Fig. 6. z component of magnetic field (H), external field of 555’000Am-1
(0.7T)

Fig. 7. z component of magnetic flux density (B), external field of
555’000Am-1 (0.7T)

reduce mesh sizing for the sheet, but this would have greatly
increased computation time almost prohibitively. The lesson
is not to try to do thin shapes without a commitment to very
small mesh sizing.)
The metal was defined using the ‘tenten.bh’ default steel
BH curve (not hysteric) whilst the surrounding space was
filled as air. An external field of 555’000Am-1 (0.7T) was
used. Simple calculations lead to a prediction of approximately 200Amˆ-1 magnetic field within the metal.
The solutions in figures (6) and (7) appear to be accurate
answers. The B field is continuous across the metal boundary as expected. The attraction of flux towards and through
the steel is apparent, reducing the field adjacent to it. The H
field immediately decreases within the material to minimum
of 270Am-1 , roughly as expected given the incident field.
3.4

Time Dependent Modelling

After static state analysis the next logical step is to apply
time-dependent fields. Suitable analysis packages need to
be chosen (ELEKTRA TR or DEMAG) and then the user can
apply time-dependent drives to external fields or conductor
currents. The time stepping used when calculating the solutions and the times at which data needs to be permanently
stored for post-processing.
However, even after extensive attempts I was never
successful in producing a transient analysis which spanned
fields from zero to saturation, which would have provided
useful information for our research. The problem appeared

4

N I DAQ MX /P YTHON T EST E NVIRONMENT

An important part of creating a stable magnetic field using
mu-metals lies in removing their remnant magnetisation.
This requires a degaussing routine, as described in section
1.2. This must be able to apply the waveform to a solenoid
and also ideally take magnetic field measurements to monitor the progress and success of the degaussing routine.
Our set-up to achieve the aims above used a small
PC and National Instruments Data Acquisition Unit
(NiDAQmx). The model used was a NI USB-6281, which
interacted with the PC using USB interfaces. Control on
the PC lay with a Python programme. This had a GUI and
communicated with the NiDAQmx using C libraries. Our
degausser was tested successfully and is ready for practical
use.The exact details of this will be covered in more depth
in my partner’s report, [2].

5

T HE M AGNIFER S HEET E XPERIMENT

The proton EDM project is using a cylinder of Magnifer,
a high permeability material, as a low frequency magnetic
field shield. In the following section our attempts to saturate a small piece of Magnifer and plot its BH curve will
be described. For a number of external reasons this was
ultimately unsuccessful and no BH curve could be obtained.
5.1

Set-Up

A sheet of Magnifer 0.1cm x 5cm x 50cm was used. The
grade of the Magnifer is unknown. Initially seven turns
of wire were wrapped around the sheet with the ends
connected to our signal source to induce a magnetic field
along the sheets’ longest axis. These turns of wire shall from
hereon be referred to as the input solenoid. Around a central
part of the sheet was wrapped 38 turns of wire. The ends of
this wire were connected to the analog voltage channels of
our data acquisition unit. These turns of wire shall hereon
be described as the output solenoid, since it was used to
take our measurements.
5.2

Source Difficulties

Due to failure of our main current source, and also the
failure of the op-amp ordered to replace it, we were unable
to increase the current at the input above 100mA. We started
with 100mA input at 10Hz but it quickly became apparent
that this would not be sufficient current to saturate the
sheet, and the only option was to increase the number of
windings on the input solenoid. The number of turns was
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Fig. 8. Plot of B field against applied H field for our Magnifer sheet
experiment

increased from 7 windings to roughly 700, with a continuous
density of 14 turns per cm along the 50cm of the sheet,
including around the output solenoid. However, even with
700 turns around the sheet, the voltage output indicated that
saturation was never reached.
Even without saturation, we should still have been
able to see a minor hysteresis loop of the sheet. However,
connecting the back-up current source to our oscilloscope
resulted in current flowing through the oscilloscope as well
as the input solenoid and visibly changed the amplitude
from the output solenoid. Without a way of linking our
voltage measurements to our input current in the time
domain, we had to estimate the phase difference between
the input current and the magnetic field. Our estimates led
us to a value of 1.12 radians phase difference between peak
B field. Adjusting the phase between our B and H curves by
this amount and plotting gives us figure 8.
5.3

Expected Results for Saturation

To relate the current input to the magnetic field that would
be induced I first wrote a MATLAB code to sum up the
field contributions from each loop of wire. However, once
the input solenoid was made continuous and long enough
to ignore edge effects in the middle, Ampere’s law could be
used and indeed gave an identical answer to my MATLAB
model.
I
Hd` = If = Isource Nturns
(4)
loop

Assuming a loop which runs down the axis of the
solenoid, stretching to infinity in either direction and joining
up at a distance far from the solenoid.

H=

Isource Nturns
= Isource n
Lsolenoid

(5)

n is the density of turns in the solenoid. This is the
manner by which the H field was to be calculated. As for the
B field, it is safe to assume that all the magnetic flux running
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Fig. 9. Predicted Form of Voltage Output with time under a decreasing
sinusoidal field, initial external field of 20’000Am-1

through the output coil runs through the metal sheet due to
its large permeability.

dφ
dB
= −Asolenoid Nturns
(6)
dt
dt
Through this equation the B field can be calculated from
the voltage across the output solenoid. Using the models in
section 2, I predicted the approximate waveform that would
be expected at the voltage output for a initially saturating
decreasing sinusoidal magnetic field. This if shown in figure
9.
emf = −

6

C ONCLUSION

Some of the results of the research paper on magnetisation,
[1], have been reproduced. Different 3-dimensional magnetisation situations were modelled in Opera FEA, however
time-dependent fields and solutions were never successfully
solved. A degaussing routine software has been written
with a graphical user interface. This can be used to apply
a decreasing sinusoidal waveform to a solenoid in order to
demagnetise a metal structure. Simultaneously the magnetic
field in three dimensions can be recorded and plotted.
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Abstract

2

J-PARC g-2 aim is to measure the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment. The experiment would collect µ+ in an MRI-type solenoid magnet and measure polarized µ+ decays to positrons. For this purpose, we have to understand the behavior of the
beam by using BPM method. BPM ( Beam Profile
Monitoring ) is basically used for understanding the
shape/size of and the location of the beam which
will be placed the center of the beam-pipe. The
beam’s electro-magnetic field generates the signal
and can be read by using amplifier with matching
the impedance.

The Muon g-2/EDM Experiment at J-PARC

The goal of the J-PARC E34 experiment is to understand and to measure muon’s anomalous magnetic moment and electric dipole moment. To measure it with ultra high precision, they use an ultracold muon beam. After long distance of travel,
the ultra-cold muon beam spreads very little in
transverse directions due to a a muon source that
is cooled down to thermal energies. The beam is
made up of the thermal-velocity muons generated
by laser-resonant ionization of atoms of muonium.
The ultra-cold muon beam is collected in a superhigh precision magnet. Spin precession of muons
in a magnetic field can be also measured by detecting muon decay. They are planing to measure by
using the intense pulsed proton beam at J-PARC
1 Introduction
and to state of new technologies such as an intense
Lyman-alpha laser, the first-ever muon acceleration
Buttom bpm consists of pick-up electrodes. These LINAC, precision magnetic field control, and parelectrodes attempt to get induced currents or ticle tracking. [1]
charges. We try to get the signal by using an amplifier to increase a few times but our circuit should
be a sensitive for charge. We try to measure the 3
Concept of BPMs
induced currents so we should build a circuit with
a charge sensitive amplifier or op-amp.
The aim is to measure the electromagnetic field of
the beam particles by using probes, metal plates,
or loops. By measuring this, the beam position
(center-of-mass) can be determined.
Four pick-up plates are placed crosswise at the
beam-pipe wall. Obtaining the different signals
from each opposite plates helps us to find the
beam’s center-of-mass for both transverse planes.
We calculate the proportionality of these two crosswise plates’ capacitance and find the center of the

The main aim is to get 5V / pC output signal.
Hence, to increase the signal we used two different
amplifiers. One of these amplifiers includes preamplifier component, amplifier and shaper. These
each components has a different aim but in total,
they increase the output signal 10 times. The other
one is the basic integrated amplifier which includes
AD8011 op-amp, a few resistors, capacitors and filter bridge for stabilizing feedback.
1
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Figure 1: New Muon g -2/EDM Experiment at JPARC with Ultra-Cold Muon Beam
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Figure 3: Inducing Scheme of the Beam Current

mass of the beam.
The signal looks like a Gaussian and the signal
shape should be the derivative of Gaussian because
we use current signal and its the derivative of the
charge.

Figure 4: The Basic Scheme of a Pick-up Electrode
and Its Circuit

of these two amount by using the built circuit. In
this way, we can guess where the center of mass of
the beam is.

Figure 2: The Gaussian Distribution and The
Derivative of it

4
As you can see in the figure, when the beam passing through the pipe, the pipe’s wall is induced opposite charges. Our aim is to collect these charges
by measuring the current and convert to a meaningful output signal.
The output signal coming from the beam is too
weak. For that reason, we use a current source
and amplify its signal with an amplifier circuit.
To get this signal, it will actually equal the basic capacitance-resistance circuit. This equivalent
circuit is shown in the below figure.
Moreover, we use crosswise coupled capacitors.
When the beam passes between these capacitors,
they can be induced different amount of charges
according to beams location. We try to measure
these capacitance value and get the proportionality

Types of BPMs

There are 5 type of bpms; Linear-cut BPMs, Button BPMs, Stripline BPMs, Inductive Wall Current
BPMs, and Cavity BPMs. Linear-cut BPMs are
basically used for the large signal amplitude and a
high linearity with respect to position offsets. Button BPMs are mostly used at all types of accelerators; linacs, cyclotron,or syncrotron, etc. They are
used for shorter bunches. Stripline BPMs are also
useful for short bunches but they have more complicated system than button BPMs. Cavity BPMs
are provided for a higher resolution even for a short
beam delivery down to the µs time scale. They
are so important especially for modern free-electron
lasers or electron-positron colliders. [3]

2
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The below figure is the design of button bpm that
we will use.

Figure 7: 3D models of a typical LHC curvedbutton pickup

In this figure, we can see the LHC button pickup. We try to use same concept but instead of
real beam, we can generate the image charges by
putting a wire in the middle of the crosswise electrodes. As we discussed previous parts, we expect a
In addition, you can see the difference between
Gaussian signal because we measure output voltage
the bpms types from the below table. [2]
of image current.
Figure 5: 3D Drawing of The Pipe And Electrodes
(Drawn by Harry Themann)

5.2

Signal Analysis and Amplification Method

The amplifier that we use includes 2 main components:
• A225
• A206
Using these components, we can get the data,
then we can stabilize its width by using the shaper
and increase the signal 10 times. It also means that
this amplifier’s sensitivity may be 5V/pC x 10 = 50
V/pC.
A225 is sensitive on charge instead of current.
Therefore, the signal should resemble to the deriva5 The
Experiment
and tive of Gaussian instead of directly Gaussian. We
must show 50V/pC output signal but we show it
Progress
is much less value. To understand the reason of
5.1 Construction Pick-up Electrode this problem, we did a few different tests, such as
changing capacitance value, input pulse signal voltSystem
age or input pulse signal width. We got the most
The experimental tools in the lab frame is quiet different results when we changed the width.
basic. Electrode plates are made of copper sheet
At the same time, we want to be sure of the preby cutting a rectangular plate with 6cm2 area.
amplifier component works well.
Figure 6:
Types

The Differences Between The BPM

3
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Figure 10: Using Test Circuit
Figure 8: Charge [pC] vs Width [ns] Graph with
Connecting an Electrode

problem may come from the design.
The below graph is gotten from a circuit that includes 2kΩ resistor and 20pF capacitor. It is shown
that that there is a reflection of the signal. The yellow signal is the square pulse input signal and the
pink one is the output signal. The output signal
is shown once more after input pulse and it means
there is a problem about matching impedance.

Figure 9: Gain vs Output Voltage with A225 Test
Circuit

Figure 11: Built Circuit on the Bread-Board
In addition to reflection problem, there is an amplitude problem. The output voltage is around 15
mV which is less than expected value. The expected value should be around 20 mV calculated
by using this formula;

Meanwhile, when we sent a pulse, whose voltage
is 25mV, by connecting 50 ohm to complete the circuit, the current passing through the cable’s value
is maximum 0.5mA. This cable passes on the pickup electrodes and the electrodes induce the same
amount of charge. The value equals almost this:
Q = I × δt = 0.5 × 103 w.
In fig,7, output signal seems to proportional with
pulse width but in fact, y-axis is not a real gain of
voltage. If we calculate properly, the experimental
gain is 1/30000 of the calculated one. So, there
must be a different problem than the width change.
This charge sensitive preamplifier is designed for
Gas Electron Multiplier (GEMs). So, one possible

Uim (t) = R

1 A dIbeam
βc 2πa dt

where the rectangular plates’ area is around 6 cm2
and the current per time is around 2mA/2ns, as
you can see in the fig.8.
The sensitivity of this amplifier can be out of
range in our aiming range. Therefore, we decided
to build a basic amplifier circuit.
4
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Figure 14: The Same Circuit With Electrode Plates
(Green : Output, Yellow : Input, , Blue : Superpose average of the output)

Figure 12: Built Circuit with one op-amp

24, it means that the voltage passing through the
cable should be 1-2 mV. This voltage value is not
meaningful so we should modify the circuit with a
high gain.

In this circuit, AD8011 op-amp is used because
it has low power high speed current feedback property. The stabilization part that is shown in the
fig.9, is needed to stabilize the feedback voltage
part. In the absence of it, we cannot get a proper
output signal. We chose the resistances using in
the circuit according to desirable gain. The gain
control is done by using this equation;
Gain = A = 1 +

29

RF
RG

When we calculate this, we also try to match the
impedance between R1 and 2kΩ to get 100ns width
Figure 15: RF = 32kΩ, RG = 100 Ω (Green : Outpulse beam current.
put, Yellow : Input, Blue : Superpose average of
the output )

When we modify the RF value 2.550kΩ to 32kΩ
and RG value 230Ω to 100Ω, we get the above signal. This is a better amplification. Hence, we also
add an RC integrator circuit and get the below figure.
Figure 13: Test Circuit Input-Output Signals
where RG=230Ω, RF=2.550kΩ.(Green : Output,
Yellow : Input )
Theoretical calculated gain is A = 1 + 2500
230 ≡ 12
but it should be 24. After that, we also try to use
same circuit with electrode plates. When we apply
100 mV input pulse to cable, output signal is 30
Figure 16: RF = 32kΩ, RG = 100 Ω (Yellow :
mV.
So, we also get the same experimental gain. If we Input, Blue : Superpose average of the output )
make a reverse engine calculation and get the gain
5
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Meanwhile, the pipe and the electrodes were produced and we constructed our prototype.

Figure 20: The Output Signal Without Reflection

Figure 17: Constructed Prototype

After that, we try to calibrate to the distance of
pick-ups. For this aim, there are two lids at the
beginning and end of the beam-pipe. The lids have
9 separations to adjust to wire position according to
pick-ups. These slits are 0.5 mm and total distance
of 9 slits is 40mm.

Figure 18: The Output Signal with Reflection
(Blue and Green are two different pick-ups signals
with equally placed wire)
Figure 21: The Inside View of the Pipe (You can
We checked the system after construction but we see the 9 slits at the end of pipe.)
observed that there were really huge reflection. The
reflection could be caused for the common groundWhen we apply 10 mA current signal, we obing between pipe and pick-ups. Then, we isolated
served the output signal by changing the position
the surface between pick-ups and pipe.
of the wire for each slit. We calculate the difference of two pick-ups value and the summation of
these voltage and divide them. After that we draw
a graph divided voltages vs position.
In conclude, I want to mention that reflection
occurs when we try to observe output signal. It is
really hard to get rid of it. First, we found possible
source of it. One possibility is electronic circuit.
Input and output connection are not stable in the
beginning and we changed the connector. It shows
us less reflection. Second possible source of reflecFigure 19: Isolated Pipe
tion is that pipe and electrodes might link with
the same ground. If the situation is like this, some
As you can see the graph, the end tale of the charge effects also come from the grounding. So,
signal is less oscillated so isolation works.
we use insulating tape for cut off the connection
6
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[2] http://g-2.kek.jp/portal/documents.
html Conceptual Design Report for The Measurement of the Muon Anomalous Magnetic
Moment g-2 and Electric Dipole Moment at
J-PARC, December, 2011.

between pipe and electrodes. Then it works.

[3] ”Beam Position Monitors”, Gesellschaft fur
Schwerionenforschung GSI, Darmstadt, Germany Peter Forck, Piotr Kowina, Dmitry Liakin

Figure 22: divided voltages vs position with a linear
fit
We have an outlier data in the graph because
it goes linear except that outlier. It is probably
my fault and i made a mistake when i read the
data from oscilloscope. Now, we can generate more
stable signal and the result is expected. As you can
see in the graph, we expect linear graph so that we
can expect the location of the center of the beam
according to this linearity.

6

Conclusion

We constructed button bpm prototype for testing.
We could just test it and checked electronics and
prototype. Further steps will be calibration, more
stable electronics, such as pcb with using surface
mounted elements, more sensitive observations, etc.
We do not have enough time to apply these steps.

7
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Abstract
This research focuses on developing a report is more an eclectic mix of different approaches to
understanding the magnetization of mu-metals in situations relevant to the CAPP project. Their
magnetization behavior is successfully replicated in MATLAB. Also, the instrument controlling software
was written and was confirmed that it worked properly. Finally, the software testing and experiments to
saturate a mu-metal are included.

1

Introduction

Generating a very accurate and stable magnetic field is one of the crucial processes in the proton EDM
research. The technology for controlling and measuring magnetic field accurately is required, and at the
same time the behavior of magnetic materials with high permeability must be studied. The objectives
of this research were divided into two main tasks: confirming [1]’s ferromagnetic hysteresis model
through both simulations and experiment, and designing a live-monitoring software which observes and
stores input data and controls output signals accurately during the experiment process.
1.1 Magnetization
Magnetization basically can be explained in the quantum world, however, it can be also be explained
on a larger scale called a magnetic domain. A magnetic domain is a region where magnetization is in a
uniform direction [5]. The material is divided into many small magnetic domains in order to minimize
internal energy, but if an external magnetic field is applied, magnetic domains will align in the same
direction. During this process, the domain walls can be shifted or bended depending on the strength of
magnetic field. If the walls are shifted, the material loses the energy, and this behavior is called
irreversible. Otherwise, if the domain walls are bended, the behavior is called reversible.
1.2 Degaussing
Ferromagnetic material can be affected by any source of magnetic field. It can be due to the earth’s
magnetic field or the remnant field from the equipment in our case. However, this can possibly cause
critical problems in the pEDM research, therefore the magnetic field must be removed. This is the
reason why degaussing, a process of decreasing applied magnetic field in the material is necessary.
There are several well-known methods to demagnetize the materials: heating, hammering, or applying
a sinusoidal magnetic field from a degaussing coil [4]. In this research, we degaussed the material by
applying a decaying sinusoidal magnetic field, which is shown in the figure 2 below.

2

BH Curve Modelling

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit complex behavior which is divided into anhysteretic and hysteretic
behaviors. In this research, we used a ferromagnetic hysteresis model from [1], which is the well-known
empirical hysteresis model. The model considers two circumstances of irreversible magnetization due
to the displacement of magnetic domains and reversible magnetization due to the bending of domains.

In [1], anhysteretic curve is assumed to be the lowest-energy state for a given field. The equation
for the anhysteretic magnetization is given as
𝑀𝑎𝑛 (𝐻𝑒 ) = 𝑀𝑠 (coth(𝐻𝑒 ⁄𝑎) − (𝑎⁄𝐻𝑒 ))
(1)
and can be plotted as shown in figure 1.
1
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The model assumed that hysteresis curve is derived from the anhysteretic curve, and the equation is
as follows:
𝑑𝑀
𝑀 = 𝑀𝑎𝑛 − 𝛿𝑘 (𝑑𝐵 )
(2)
𝑒

Where H is the magnetic field, M is magnetization, and δ is a parameter that takes the value +1 when
𝑑𝐻 ⁄𝑑𝑡 > 0, and -1 when 𝑑𝐻 ⁄𝑑𝑡 < 0. 𝑘 is not constrained to be constant, but its’ change affects the
shape of BH curve. Equation (2) can be reorganized as a differential equation (3).
𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝐻

=

1

1

(1+𝑐) 𝛿𝑘⁄𝜇0 −𝛼(𝑀𝑎𝑛 −𝑀)

(𝑀𝑎𝑛 − 𝑀) +

𝑐

𝑑𝑀𝑎𝑛

(1+𝑐) 𝑑𝐻

(3)

The equation was numerically solved with MATLAB and was plotted in figure 2 (k=1200) and figure
3 (k=3000). The decaying sinusoidal waveform of figure 4 was applied to solve the equation, since it
features various values of magnetic field along the time axis.

Figure 1. Anhysteretic curve modelled in MATLAB
(𝑀𝑠 = 1.6 × 106 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝑎 = 1100 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝛼 = 1.6 × 10−3 )

Figure 2. Hysteretic curve modelled in MATLAB k = 1200
(𝑀𝑠 = 1.6 × 106 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝑎 = 1100 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝛼 = 1.6 × 10−3 )

Figure 3. Hysteretic curve modelled in MATLAB k = 3000
(𝑀𝑠 = 1.6 × 106 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝑎 = 1100 𝐴⁄𝑚 , 𝛼 = 1.6 × 10−3 )

Figure 4. Decaying sinusoidal waveform
(𝐻0 = 20000 𝐴⁄𝑚)

2
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Software Development for Instrument Control

In this research, it was desired to write a program that degausses ferromagnetic material with certain
parameters, sends output signals, and acquires data from input channels. The first step was to
understand how the computer, USB controller and sensors work, and then the software for
instrument control was developed.
3.1

Hardware Design
In this research, NI-6281, a USB data acquisition module from National Instruments, was used
for the data acquisition, signal communication and conversion from analog to digital or vice versa.
It has 16 analog input channels and two analog output channels, and shows high accuracy at fast
sampling rates. We first started to understand how the USB controller works in this computer.
Among the nine pins in the serial port, three pins were connected to a power supplier, and other
three pins were connected to NI-6281’s analog input pins, since the magnetic field sensor used in
this experiment consists of three pins that correspond to x, y, z axes [2]. Each pins were connected
to three analog input channels in NI-6281. The input data for x, y, z axes were read respectively
from channel 14, 7 and 11. This USB module was able to be controlled from the computer using
the python or C libraries called libnidaqmx.

Figure 5. NI-6281 Screw Terminal Pinout [3]

Figure 6. Relay-ports connected to the input device
(x-axis is in pin 1, y in pin 2, z in pin 6. Each of the pins
are connected to analog input channel 14, 7 and 11.)

3.2

Software Design
The code for data acquisition and output signals was written with python and a python library
called libnidaqmx. Python was selected due to its simplicity and high speed for development. C++
was also considered due to its high performance, but our performance requirements were not high
enough to necessitate it. Libnidaqmx is a full interface to the NIDAQmx ANSI C driver converted
into python for the convenience. Since the degaussing and flux-gate code were already in the
computer, we tried to understand and analyze the mechanism of data acquisition and output signals.
We utilized some of its codes to our software. Also we modified and enhanced the code so that it
can have a higher performance, and added up with a graphical user interface.

Figure 6. Python Code for data-acquisition from NI-6281

3
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Figure 7. Python Code for sending output signals from NI-6281

3.3

GUI Design
For the convenience of users, we decided to design a graphical user interface (GUI). The code
was written with PyQt4 and pyqtgraph libraries [3]. PyQt4 was used to design a basic framework
for the GUI, while pyqtgraph was used to show live-plotting data with high performance. Two main
functions were implemented in the GUI.
First, Users can change the waveform of the output voltage function. Variables of waveform
thread such as amplitude, frequency, duration, offset, keeptime could be modified in the line editor
on the GUI, and the waveform graph with current values of parameters is updated on the top-left
side of the screen if the ‘update’ button is pressed. Also, when the ‘generate’ button is clicked, the
computer sends the modified waveform to the output channel, and the progress of the output is
plotted simultaneously.
The second function is the live-plotting graphs of input data. The National Instrument’s analog
input task sends the collected data to the computer for every one second. (Number of samples per
second can be changed in the code, and the data are automatically grouped by channel with the
commands.) When the computer receives the data, they are appended to the database, and the graph
is updated for every second. Check buttons for x, y, z axes made users to observe data from the
channel they want to see, and the check button for fluxgate converts from voltage to nT by
multiplying 7000 to the data. In order to run these tasks simultaneously, multi-threading was used
in the GUI.

Figure 8. Screenshot of the GUI

4

Experiment

4.1 Experiment Setup and Tests
Before conducting an experiment, an oscilloscope and voltage supply were used to test the software.
We could successfully monitor the output voltage on the oscilloscope, and the input voltage was
read accurately by comparing the applied voltage and the measured voltage on the software.
4
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In the experiment, a sheet of mu-metal 0.1cm x 5cm x 50cm was used. Due to the errors in the
power amplifier, the software could not be used in the experiment. Thirty-eight loops of wire were
wrapped in the middle, and were connected to the voltage supplier. Other loops of wire along the
longest axis of the metal were considered an input solenoid.

Figure 9. Screenshot of the software during the testing

4.2

Experimental Results
Due to the error in the power amplifier, we were unable to increase the current at the input
above 100mA. We set the initial values as 100mA input at 10Hz, but still it was not sufficient to
saturate the metal. The only option was to increase the number of input solenoid loops. Even though
we failed to reach the saturation level with 700 loops of solenoid, we successfully generated a minor
curve in the hysteresis curve, and the curve fitted well to our model.

Figure 10. Experimental Results

5

Conclusion

The magnetic hysteresis model from [1] was confirmed using MATLAB. An instrument
controlling software and a graphical user interface was written in python and in its libraries. This
can be used to apply a decreasing sinusoidal waveform to a solenoid in order to demagnetize a
metal structure. Simultaneously the magnetic ﬁeld in three dimensions can be recorded and plotted.

5
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1

Motivation: Geometric Algebra in Physics

Accelerator Physics is taking on an increasingly important role in the quest to understand the
laws of the universe. The Beam Dynamics of famous accelerators such as those t the LHC
already have well-established solutions. However, if we apply the language of Geometric
Algebra we may be able to obtain a more complee description of how particles travel in
a magnetic field. By comparing various algorithms, including Adams and Runge-Kutta
our aim was to find and show the relative advantages and disadvantages so we may learn
how to quickly compute solutions to the generic rotor equations of motion in a changing
magnetic field. This in turn, should improve our ability to predict the outcome of accelerator
experiments.

2

Method: Numerical algorithms for Approximating
Rotor Solutions

2.1

Rotor Equations

Let σ1 , σ2 and σ3 be orthonormal vectors in R3 such that
σi σ̇j = δij
Where δij , the Kronicker-Delta is equal to 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.
A rotor is an even-grade multivector R(t):

(1)
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(2)

which represents a rotation in the space. The inverse rotor of R(t) is denoted R(t). It
has the property:
:
R(t)R(t) = 1 = R(t)R(t)
(3)
Which describes rotational motion of a vector in three dimensional space. When applied
to the spin of a charged particle in a magnetic field, the direction of a vector at time t is:
~s(t) = R(t)s~o R̄(t)

(4)

Where s~o is the initial vector at t = 0 and R(t) is the time-dependent rotor.
Regarding spin vectors in a changing magnetic field, the rotor R(t) must be a soltuion
of the equation:
1
(5)
Ṙ(t) = ~γ IB(t)R(t)
2
Where B(t) is an arbitrary rotor funciton representing the magnetic field, R(t) is the
se
. The I is the directed volume
funciton for the rotation of the object and γ is the ratio g2m
element denoted by:
I = σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ σ3

(6)

An analytic solution ot the magnetic field rotor equations is defined for specific cases.
For constant magnetic field B(t) = Bo the solution is given by the exponential rotor:
R(t) = e

~
γ
IBo t
2

=

k
∞
X
( ~γ IBo t)
2

k=0

k!

.

(7)

In another case, we may define the magnetic field to be:

~
B(t)
=< B1 cos(ωt), B1 sin(ωt), Bo >

(8)

and the solution is:
1

1

R(t) = e− 2 ωtIe2 e 2 It((ωo +ω)e3 +ω1 e1 ) Ro

(9)

In the above of the spinning magnetic field case ωo = γ|Bo | and ω1 = γ|B1 |. Applying
various numerical methods for the same magnetic field, we may compare the error of several
algorithms to find the best approximation.

2.2

Computational Methods

All algoithms were implemented in he Python 3.5 and C++ programming languages. The
’matplotlib’ and ’math’ libraries were used in Python for assistance plotting and numeric
operations.
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Euler Algorithm

The Euler Algorithm is one of the simplest methods. In order to find the approximate value
of the rotor at each point in time, we take a Taylor expansion and omit the higher-order
terms:



∆t2 R̈(t)
R(t + ∆t) = R(t) + ∆tṘ(t) +  ...
(10)
 2!
for an arbitrarily small ∆t. We generate the function numerically using the recursion
relation:

R[(n + 1)∆t] = R[n∆t] + ∆tṘ[n∆t]

(11)

implemented over many iterations using a ’for’ loop.
2.2.2

Other Algorithms

~
for t = n∆t.
In this list the rotor functional fn is defined as fn (A) = 12 γIB(t)A
Algorithm Name

Equation/Sample Code

Notes

Euler

R[(n + 1)∆t] = R(n∆t) + ∆tṘ(n∆t)

Recursively define a truncated Taylor Series

Euler-Heun

R[(n + 1)∆t] = R(n∆t) + ∆t
[Ṙ(n∆t) + Ṙ((n +
2
1)∆t)]
1
yn+1 = R(n∆t) + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 )
6
k1 = ∆tf (n∆t, R(n∆t))
1
1
k2 = ∆tf (n∆t + ∆t, R(n∆t) + k1 )
2
2
1
1
k3 = ∆tf (n∆t + ∆t, R(n∆t) + k2 )
2
2
k4 = ∆tf (n∆t + ∆t, R(n∆t) + k3 )

Runge-Kutta
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Magnus

Adams
Adams-Multon
Milne
Miline corrected
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R(t) = eΩ Ro
1
1
[−20a1 − a3 + c1, a2 + c2 ]
Ω = a1 + a3 +
12
240
a1 = A2 ∆t
√
15
a2 =
∆t(A3 − A1 )
3
10
a3 = ∆t(A3 − 2A2 + A1 )
3
√
15
1
A1 = A(t + ( −
)∆t)
2
10
∆t
)
A2 = A(t +
2 √
15
1
)∆t)
A3 = A(t + ( +
2
10
c1 = [a1 , a2 ]
1
c2 = − [a1 , 2a3 + c1 ]
60
R((n + 1)∆t) = R(n∆t)+
∆t
(55fn − 59fn−1 + 37fn−2 − 9fn−3 ))
24
(9fn+1 + 19fn −
R((n + 1)∆t) = R(n∆t) + ∆t
24
5fn−1 + fn−2 )
R((n + 1)∆t) = R((n − 3)∆t) + 4∆t
(2fn−2 −
3
fn−1 + 2fn )
R((n + 1)∆t) = R((n − 1)∆t) + h3 (fn−1 + 4fn +
fn+1 )
Table 1: Table showing recursive definitions of all algorithms

The algorithms accuracy were measured in two ways: the change in the length of spinvector ~s(t):
|~s| = max(

|~s(0)| − |~s(t)||
)
~s(0)

(12)

and the angle difference ∆θ between the analytic and approximated solution:
θ = max(arccos

~sexact (t) · ~s(t)
).
|~sexact (t)||~s(t)|

(13)

These quantities were calculated and compared for all algorithms over a range of stepsizes.
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Results

Looking at the plots of log(error) against time-step, we can easily identify the minima of
each method as the ideal step-size ∆t for general approximation. Regarding overall trends,
the Euler method- arguably the simplest to implement- generally yeilded the highest degree
of error. Even when the the vector from the Euler method was re-sized at each point to unit
length, the angle difference ∆θ between analytic and computed solution was considerably
large.
Of all the methods considered, the Magnus algorithm appears most accurate. The algorithm does not alter the norm of the spin vector ~s(t). Additionally, the angle error ∆θ
is generally closer to 0 than all the other mehtods. The Adams-Multon method seems to
closely follow the Magnus method in terms of accuraacy.
Regarding the error difference between the algorithmic solutions and analytic for constant
magnetic field, the error was found to increase drastically for all algorithms with a step-size
of ∆t = 1 All algorithms maintain a high degree of accuracy for step-size of ∆t < 10−5 .
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Plots comparing error of algorithm against step-size. The right hand column shows the
error of the length of the spin vector and the right coloumn features the maximum difference
in angle. Plots a and b compare to a rotating magnetic field, while plots c, d, e and f feature
comparison with the analytic solution for a constant magnetic field.

4

Conclusion

We have been able to show that of all the methods presented, the Magnus and Adams-Multon
methods are by far the most accurate with an ideal step-size of up to 10−3 . An understanding
of algorithm effectiveness will greatly improve the process of simulating physicsal phenomena
using geometric algebra.
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5

Appendix: Python Library

The following code was used to carry out all calculations:
import math
from sympy.functions.special.tensor_functions import Eijk
def nCr(n,r):
f = math.factorial
return f(n) / f(r) / f(n-r)
class GeometricAlgebra:
def __init__(self):
self.dim = 3
self.form = [ ["s"], ["1", "2", "3"], ["12", "13", "23"], ["123"] ]
self.one = [ [1], [0,0,0], [0,0,0], [0] ]
self.e1 = [ [0], [1,0,0], [0,0,0], [0] ]
self.e2 = [ [0], [0,1,0], [0,0,0], [0] ]
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self.e3 = [ [0], [0,0,1], [0,0,0], [0] ]
self.I = [ [0], [0,0,0], [0,0,0], [1] ]
def sm(self, s, m):
# scalar multiplication
n = self.null()
for i in range(len(n)):
for j in range(len(n[i])):
n[i][j] = s*m[i][j]
return n
def add(self, m1, m2):
m = self.null()
for i in range(len(m)):
for j in range(len(m[i])):
m[i][j] = m1[i][j] + m2[i][j]
return m
def null(self):
return [ [ 0 for i in range(nCr(self.dim, j)) ] for j in range(self.dim+1) ]
def nonzeroComponents(self, m):
nonzeros = []
for i in range(len(m)):
for j in range(len(m[i])):
if m[i][j] != 0:
nonzeros.append( (i,j) ) #grade, comp
return nonzeros
def formToComp(self, c):
grade = 0 if c == "s" else len(c)
comp = self.form[grade].index(c)
return (grade, comp)
def reverse(self, m):
r = self.null()
for i in range(len(r)):
for j in range(len(r[i])):
if i < 2:
r[i][j] = m[i][j]
else:
r[i][j] = -m[i][j]
return r
def gpform(self, c1, c2):
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# c1 : "1", c2 : "23" for example
c = c1+c2
if c1 == "s" or c2 == "s":
return c1 if c2 == "s" else c2
sign = 1
for i in list("123"):
while c.count(i) >= 2:
dist = c.find(i,c.find(i,0)+1) - c.find(i,0)
c = c.replace(i,"",2)
if dist % 2 == 0:
sign *= -1
if c == "": c = "s"
if c != "s" and Eijk(*list(c)) < 0: sign *= -1
if len(c) == 3:
c = "123"
elif len(c) == 2:
if "1" not in c:
c = "23"
elif "2" not in c:
c = "13"
else:
c = "12"
if sign == -1: c = "-" + c
return c
def gp(self, m1, m2):
#geometric product of two multivectors m1, m2
m = self.null()
m1comp = self.nonzeroComponents(m1)
m2comp = self.nonzeroComponents(m2)
for i in m1comp:
for j in m2comp:
value = m1[i[0]][i[1]] * m2[j[0]][j[1]]
form = self.gpform(self.form[i[0]][i[1]], self.form[j[0]][j[1]])
if "-" in form:
value *= -1
form = form.replace("-","")
grade, comp = self.formToComp(form)
m[grade][comp] += value
return m
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Abstract
In this report, a different approach to approximating the particle spin - magnetic
field interaction is presented. Geometric Algebra rotation objects are used to solve the
numerical equations for spin. A multivector GA space library is used. It was verified
that the mathematical tools GA provides allow to achieve smaller computational error
as compared to the conventional ”cross product” method in 3-D Euclidean space.
Several numerical methods are employed and analyzed with respect to both error and
speed. The results of this analysis provide a way to accurately describe a more realistic
experimental setup.

1

Introduction

Chaotic systems are defined as systems where the initial parameters do not fully describe
its status and cannot predict their future behavior, because they inherently contain random
elements. Such systems can vary from very simple, as the three body problem, to much more
complex ones, as the beam propagation in an accelerator environment. In order to provide
more accurate or even semi - analytic solutions a different formalization of the physical
description can be used. In this paper, the uses of Geometric Algebra were examined in a
simplistic implementation of such chaotic systems. Geometric Algebra is a natural extension
of Vector Algebra which provides an elegant and precise formalism of complex physical
concepts. In more detail, we benchmarked different implementations of numerical methods
for both Geometric and Vector Algebra notations, with focus on precision and speed. The
results would provide a way to optimally describe a real world experimental setup.

1
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Theory
Geometric Algebra
Definition

Geometric algebra (GA) is a powerful mathematical language with applications across a
range of subjects in physics and engineering. It is essentially an extension of of the inner
product space Rn with more objects and operations. The GA space is vector space Gn with
a product which satisfies the following properties:
A(B + C) = AB + AC, (B + C)A = BA + CA
(aA)B = A(aB) = a(AB)
(AB)C = A(BC)
1A = A1 = A

(1)

for every scalar a ∈ R and multivector A, B, C ∈ Gn . This product is called geometric
product and it is not commutative. For two multivectors A and B, the geometric product
can be written as the sum of the inner and the outer product (Eq. 2).
AB = A · B + A ∧ B

(2)

where the inner product is A · B = 12 (AB + BA) and is commutative and the outer product
is A ∧ B = 12 (AB − BA) and is anti-commutative.
Multivectors are not ordinary vectors but are the sum of more general objects called blades.
In a three dimensional space R3 with an orthogonal basis {e1 , e2 , e3 }, a multivector of
G3 consists of eight blades: one scalar (1), three vectors (e1 , e2 , e3 ), three bivectors (e1 e2 ,
e1 e3 , e2 e3 ) and one trivector or pseudoscalar (I = e1 e2 e3 ). It must be noted that all eight
blades are orthogonal to each other which implies that their inner product is zero; thus their
geometric product is equivalent to the wedge product.
2.1.2

Rotors

In the normal three dimensional space a rotation can be described by a rotor. The same
applies to the GA 3D space. The rotation of a vector on a plane is described as:
x0 = RxR†

(3)

where the R is called rotor and R† satisfies the equation:
RR† = 1

(4)

The rotor takes the form of:
R = e−

Bθ
2

θ
θ
= cos( ) − Bsin( )
2
2

(5)

with B being a bivector and θ being the angle of rotation. It is obvious that the rotor in 3-d
space is a multivector with a scalar and a bivector part.
2
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Spin in Magnetic Field

The environment of an accelerator consists of a complex array of strong electric and magnetic
fields. In many experiments the spin of the particles that compose the beam affect the
execution of the experiment. Magnetic field interacts with the spin and its direction becomes
relevant. Introducing a simplistic view of the spin in an accelerator is the first step to finding
out how spin behaves.
2.2.1

Vector Algebra notation

The conventional approach of describing the spin’s direction is to use Vector Algebra (VA).
When a non-relativistic particle, for example a proton, is inside a magnetic field, its spin
interacts with the field. The precession of the spin is given by the equation:
ṡ(t) = µ(t) × B(t)

(6)

where ṡ(t) is the derivative of a spin vector, B(t) is the vector of the magnetic field and the
µ(t) is defined as:
ge
s(t) = γs(t)
(7)
µ(t) =
2m
Thus, the differential equation can be written as:
ṡ(t) = −γ B̄(t)s(t)

(8)

where B̄(t) is a matix with magnetic field components.
2.2.2

Geometric Algebra notation

The same phenomenon can be described with rotors:
1
Ṙ(t) = γIB(t)R(t) = A(t)R(t)
2

(9)

where A(t) is a bivector
For a constant magnetic field (CMF), the analytic solution of the differential equation 9
is:
R(t) = eAt Ro
(10)
and for a varying magnetic field B = B1 cos(ωt)e1 +B1 sin(ωt)e2 +Bo e3 (based on the Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance) the analytic solution is:
1

1

1

R(t) = e− 2 ωtIe3 e 2 (ωo +ω)tIe3 + 2 ω1 tIe1 Ro

2.3

(11)

Numerical Analysis

Although these fields yield an analytic solution, in a more complicated environment Numerical Analysis (NA) is the only way to calculate the spin’s direction. Therefore, our objective
was to evaluate the validity of various NA methods by using already known solutions.
3
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The differential equations (DE) above (eq. 8 & 9) satisfy eq. 12 which is a simple form
of DE and many different NA methods are developed to solve such equations.
dy
= f (x, y)
(12)
dx
The methods which have been considered are listed below. It should be noted that h is the
chosen step size and O(hk ) is the order of error.
2.3.1

Euler

The Euler method is considered the easiest and fastest NA method. It is effectively the
Taylor expansion of the first derivative of a function. Because of that though it is relatively
inaccurate. It is a one - step method, which means that only the previous point is needed
to calculate the next one. It takes into account only the first derivative which in our case is
proportional to the function (eq. 9).
yn+1 = yn + hyn0 + O(h2 )
2.3.2

(13)

Runge - Kutta (forth order)

Runge - Kutta (RK) is a very accurate one - step method, but is relatively slow. There are
different orders of RK; the higher the order, the higher the precision. For this analysis, only
the fourth order was used, since all the other methods have an error of O(h4 ).
1
yn+1 = yn + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ) + O(h4 )
6
k1 = hf (xn , yn )
1
1
(14)
k2 = hf (xn + h, yn + k1 )
2
2
1
1
k3 = hf (xn + h, yn + k2 )
2
2
k4 = hf (xn + h, yn + k3 )
2.3.3

Adams & Adams - Multon

The Adams method is a relatively fast and precise multi - step method. It requires the four
previous points to calculate the next one. The four first points can be easily calculated by
the RK method of the same order as the Adams, so the error is of the same order. The
Adams - Multon is the corrected version of Adams since it has two steps of calculation. The
first is the normal Adams calculation and the second also contains the derivative of the point
which was just calculated. Because of the second step the method is more accurate but it
takes twice the time to be executed.
h
251
(55fn − 59fn−1 + 37fn−2 − 9fn−3 ) +
O(h5 )
24
720
h
19
= yn + (9fn+1 + 19fn − 5fn−1 + fn−2 ) −
O(h5 )
24
720

yn+1 = yn +
yn+1

4

(15)
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Milne & Milne corrected

The Milne method is like the Adams method; a relatively fast and precise multi - step
method.
4h
28
yn+1 = yn−3 + (2fn−2 − fn−1 + 2fn ) + O(h5 )
3
90
(16)
1
h
5
yn+1 = yn−1 + (fn−1 + 4fn + fn+1 ) − O(h )
3
90
2.3.5

Magnus based Method

This method, unlike all the others, is based on the Magnus expansion. It is especially
designed for rotors and this is why the first of the (17) is essentially a rotation of a rotor.
For a DE like the 9, the rotor can be described by magnus expansion like written below:
R(t) = eΩ Ro
1
1
Ω = a1 + a3 +
[−20a1 − a3 + c1, a2 + c2 ]
12
240
a1 = A 2 h
√
15
a2 =
h(A3 − A1 )
3
10
a3 = h(A3 − 2A2 + A1 )
3
√
1
15
A1 = A(t + ( −
)h)
2
10
h
A2 = A(t + )
2
√
1
15
A3 = A(t + ( +
)h)
2
10
c1 = [a1 , a2 ]
1
c2 = − [a1 , 2a3 + c1 ]
60

(17)

It should be noted that the [a, b] symbolize the commutator of two elements.
2.3.6

Euler Rescaling

This method is based on the normal Euler Method. Since the spin modulus should stay constant during the analysis, it was considered that the spin should be renormalized (rescaled)
in every loop.

5
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Algorithm Development
Python Based Algorithm

For the first part of the analysis, there was need of an algorithm which could be able to
compare the GA’s NA methods and the vector algebra’s methods. This was carried by Mr.
E. Markou and his python based algorithm. Mr. Markou implemented his own GA library
and made the necessary comparisons between the GA and VA notations (eq. 8 & 9) with
the simple Euler method. The benchmarking process was actualized in terms of accuracy,
times steps and total iterations involved, as well as time efficiency.

3.2

C++ Based Algorithm

After the first results, a numerical analysis algorithm was developed in C++. C++ was
chosen because it is relatively fast and it provides a library for the GA notation, called
versor. The algorithm was designed to calculate different types of errors for both constant
magnetic field (eq. 10) and varying field (eq. 11, based on the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)
using different NA methods and mathematical notations as well as the actual numerical
calculation of the spin vector over time. The main goal was to find out which method is
the most suitable for a more realistic experimental setup. This is why the code was written
to be fast, for limited amount of iterations but enough to know the execution speed of the
numerical calculations. This was achieved by saving the data temporarily in the memory
and then all of them in a file.

3.3

Error Calculation

In order to compare the numerical with the analytic solutions, there was need for two types
of error calculation algorithms. The first one (eq. 18) includes the spin modules which should
always stay constant.


|so − s(t)|
(18)
|s| = max
so
where so and s(t) are the spin vector modules of the zero point spin vector and the spin
vector in time t respectively. The second one (eq. 19) takes into account the angle of the
spin vector and is calculated by the inner product of exact and numerical solutions


sexact (t) · s(t)
θ = max arccos
.
(19)
sexact (t) s(t)
For developing such numerical methods, it is important to be able to calculate as further
in time as possible. That means that the errors should not depend only on the time step
but also on the overall time. Because of that, the error was calculated for a fixed amount of
overall time, thus the iterations vary for different time steps.
It must be noted that double types were used for the calculation. That means that the
minimum error that can be calculated is aproximately 10−16 .
6
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Analysis
Part One

On the first part of the analysis the Euler method was used for both GA and VA notations
and for both constant (CMF) and varying magnetic field (NMR). It should be noted that in
the following graphs the name Rotor stands for GA notation and the name Cross Product
for the VA notation. The initial values has been set as: so = (0, 0, 1) and Ro = (1, 0, 0, 0).
4.1.1

CMF B=(1, 0, 0): timestep dt = 0.002s, iterations N= 10000

Figure 1: Execution time - iterations for CMF

Figure 2: Error - Iterations for CMF

Figure 3: Error - time-step for CMF
7
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As shown on Figures 1 - 3, the execution time of the GA with respect to iterations is much
larger than the VA’s, and it has a fixed slope in the investigated range. The opposite applies
for the error with respect to iterations or time-step size. The error of the GA method is
almost constant.
4.1.2

NMR B=(cos(t), sin(t), 1): timestep dt = 0.002s, iterations N= 10000

Figure 4: Error - Iterations for NMR

Figure 5: Error - time-step for NMR
As shown on Figures 4 & 5, the error of the GA method is almost constant in both diagrams,
when the VA error is rising.
4.1.3

Overall Comments

· In general, from Figures 1 to 5, it becomes obvious that in the specific range of investigation the GA method yields more accurate results than the VA. The difference is that the
GA method takes more time to execute, which should be taken into account. For a bigger
iteration number, it is highly suggested to use the GA method.
· On the figure 4 there is step jumping. This can be explained by considering the trace
of the spin vector. In a particular moment in time, the VA method spin have a certain error.
8
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At the next high - curvature part of the curve (fig 6), the error is going to rise rapidly as
the exact solution changes rapidly value, instead of changing more linearly. On these points
on the curve, it is very likely that such an error bump occurs.

Figure 6: Exact solution of the NMR
· More about the Python Based Algorithm in Mr. Markou’s paper [9].

4.2

Part Two

As shown, the GA NA method is more accurate than the VA NA method. This is why it
was chosen to only investigate various NA methods only for the GA notation. The graphs
that follow show the two types of error, calculated for a fixed point in time. in order for the
program to be executed properly and relatively fast, the maximum iterations for the error
should not be larger than the order of 107 . Unfortunately the range of time step is bigger
than 107 , thus multiple graphs for different overall time were created to show the whole
picture. Below there are graphs for overall time of: 102 sec, 1 sec, 10−2 sec and 10−4 sec.

9
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CMF B=(0, 0.5, 0)
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Figure 7: Module Error for CMF
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Figure 8: Theta Error for CMF
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Time Method
25.4 Euler Cross Product (Conventional)
27.0 Euler Cross Product Rescaling (Conventional)
21.2 Euler
18.8 Euler Rescaling
56.0 Runge-Kutta 4th order
74.4 Adams- Multon Formula
60.2 Magnus Expansion
33.5 Milne
57.3 Milne Corrected
41.9 Adams Formula
Figure 9: Legend of Lines and Time of Execution in (ms) for the optimal point
Note: The Euler Rescaling methods were not displayed in the module error graphs as they
always have a fixed error of 10−16 which will be explained in the overall comment section.
4.2.2

NMR B=(2cos(t), 2sin(t), 1)
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Figure 10: Theta Error for NMR
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Figure 11: Module Error for NMR
4.2.3

Overall Comments

· On figure 7 the whole range of how the numerical calculations can be observed. Every
subfigure has an overall time difference of 102 with the next one. That means that the error
is also changing roughly by a factor of 102 . Nevertheless, it is clear that the high order NA
methods develop a minima, at around 10−2,5 to 10−3 step size, depending to the overall time
and the low order methods at 10−9 to 10−10 . After the minima the error grows and for very
small timestep size the NA is impossible. This is an effect of the limited amount of digits
that are stored for a number (10−16 for doubles in C++).
· Figure 7 also shows that Euler method with the GA notation (orange line) is more precise
that the VA Euler method (magenta line). For small overall time (fig 7a, 7b) the Adams,
Adams - Multon and the Runge-Kutta method converge in one line.
· For big time step (fig 7d) it seems that the Magnus based method does not have a minima
and always digresses. That is correct, as magnus method for a CMF always yield the analytical solution, and the small error that occurs prior to 10−4 time-step size is completely
computational.
12
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· After 10−1 step size (fig 7d) all the methods start to diverge. An error more than ”1”
occurs, which means the NA method is completely wrong at that scale. As expected, the
higher order methods are more precise for a bigger time step than the Euler methods.
· On figure 8, the results are the same. Euler methods (Including the Rescaling) as less
precise than the higher order methods. As shown, the Euler and Euler Rescaling methods
have the exact same error (Blue and Orange & Purple and Magenta). It seems that RungeKutta and the other higher order methods, have a very small error (10−2 ). The Magnus
based expansion, as expected has the minimum error that is possible: 10−8 (for constant
magnetic field it always yields the analytic solution).
· It should be noted that this error has a minimum of calculation at a step size of 10−8 .
For
the cos(θ) that occurs from the inner product (19) can be written as
√ small numbers
2
2
1 − θ (cos = 1 − sin2 θ and Taylor expansion for small θ). The θ is a double which means
it has a 10−16 accuracy, thus cos(θ) has an accuracy of 10−8 .
· On Figure 9 the execution time for the optimal point in the module error graphs. As
expected the Euler methods have a small execution time. The Cross Product Eulers have
a bigger execution time because versor library was used for their calculation. It is expected
that in general VA methods are faster than the GA ones. Milnes and Adams come next with
40% - 100% more execution time. Milne corrected, Runge-Kutta and Magnus are next with
three times the Euler’s execution time. Adams Multon is the slowest one, at roughly four
times the execution time of the Euler methods.
· On Figure 10 the NA methods behave almost the same as on Figure 8. Nevertheless,
there are some differences. Now, the higher orders methods merge in one line after 10−3 step
size, Runge - Kutta seems much more precise than the other high order methods. Moreover,
Magnus does not stay precise but has an fast error increase from 10−8 to 1 in only 10 times
step size difference.
· On Figure 11 the behaviour of the methods is roughly the same. The difference is that now
the Milne and Milne corrected methods does not have the same slope as Adams and Adams
- Multon. Moreover, Runge - Kutta is more precise than the others, except the Magnus,
which does not semm to have a minumum point in this graph.
· In general, for the varying magnetic field the error is larger for relatively big time step,
the slop of the curves are different (indicating the larger error) and the optimal point of the
module error changed to a range of 10−3 to 10−4 (it got smaller). This is expected, because
the more complicated the magnetic field, the bigger the changes of spin, thus more times
steps are needed for precise calculations.
· It should be noted that Magnus method for the varying magnetic field is not precise for
time step more than 10−1 as both errors must be taken into account.
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Conclusions

The finding of this investigation suggest that Geometric Algebra notation provides more
information for the numerical calculation of a linear differential equation and, as such, generates smaller error than classic vector algebra. This was concluded by Mr. Markou Analysis
about rotor and cross product Euler Methods. For different NA methods for rotors, it is
shown that Runge - Kutta is the most efficient among the classic numerical analysis methods, as it has the largest optimal point (10−3 ) and its execution time is almost the same
with other high order methods and three times larger than the Euler’s. In addition, between
Runge - Kutta and magnus methods, the latter is better, as its optimal point is at the order
of 10−1 (only for the varying field, since the for the constant field magnus yields the analytic
solution). Last but not least, it was confirmed that the efficiency of the NA methods depends
on time-step’s size, overall time and variation of the magnetic field.
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A different approach to approximating the particle spin–magnetic field interaction is presented. Geometric Algebra rotation objects are used to solve the numerical equations for spin. A multivector GA
space library is used. The mathematical tools GA provides allow to achieve smaller computational error as compared to the conventional "cross product" method in 3-D Euclidean space. Several numerical
methods are employed and analyzed with respect to both error and speed. The results of this analysis
provide a way to accurately describe a more realistic experimental setup.
I.

vectors u, v and scalars α, β it must have the following
properties:

INTRODUCUTION

The spin is an intrinsic angular momentum, carried
by a charged elementary particle. It was discovered by
Wolfgang Pauli in 1924 in the context of the emission
spectrum of alkali metals. The spin interacts with magnetic field which lead scientists to several breakthroughs
in measurement technology and commercial applications. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
Electron Spin Resonance spectroscopy, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Giant Magnetoresistive Effect
(GMR) drive head technology are the best known[1].
Interaction between time-dependent magnetic field
B(t) and the spin S(t) is given by the equation with
the cross product:
Ṡ = γS × B,

gq
γ=
2m

(1)

where g stands for the gyromagnetic ratio of the particle
(g ≈ 2.6 · 108 rad/s for a proton) and q, m are its charge
and the mass, respectively.
The presence of the cross product implies that the magnitude of the spin stays constant and the interaction
changes only its direction in space. Above equation is
actually the set of three equations for every component
of the spin S = (Sx , Sy , Sy ). With naive approach to numerically solve them, one computes all the components
independently and the information about constant magnitude is not used. Later we show that even after renormalization of the spin after every step of integration, one
loses part of the information about its direction. We propose a method to describe the spin rotations with geometric algebra, where rotations are described in natural
way with rotors.
II. GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
A. Basics

Assume we have a vector space V
=
span {e1 , e2 , . . . , en }.
We define [5-10] an 2n dimensional space M V ⊃ V , equipped with the
antisymmetric operation u1 ∧ u2 ∧ · · · ∧ ui , i ≤ n. For

u ∧ (αv + βw) = αu ∧ v + βu ∧ w
(u ∧ v) ∧ w = u ∧ (v ∧ w) = u ∧ v ∧ w
u ∧ v = −v ∧ u, u ∧ u = 0

(2)
(3)
(4)

The basis vectors (blades) of the new multivector space
are:
( |{z}
1 ,
Scalar

e1 ∧ e2 , ...e1 ∧ en , ...en−1 ∧ en ,
{z
}
|

e1 , e2 , ..., en ,
|
{z
}
Vectors

Bivectors

..., e1 ∧ e2 ∧ ... ∧ en )
|
{z
}
Pseudoscalar/n-vector

Scalars, vectors, bivectors and, generally, k-vectors, generate subspaces with addition and multiplication by a
scalar. Bivectors form geometric figures of directed
planes, trivectors form directed cubes etc. We define the
geometric product of the elements of M V :
uv := u · v + u ∧ v =

1
1
(uv + vu) + (uv − vu) (5)
2
2

It naturally derives the linear properties from dot and
wedge products.
B. Rotors

Every rotation of a multivector about the origin in geometric algebra can be performed by an even number of
reflections (Cartan–Dieudonné theorem) [4]. Generally,
reflection of a multivector X in plane perpendicular to a
vector ni is given by the formula:
X 0 = −vi Xvi−1

(6)

where X 0 denotes the new multivector and vi−1 satisfies
vi vi−1 = 1. The complete rotation is given by combination of consecutive reflections R = v1 v2 ...vj and called
a Rotor.
From now on we consider Euclidean R3 vector space
V and, respectively, the 8-dimensional multivector space
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2

NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS

We developed a C++ program which tests several
numerical methods. It is available on github.com [2].
It uses the open-source versor library [11] to perform
operations on multivectors. The library was chosen because it is invloves generic programming techniques to
automatically recognise all the classes of multivectors at
compilation time and compute only the non-zero components of them. This significantly speeds up calculations.
We compared it with conventional implementation
done by E. Markou in Python where every term was
calculated in real-time. The time of exectution of 105
multivector geometric multiplications and additions is
20.0s vs 21.2ms.
The program’s aim is to calculate the spin S(t) given
S(0) for any magnetic field B(t) and compare it with
the analytical solution, if it exists. We implemented several different numerical methods, listed in III A. Solution
analysis was done in two cases of B(t), when the exact
solution for rotor and/or spin is known [7]:
and

B(t) = B0
Fig. 1. The illustration presents different geometric directed
objects, created by wedge product of the vectors. [3]

M V . In this space the rotor takes an exponential form
[6]:


 
 
Aθ
θ
θ
R = exp −
= cos
− A sin
(7)
2
2
2
where A is a normalized bivector, such that A = −1,
which specify the plane of rotation.
2

Spin equation in rotor GA language

The sign I will be used to mark the pseudoscalar I =
e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 in the next sections. The spin vector in time
can be written as the initial spin rotated:
S(t) = R(t)S0˜˜R(t)

(8)

The spin equation (1) in Geometric Algebra takes a form
[7]:
Ṙ(t) =

1
γIB(t)R(t)
2

(9)

The equation above is a set of 4 equations for every component of a rotor. It may suggest that the error involved
in four of them may be larger than for conventional three
equations case. However, integration by the rotation of
S gives additional constraints which make the solution
more accurate.

1
γIB(t)R(t)
2

B(t) = (B1 cos(ωt), B1 sin(ωt), B0 ) and


1
R(t) = exp − ωte3
2


1
1
exp
(γ|B0 | + ω)tIe3 + γ|B1 |tIe1 R0
2
2

(10)

(11)

Equation 11 describes the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
effect. The spin performs precession, see Fig. 2.
A.

C.

Ṙ(t) =

Numerical algorithms

We used the following algorithms for rotor calculation.
The formulae for numerical solutions for all of them are
listed in the appendix.
1. Euler Algorithm
2. Euler Algorithm with Rotor renormalization at every step (”Rescaling”)
3. Runge-Kutta 4th order
4. Adams-Multon Algorithm
5. Adams Algorithm
6. Milne
7. Milne Corrected
8. Magnus Expansion
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The plots of error  at timestep dt for different overall
simulation times are shown below for constant and NMR
field. All the values of B0 , γ, ω are set to 1 and B1 = 2 to
eliminate potential symmetry effects.

IV.

RESULTS ANALYSIS

The limit of accuracy in C++ type double is 10−16 . The
function acos(x) 13 uses the square root and the highest
possible accuracy of the calculated angle is therefore
only 10−8 . Nevertheless, the actual angle can be at the
order of 10−16 at this level. When there is no line for
the method, it means that the error is below the lower
range 10−16 and cannot be calculated. We point out
that the error |S| can go to infinity, but θ has a limit of π.

Fig. 2. Precession of a spin in an NMR-type magnetic field

The algorithms 1., 2. are of the first order and 3. - 8.
are the methods of higher orders. The formulae for all of
them are listed in the appendix. We compare these methods with 1. and 2. adapted for cross product equation
(1).
B. Error analysis

We aim for the algorithm with the best accuracy of
spin calculation for a period of time from t = 0 to t = T .
T = N ·dt, so with a small timestep we need a huge number of points to cover the same timespan. Otherwise, if
the timestep is too big, the approximation of spin vector
won’t be accurate. Therefore, along with the algorithm
we seek for its optimal timestep too.
We define two metrics for the error, comparing the numerical solution with analytical one. Although the rotor
itself is normalized to 1 at the start of the simulation, the
performed additions change its norm. The first measure
of accuracy is the maximal relative change of the spin
magnitude, which is proportional to the change of RR̃:

|S| = max



| kS(0)k − kS(t)k |
kS(0)k



(12)

The second method is to measure the angle between the
vectors Sexact and S(t). We calculate it with the scalar
product:


Sexact (t) · S(t)
θ = max arccos
(13)
kSexact (t)k kS(t)k

All the plots show different slopes for methods of
different order. Euler methods expectedly give the worst
accuracy for the same number of points. Rescaling
doesn’t change the accuracy in the angle (Euler plots
are hidden under Euler Rescaling). Moreover, the Euler
methods for cross product invlove larger error than
Euler methods for rotors in all cases.
On the plots 3(a), (c), (e) one can clearly see the minima
of the modulus error for different methods. This point
corresponds to the optimal dt.
Plot 3(a) clearly states that the Magnus expansion
doesn’t change the norm of the rotor and therefore the
spin modulus even for very large dt, comparable to T .
The error grows only with the decreasing timestep which
is an effect of definite numerical accuracy of double
data type. On 3(b) there is a proof that Magnus method
also conserves the angle of the spin for the largest dt,
which makes it the most accurate method among others
for varying field. It is not tested for constant field since it
returns the exact solution at each step by its definition.
Plots 3(c)(d) and 3(e)(f) for constant magnetic field
are different only in the number of spin oscillations.
As expected, the angle and the modulus of spin in
3(c)(d) does not change much, because the timespan
is comparable with the wave period and the sine wave
is almost linear at the beginning of oscillations. The
Runge-Kutta shows the lowest error at dt ≈ 10−2.5 s.
For T = 100s the number of complete oscillations/sharp
curves is larger and therefore the error intensively
propagates in time. The minimum of |S| is visible for
dt ≈ 10−2.4 s for Milne method. The Milne corrected
method conserves the angle better than any other
method for optimal point but at the same time quickly
diverges for slightly bigger dt.
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60.2 Magnus Expansion

21.2 Euler

33.5 Milne
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Fig. 3. (left column) log(|S| ) − log(dt) plots for different magnetic fields and overall time (right column) log(θ ) − log(dt) plots
for different magnetic fields and overall time. Number of steps is changing from N = 107 to N = 10, respectively. We also
benchmarked the algorithms with respect to their execution time. The additional timespan of T = 1s with N = 105 points was
probed. Exectution time is listed in the legend.
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Fig. 4. Error after N = 105 steps. The overall simulation time is changed for every dt. We can see that after passing the minimum
to the extremely small dt, the error starts growing. It is heading to infinity but the program cannot perform more operations on
such small numbers and an unexpected ”drop” appear.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that the basic Euler method gives better
numerical approximation for a rotor approach. Among
all the tested numerical methods, the Magnus Expansion
gives the best results for a huge number of oscillations.
It’s exectution time is comparable to Runge-Kutta 4th order algorithm but is almost three times larger than for
classical Euler integration.
VI.
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Appendix A: Program structure

The program calculates different types of errors with many different numerical methods and functions determining
magnetic field. It needs to store all the data S(t) and therefore needs to provide universal data-storage structure in
case of huge number of iterations. Object-oriented programming was highly profitable here. The program includes
several classes: EQ which stands for equation, Afun which stores the function object of IB(t) from (9), the numerical
algorithm classes NumericalMethodName: public EQ and the data storage data.

Appendix A: Numerical Algorithms

We start with the initial conditions and differential equation:
y(x0 ) = y0 ,

y 0 = f (x, y).

(A1)

The problem is to find y for a discrete list of values of x. It should be noted that h is the chosen step size and O(hk )
is the order of error.

1.

Euler

The Euler method is considered the easiest and fastest NA method. It is effectively the Taylor expansion of the first
derivative of a function. The accuracy level is very low comapred to higher-order methods.
yn+1 = yn + hyn0 + O(h2 )

2.

(A2)

Runge - Kutta 4th order

This method takes into account values of the function near the argument and is therefore more accurate, but at the
same time requires more CPU resources.
1
yn+1 = yn + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ) + O(h4 )
6
k1 = hf (xn , yn )
1
1
k2 = hf (xn + h, yn + k1 )
2
2
1
1
k3 = hf (xn + h, yn + k2 )
2
2
k4 = hf (xn + h, yn + k3 )

3.

(A3)

Adams & Adams - Multon

The Adams algorithm is a multi - step method. It requires the four previous points to calculate the next one. The
four first points can be easily calculated by the Runge-Kutta method of the same order as the Adams, so that the error
is of the same order. The Adams - Multon is the corrected version of Adams.
h
251
(55fn − 59fn−1 + 37fn−2 − 9fn−3 ) +
O(h5 )
24
720
h
19
O(h5 )
= yn + (9fn+1 + 19fn − 5fn−1 + fn−2 ) −
24
720

yn+1 = yn +
yn+1

(A4)
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Milne & Milne corrected

The Milne works similarily to the Adams methods.
28
4h
(2fn−2 − fn−1 + 2fn ) + O(h5 )
3
90
h
1
= yn−1 + (fn−1 + 4fn + fn+1 ) − O(h5 )
3
90

yn+1 = yn−3 +
yn+1

5.

(A5)

Magnus Expansion Method

This method is based on the Magnus expansion. It is especially designed for rotors and this is why the first of the
(A6) is essentially a rotation of a rotor.
R(t) = eΩ Ro
1
1
[−20a1 − a3 + c1, a2 + c2 ]
Ω = a1 + a3 +
12
240
a1 = A2 h
√
15
h(A3 − A1 )
a2 =
3
10
a3 =
h(A3 − 2A2 + A1 )
3
√
1
15
A1 = A(t + ( −
)h)
2
10
h
A2 = A(t + )
2
√
1
15
A3 = A(t + ( +
)h)
2
10
c1 = [a1 , a2 ]
1
c2 = − [a1 , 2a3 + c1 ]
60

(A6)

where [a, b] stands for the commutator operator of elements a, b. This method, unlike all the others, by the
definition of rotation, doesn’t change the magnitude of the sought rotor and is therefore very interesting in our case.
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Abstract
In this investigation we use Geometric Algebra (GA) to approximate the evolution
of particle spin in a magnetic field. We implement and test our own programme to show
how such an approach can be more accurate than the conventional approach whilst
remaining computationally efficient. The external Versor library is tested and several
numerical approximation methods are employed, confirming that the GA approach
can produce errors of 2 orders of magnitude below the conventional approach with the
use of Euler’s method and 7-8 orders of magnitude other more sophisticated methods
respectively.

1

Introduction

Problem statement
We wish to simulate the evolution of the spin of a particle in a magnetic field by means
of numerical approximation. The relationship between the spin, S, of a particle and the
magnetic field, B, is given by the relationship

Ṡ = µ × B

(1)

where µ = γB. One approach to this would be to use Euler’s method:

S(t + dt) = Ṡ(t)dt

(2)

Alternatively, we can use the Geometric Algebra (GA) approach to express Eq. 1 in its
rotor form:

S(t) = R(t)s0 R̃(t)

(3)

1
Ṙ(t) = γe1 e2 e3 BR(t)
2

(4)

1
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˜ are the appropriate time dependant rotors (more details on this in the
where R(t) and R(t)
next subsection) and again employ Euler’s method. Expressing the problem in GA terms
may provide higher accuracy than the conventional cross-product approach. Our aim is to
evaluate the accuracy and computational efficiency this approach.

Brief introduction to Geometric Algebra (GA)
This section is devoted to introducing the reader to GA. We begin by extending the idea
of the cross product of two vectors, through the concept of the wedge product. In the
framework of GA, the wedge product of two vectors is a new mathematical entity, called a
bivector, which can be thought of as the directed area spanned by the two vectors.
Unlike the cross product, which requires at least three dimensions and is non-unique for
four or more dimensions -since more than one vectors, orthogonal to any given pair of
vectors, exist-, the wedge product encodes information in a meaningful way irrespective of
the dimensionality of the vector space [1].
Furthermore, the concept of a bivector naturally leads to the idea of a wedge product of
more than two basis vectors to produce yet another geometric ”volume” element of order
3, a trivector. Applying this process to higher-dimensional spaces we obtain geometric
elements of increasing order - there are 2n distinct basis elements for a space of order n,
called blades.
Order
0
1
2
3

Blades
λ
λ, e1
λ, e1 , e2 , (e1 ∧ e2 )
λ, e1 , e2 , e3 , (e1 ∧ e2 ), (e2 ∧ e3 ), (e1 ∧ e3 ), (e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 )

We then introduce the geometric product between two vectors a and b, defined as

ab = a · b + a ∧ b

(5)

Eq. 5 involves the sum of two different geometric objects with different orders, which
implies that the result is yet a new entity. This new linear combination of differentorder elements is called a multivector and is a generalisation of all of the aforementioned
geometrical objects. It can be thought of as an analogy to the addition of a real and an
imaginary part to produce a complex number in the sense that objects of different kinds
are added together.
2
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Using GA to express spin evolution
Suppose we wish to rotate a vector r in 3D, by an angle θ about a given axis. Let rk be the
component of r parallel to the axis of rotation, and r⊥ the component of r perpendicular
to the axis.
A rotation can be expressed as two consecutive reflections [2]: one on the plane normal to
vector a - to obtain r0 - and one on the plane normal to vector b - to obtain r00 -, where
a and b are vectors perpendicular to the axis or rotation, separated by an angle 2θ . The
direction of rotation is determined by the order of application of the two reflections.
The resulting vector, r00 , will be the sum of rk - which remains unchanged -, and the
component of r⊥ rotated by the angle θ. We are now interested in representing this
rotation in geometric algebra form. In the following derivation [1] we will demand that a
and b be unit vectors:
r0 = rk − r⊥

r0 = a(a ∧ rk ) − aa · r⊥

r0 = −ar⊥ · a − (a ∧ rk )a
r0 = −ara

Applying the second reflection we obtain
r00 = barab
Noting that a and b are unit vectors we can express ab as cos( 2θ ) + (a ∧ b). Then, since
(a ∧ b)2 = −sin2 ( 2θ ) [1], we can express the wedge product as
θ

(a ∧ b) = eB 2
where B =

(a∧b)
.
sin θ2

This can be verified through writing out the Taylor expansion of the

exponential above. These expressions allow us to express the rotation of r as an application
of two rotors - a linear combination of a scalar and a bivector:
r00 = RrR̃, where R = e

−θB
2

and R̃ = e

θB
2

From this, the rotation of a particle’s spin vector can be expressed in the form of Eq.
3. Note that although for computational purposes it is easier to express rotors as linear
combinations of blades, the exponential rotor form also allows for the calculation of exact
solutions of the evolution of spin in more complicated magnetic fields.

3
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Implementation method

The principal decision to be made in our computational implementation of GA was the
approach taken in representing multivectors. We are interested in the computational complexity and memory requirement of adding two multivectors of sizes m and k in a space of
dimensionality n. Three different approaches were considered, with respect to their time
and memory efficiency in addition and multiplication of multivectors:
(i) a linear algebra approach involving a data structure composed of a 2n array representing
the coefficients to the blades of the multivector;
(ii) a data structure same as (i) but with and additional array containing the indices to
the non-zero coefficients to the 2n array;
(iii) an array of Blade objects, each of which contain a coefficient value and a code for the
geometric object they represent, i.e. λ, e1 , e2 ..., e1 ∧ e2 ... and so on.
Addition through approach (i) would be rather simple, adding the same-index elements
of the two arrays directly. Multiplication however is significantly more challenging. For
instance, computing ab would require the initialisation of a 2n by 2n matrix, A, which when
acting on an array containing the coefficients of b will result in the geometric product ab.
To emphasise the inefficiency of this approach, the matrix A [3] is given below for the three
dimensional case.


+A0
+A1
+A2
+A3
−A12 −A23 −A13 −A123
 +A1
+A0
+A12 +A13
−A2 −A123 −A3
−A23 


 +A2
−A12
+A0
+A23
+A1
−A3 +A123 +A13 


 +A3
−A13 −A23
+A0 +A123 +A2
+A1
−A12 


A=

+A
−A
+A
+A
+A
−A
+A
+A
12
2
1
123
0
13
23
3


 +A23 +A123 −A3
+A2
+A13
+A0
−A12
+A1 


 +A13
−A3 −A123 +A1
−A23 +A12
+A0
−A2 
+A123

+A23

−A13

+A12

+A3

+A1

−A1

+A0

Such a matrix would need to be created in each multiplication through the coefficients of the
first multivector in the geometric product. It can be seen that the algorithmic complexity of
(i) varies as O(23n ) and the memory requirement with O(22n ), so this algorithm approach
is both unacceptably slow and memory-inefficient. Several elements of A will be empty
resulting in redundant calculations, and an improvement for this must be sought.

An a remedy for the multiplication inefficiency of (i) is to store the multivector information
in two arrays: one array of size 2n containing the coefficients of the multivector blade
elements and a second array containing the indices -henceforth bincodes, short for binary
codes- of the positions of non-zero coefficients in the first array.
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The correspondence of the bincodes to the blades of the multivector used in our implementation was the one suggested by Dorst, et al. [3]:
Figure 1: Bincodes pointing to coefficient array entries
Blade element
λ
e1
e2
e1 ∧ e2
e3
..
.

Bincode
000
001
010
011
100
..
.

(a) Correspondence between bincodes and blades (b) Bincodes pointing to the coefficients array

In addition via approach (ii), the non-zero elements of the coefficient arrays of the two multivectors are accessed and added to the coefficient array of a newly instantiated multivector
object. The algorithmic complexity for addition is thus O(m + k).
For multiplication, two nested for-loops are used to iterate over the bincodes of both
multivectors. The non-zero elements are retrieved and multiplied, and the bincodes that
were used to retrieve them are also used to compute the sign of the geometric product of
the blade terms.
The advantage of this multiplication method is twofold: firstly, the binary representation
of the blades of the multivector allows us to write a constant time function to compute the
geometric product of two blades, instead of employing a matrix with the appropriate signs
embedded inside it - see Listing 1 below.
def multiplyBincodes(self, bincode1, bincode2):
count = 0
blade = bincode1^bincode2
while (bincode1 > 0):
bincode1 = bincode1 >> 1
count += str(bin(bincode1 & bincode2)).count("1")
return (blade,(-1)**count)

Listing 1: Bincode multiplication function
Secondly, since zero elements in the coefficient arrays are skipped, the computation is
significantly faster: O(mk), and the memory requirement is brought down to O(n).
We can see that there is not much room for another algorithm to perform better than (ii),
since each coefficient of the second multivector must be multiplied by each coefficient in
5
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the first multivector. The only potential improvement would be to employ a dictionary
structure instead of a bincode-and-coefficient list pair, in order to reduce the memory
requirement to O(m). However, since the worst case scenario of a dictionary approach is
still O(n), we put this improvement on the back burner.
Finally, another possibility is to represent multivectors as a lists of Blade objects containing
the appropriate bincode and coefficient values. A loop over both multivectors’ elements
would be used in addition and two nested for-loops would be used in multiplication.
Despite being more intuitive than (ii), this approach would require writing an additional
routine to check whether a Blade with a particular bincode is contained in the resulting
multivector to prevent duplications, and does not improve the solution significantly - other
than offering a greater intuitiveness.
A multivector class using approach (ii) was written (Appendix I) to be benchmarked against
the conventional cross product approximation approach.

3

Implementation benchmarking description

Part I
One part of the benchmarking process was done using the aforementioned multivector
implementation, (ii): the rotor and cross product approaches were evaluated in terms of
their accuracy in terms of time-step size and iterations performed, as well as in terms of
their run-time efficiency.
The rotor and cross product approximation approaches were benchmarked in two different
scenarios. The first scenario had the initial condition S(0) = (0, 0, 1), a constant magnetic
field B = (1, 0, 0) and γ = 1. The exact solution for these conditions is
S(t) = (0, sin(t), cos(t))
The second scenario also involved S(0) = (0, 0, 1) however, unlike the first case, the following varying magnetic field was used:
B(t) = (B1 cos(ωt), B1 sin(ωt), B0 )
The exact solution for this magnetic field was expressed using rotors
S(t) = Rs0 R̃
− 21 ωtIe3

1
(ω0 +ω)tIe3 + 21 ω1 tIe1
2

with R(t) = e
e
, where I = e1 e2 e3 ω = 1, ω0 = γ|B0 |, ω1 = γ|B1 |
and γ set to 1. B1 and B2 were set to 2 T and 1 T respectively.
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The definition of error in this context is max(|S(t)exact − S(t)approx |), where S(t)exact is the
exact spin vector and S(t)approx is the approximated spin vector.

Part II
The second stage of the benchmarking, carried out by V. Niaouris and T. Szoldra, involved
using the Versor multivector library by P. Colapinto [4] to evaluate the accuracy of the
rotor and cross product approaches using further numerical methods.
The approximation described in Part I is Euler’s method applied on rotors. This is one
out of many possible numerical approximation methods, so it was deemed necessary to
test the rotor approach using several different ones in order to evaluate its performance
holistically. The methods tested were the Euler, Runge-Kutta [5], Adams-Moulton, Milne
[6] and Magnus methods - for more details see Appendix II.
The two scenarios of Part I were tested in this part as well. A fixed simulation time was
used, and the timestep size was varied, to determine how error varies with resolution.
Two error indices were used in this benchmarking part. The first one was a comparison
between the true and approximate spin vector magnitudes:


||so | − |s(t)||
|s| = max
(6)
|so |
where so and s(t) are the initial and current spin vectors. The maximum error over the
simulation was taken. The second error index used was the maximum angle between the
true and approximate spin vectors


strue (t) · s(t)
θ = max arccos
.
|strue (t)| |s(t)|

(7)

The purpose of this second is to complement the incomplete description of error given by
expression 6: the difference of the spins’ magnitudes does not sufficiently describe the error
of the approximation as the two vectors can have the same magnitude and be pointing in
different directions.

7
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Presentation of results

Figure 2: Plots of (a) time taken as a function of iterations and approximation error as a
function of (b) iterations elapsed and (c) timestep size, for scenario 1. The timestep size
used in (a) and (b) was 0.002s and the number of iterations used in (c) was 5000.

(a) Times taken as functions of the number of iterations

(b) Errors as functions of iterations elapsed

(c) Errors as functions of timestep size
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Figure 3: Error contours of the rotor (a) and cross product (b) approaches, for scenario 1. In
each case, the coloured curves represent contours of equal error. The black curves represent
contours of constant simulated time, i.e. (Iterations elapsed)×(T imestep size) = constant

(a) Rotor error contours

(b) Cross product error contours

Figure 4: Plots of approximation error as functions of (a) iterations elapsed and (b)
timestep size, for scenario 2. The timestep size used in (a) was 0.002s and the number
of iterations used in (b) was 10000.

(a) Errors as functions of iterations elapsed

(b) Errors as functions of timestep size
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Figure 5: Error contours of the rotor (a) and cross product (b) approaches, for scenario 2. In
each case, the coloured curves represent contours of equal error. The black curves represent
contours of constant simulated time, i.e. (Iterations elapsed)×(T imestep size) = constant

(a) Rotor error contours

(b) Cross product error contours

Figure 6: Plot of the (x, y, z) components of the exact solution of scenario 2, using B1 = 2T
and B0 = 1T , for the range 0 ≤ t ≤ 30s.
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Figure 7: Error testing of different numerical methods by V. Niaouris and T. Szoldra. All
plots are log-log.

(a) |s| for scenario 1 (1s simulation)

(b) θ for scenario 1 (1s simulation)

(c) |s| for scenario 1 (100s simulation)

(d) θ for scenario 1 (100s simulation)

(e) |s| for scenario 2 (1s simulation)

(f) θ for scenario 2 (1s simulation)

(g) Plot key
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Discussion of results

Time benchmarking
Testing the time performance of the two approximation methods with varying numbers of
iterations and a fixed timestep size and showed that the rotor is slower than cross-product
approach - see Fig. 2(a). It should be noted however, that both approaches have the
same algorithmic complexity - O(t), where t is the number of iterations - and that their
time-wise performance is different only by a constant factor.

Error as a function of iterations elapsed
Testing the error of the two approximation methods with a varying number of iterations
and a fixed timestep size for scenario 1, showed that the error of the rotor approach is
constant in the range tested, whereas the error of the cross product approach increases
linearly with the number of iterations - see Fig. 2(b).
For the range tested in scenario 2 - Fig. 4(a) - the error of the rotor approach remained constant throughout all iterations, whereas that of the cross product involved sudden jumps.
These jumps in error can be explained by considering the path traced in 3D space by the
components of the spin vector - see Fig. 6.
It is possible that if the cross product approximation of the spin lags behind the actual spin
- at an increasing rate as iterations increase -, then upon reaching one of the high-curvature
parts of the curve in Fig. 6, the exact spin rapidly moves away from the approximate spin.
If then the cross product approximation lag time increases with the number of iterations,
so will the error in the spin vector. Since high-curvature parts are reached periodically, the
increase in the error of the cross product approximation will also be periodic.

Error as a function of timestep size
For either scenario, testing the error of the two approximation methods with a varying
timestep size - between sizes of 0.001s and 0.003s - and a fixed number of 5000 iterations,
shows that the error of the rotor approach appears to be constant in the range tested,
whereas the error of the cross product approach increases with the number of iterations Figs. 2(c) and 3(b). Extending the tests to different ranges revealed that the cross product
method blows up exponentially with timestep size, whereas the rotor method’s error is
bound at a maximum of 2 - see Appendix III for additional plots.
This difference between the responses can be explained by the following: a rescaling step
was taken during each iteration of the rotor method to renormalise the spin’s magnitude.
12
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Consequently, the magnitude of the approximate spin in the rotor approach remained at
unit size, whereas the cross product spin approximation blew up.
Using an equivalent renormalisation step for the cross product approach will result in a
maximum error of 2 for the cross product as well, since the size of the approximated spin
will be unit, and so the maximum error will also be 2. The error as a function of timestep
size test was therefore deemed inconclusive.

Error contours
The error contour plots serve to illustrate the combined effect of timestep and iteration
number on error size. A given timespan may be simulated using different sizes of timesteps,
aiming to minimise computation time or error, or to achieve a combination of the two.
The black curves of Figs. 3 and 5 are contours of equal simulation timespan, whereas
the coloured lines are contours of equal error. These figures allow us to visualise the
compromise between error and computation time: moving along the black lines we cross
error contours, either upwards or downwards, and simultaneously change the number of
iterations required to complete the simulation, thus changing run-time.
As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5, because the error contours are vertical for the rotor
approach, we can achieve a trade-off between computation time and error by moving across
the black contours, a property that is exhibited in both scenarios. On the other hand, the
cross-product approximation exhibits a smaller potential for such trade-offs since the error
contours are of a similar shape with the reciprocal. Therefore, the factor by which the
number of iterations - and thus computation time - needs to be increased in order to
achieve the same fractional decrease with error as in the rotor approach is larger. It can
therefore be concluded that the rotor approach offers a greater flexibility than the crossproduct approach with respect to run-time/error trade-offs.

Numerical approximation methods
Two general trends observed in Fig. 7 that signal the expected behaviour of error were
the positive slope in the right-most part of each curve - since the simulation becomes
increasingly coarse - and the negative slope at the leftmost part of the curve - where small
changes in spin stored in binary form lose their accuracy.
From a first glance at Fig. 7, we can see that all methods performed significantly better
than the Euler method in both scenarios for all tests used, as expected. In addition, the
rotor approximation was also more accurate than the cross-product approach using the
Euler method. According to Fig. 7, the Runge-Kutta method was the most accurate one,
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performing better than every other method for nearly the whole range of timestep sizes
used - with the only exception of the Magnus expansion approach, Fig. 7(e).
Furthermore, the performance of the rotor approach using the Runge-Kutta method produced errors of up to 7 orders of magnitude below the conventional cross-product approach
with rescaling, demonstrating that the rotor approach combined higher order methods can
achieve significantly greater accuracies than the conventional cross product approach.
The ability of the rotor approach to approximate the spin vector with a larger accuracy
than the cross product approach, both with single as well as multiple step approaches
reinforce our findings in favour of the use of GA in numerical approximations.
The case of the Magnus expansion approach however exhibits an unexpected error decrease,
which should be addressed. Noting that, for this method, the magnitude error modulus
diverges and the angle error modulus reaches the maximum of π in the constant magnetic
field scenario, we can argue that the plot of the Magnus expansion in Fig. 7(e) is an
anomalous case, and expect this behaviour to vanish in larger numbers of iterations.

6

Conclusions

The aim of this project was to investigate the accuracy and computational efficiency of the
GA approach in simulating the evolution of a particle’s spin. The implementation our multivector data structure demonstrated that GA can be computationally efficient. This was
confirmed both by theoretical calculation as well as testing, confirming that the run-time
varies linearly with iterations. The accuracy of the GA approach was found to be superior
to the one of the cross product, both through testing our own implementation and as well as
through using the external Versor library. The GA approach also demonstrated a higher
flexibility in error/run-time trade-offs. The simulations by V. Niaouris and T. Szoldra
demonstrated that the GA approach produces approximately half the error of the conventional approach, which can be reduced by up to 7-8 orders of magnitude through the use
of more sophisticated numerical approximation methods such as the Runge-Kutta.

7
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Appendix I
Our implementation of the multivector class, written in Python, is given below.
class multi:
def __init__(self, bincodes = None, quickScales = None,
scalesWithZeroes = None):
self.scale = [0]*32
self.bincode = bincodes[:]
if not (quickScales == None):
for i in range(len(bincodes)):
self.scale[bincodes[i]] = quickScales[i]
elif not (scalesWithZeroes == None):
for b in bincodes:
self.scale[b] = scalesWithZeroes[b]
def __str__(self):
result = ""
for b in self.bincode:
result += str((self.scale[b], b)) + " "
return result
def __add__(self, other):
resultBincodes = self.bincode[:]
resultScales = self.scale[:]
if type(other) == multi:
for i in other.bincode:
if not (i in resultBincodes):
resultBincodes.append(i)
resultScales[i] += other.scale[i]
return multi(bincodes = resultBincodes,
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)
else :
if not (0 in resultBincodes):
resultBincodes.append(0)
resultScales[0] += other
return multi(bincodes = resultBincodes,
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)

16
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def __radd__(self, other):
resultBincodes = self.bincode[:]
resultScales = self.scale[:]
if not (0 in resultBincodes):
resultBincodes.append(0)
resultScales[0] += other
return multi(bincodes = resultBincodes,
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)
def __sub__(self, other):
resultBincodes = self.bincode[:]
resultScales = self.scale[:]
for i in other.bincode:
if not (i in resultBincodes):
resultBincodes.append(i)
resultScales[i] -= other.scale[i]
return multi(bincodes = resultBincodes,
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)
def __mul__(self, other):
resultScales = [0]*32
if type(other) == multi:
resultBincodes = []
for b1 in self.bincode:
for b2 in other.bincode:
newBincode, sign = self.multiplyBincodes(b1,b2)
resultScales[newBincode] += sign*self.scale[b1]*other.scale[b2]
if not (newBincode in resultBincodes):
resultBincodes.append(newBincode)
return multi(bincodes = resultBincodes,
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)
elif type( float (other)) == float:
for b in self.bincode:
resultScales[b] = self.scale[b] * other
return multi(bincodes = self.bincode[:],
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales)
def multiplyBincodes(self, bincode1, bincode2):
count = 0
blade = bincode1^bincode2
while (bincode1 > 0):
bincode1 = bincode1 >> 1
count += str(bin(bincode1 & bincode2)).count("1")
return (blade,(-1)**count)
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def __rmul__(self, other):
if type( float (other)) == float:
resultScales = [0]*32
for b in self.bincode:
resultScales[b] = self.scale[b] * other
return (multi(bincodes = self.bincode[:],
scalesWithZeroes = resultScales))
def applyRotorPair(self, other):
return other*self*other.tilda()
def getRotorNorm(self):
return (self*self.tilda()).getBladeScale(0)
def tilda(self):
resultScale = [0]*32
for b in self.bincode:
if b == 0:
resultScale[b] = self.scale[b]
else :
resultScale[b] = -1*self.scale[b]
return multi(bincodes = self.bincode[:],
scalesWithZeroes = resultScale)
def getMagnitudeOfOrder(self, order):
result = 0
for bincode in self.bincode:
if bin(bincode).count("1") == order:
result += (self.scale[bincode])**2
return result**0.5
def getBladeScale(self, bincode):
return self.scale[bincode]

18
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Appendix II
The numerical approximation methods implemented by V. Niaouris and T. Szoldra are
presented below.

Euler method
The Euler method is the familiar iterative formula
yn+1 = yn + hyn0 + O(h2 )

(8)

Runge - Kutta method
The Runge - Kutta method (RK) an method for which different orders of approximation
can be used. In the present analysis, the fourth order RK was used
1
yn+1 = yn + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ) + O(h4 )
6
k1 = hf (xn , yn )
1
1
k2 = hf (xn + h, yn + k1 )
2
2
1
1
k3 = hf (xn + h, yn + k2 )
2
2
k4 = hf (xn + h, yn + k3 )

(9)

Adams & Adams - Moulton methods
The Adams and Adams-Moulton (an improved version of Adams’ method) is another
approximation method requiring the four points to compute the following one. These four
points can be obtained by means of an RK method, and the Adams-Multon can be applied
on those:
251
h
(55fn − 59fn−1 + 37fn−2 − 9fn−3 ) +
O(h5 )
24
720
h
19
= yn + (9fn+1 + 19fn − 5fn−1 + fn−2 ) −
O(h5 )
24
720

yn+1 = yn +
yn+1
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Milne & Milne corrected methods
The Milne method and its improved version are given by:
4h
28
(2fn−2 − fn−1 + 2fn ) + O(h5 )
3
90
h
1
= yn−1 + (fn−1 + 4fn + fn+1 ) − O(h5 )
3
90

yn+1 = yn−3 +
yn+1

(11)

Magnus expansion based method
The following method is based on the Magnus exansion
R(t) = eΩ Ro
1
1
[−20a1 − a3 + c1, a2 + c2 ]
Ω = a1 + a3 +
12
240
a1 = A2 h
√
15
a2 =
h(A3 − A1 )
3
10
a3 = h(A3 − 2A2 + A1 )
3
√
1
15
A1 = A(t + ( −
)h)
2
10
h
A2 = A(t + )
2
√
1
15
A3 = A(t + ( +
)h)
2
10
c1 = [a1 , a2 ]
1
c2 = − [a1 , 2a3 + c1 ]
60

Where [a, b] symbolises the commutator of two elements.
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Appendix III
Figure 8: The following additional plots show the exponential blow-up in the cross product
method error and the bounded rotor method error.

(b) Cross product error blow-up

(a) Rotor bounded error
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RF Cavity Measurement
Kim Juman∗
(KUSP Collaboration)
(Dated: August 4, 2016)
Axion haloscope measurement considers the dark matter as one of the candidates of axion. The
method was suggested by Sikivie, which used Inverse Primakoﬀ Eﬀect in a circular cylindrical cavity.
It is required to inspect properties of microwave resonance in the cavity first in order to perform
accurate measurement of axion mass in the cryogenical environment by Sikivie method. Thus peak
frequencies and Q factors of modes in various conditions-coupling, bead pull, and temperature- will
be treated in detail.
I.

The axion proposed as the most probable solution of
the QCD problem whose possible mass range has been
reduced by particle physicists for last 30 years, was nominated as a candidate of CDM(Cold Dark Matter) because
of the similar mass range with that of CDM observed
from the rotation of galaxies about 10 yeares ago. The
detecting method which had the possible improvement
in the future of that time was suggested by Sikivie,which
used microwave resonance in the cylindrical cavity to detect axions. In order to detect the invisible and extremely
light axion, it used Inverse Primakoﬀ Eﬀect by which
the axion makes photon and virtual photon when it is
applied magnetic field. Because the velocity of the axions is considered very slow related to c and the energy of
them isn’t inherited to the virtual photon, it is possible
to use the frequency of yielded photons to measure the
mass of the axion. In addition, the signal(whose power
is usually 10−24 W) can be amplified by higher Q factor
and stronger magnetic field, which means that it can be
measured to much higher accuracy as the value of the Q
factor or B field increases. For this high accuracy measurement, it is required to measure all properties of the
signal in the cavity thoroughly before measuring the actual axion. Thus it is expected to understand and be able
to control many factors aﬀecting the cavity measurement
through follwing three topics actually performed in this
research.
1. The mode frequencies of resonance in the cavity
was measured under room temperature and compared with the predicted values derived from the
cavity basics. The Q factor of resonance in the
same cavity was measured with Smith chart. The
eﬀect of couplers on the resonance in the cavity was
also measured.
2. Perturbation of the dielectric constant or volume
in the cavity is useful when knowledge on the actual field of resonant mode or the change of resonant frequency itself is needed. By beadpull experiment,the actual configuration of the field of TM010

∗

and TM011 mode inside the cavity was measured
and compared with the field of the resonant modes
derived from Maxwell’s equations,which leads to
the verification of prediction from cavity basics. By
using a tuning rod, the value of TM010 mode frequency can be controlled to scan the region where
the signal of axion is considerd to be found. The
change of frequency as rotating tuning rod inside
the cavity was measured.

GOAL OF RESEARCH

Also at Physics Department, Korea University.

3. The actual measurement of axion needs cryogenic
environment,that is the cavity of liquid helium temperature to increase SNR(Signal to Noise Ratio).
Thus it is necessary to measure how diﬀerent the
measured Q factors and mode frequencies in the liquid helium temperature are from those in the room
temperature.
II.

METHOD

Five diﬀerent cavities were used for diﬀerent purposes.
”Long” cavity and ”Short” cavity were used for measuring original spectrum in room temperature.
TABLE I. Cavity size
cavity
D (mm) L (mm)
Long
123.92
400
Short
124.19 247.94
MINI
36.12 139.86
Beadpull
124.
402.
Cryogenics
40.02
35.06

MINI cavity was fixed above the rotating protractor for
measuring change of frequency in tuning rod experiment.
For bead pull, a long cavity with five holes in its side
wall was used. Cryogenics cavity was put in the liquid
helium and the change of Q factor and mode frequency
was measured.
A.

Measuring Resonance of the Cavity and Cavity
Basics

The theoretical resonant frequencies can be calculated
from the Maxwell’s equations with boundary conditions

Juman Kim, RF Cavity Measurement
of the perfect conducting circular cylindrical cavity. The
resonant frequencies of TE and TM modes inside the
cavity are following.[1]

√
p2 π 2
zmn 2
c
 √
for TM mode
2π µϵ √ R2 + d2
fmnp =
(1)
2
2
2
zmn ′
 √
c
+pπ
for TE mode
2π µϵ

R2

d2

Here zmn is the nth zero of mth Bessel function and n
is natural number, m,p belong to Integer larger than or
equal to 0. Long or Short cylinder was connected to
the Network Analyzer with weakly coupled couplers and
calibration of the network analayzer was performed to
find peaks easily and measure the unloaded Q factor. In
addition, the coupler eﬀect on the resonance in the cavity
was measured by changing coupler shape and degree of
coupling. At Section.III more detailed method will be
treated.
B.

Measuring unloaded Q factor
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ii

the small ceramic bead in the cavity is represented by
the following equation.
∫∫∫
(∆µ|H0 |2 + ∆ϵ|E0 |2 ) dv
∆ω
V0
= ∫∫∫
(4)
ω
(µ|H0 |2 + ϵ|E0 |2 ) dv
V0
Here V0 is the volume of whole cavity and H0 , and E0 are
original B field and E field,respectively. ∆µ and ∆ϵ are
the change of permeability and permittivity by dielectric
bead and µ and ϵ are the original values of dielectric
material filling the cavity. Assuming that ∆µ = 0 and E0
is approximately constant in the bead, ∆ω
ω is proportional
to |E0 |2 . For TM010 and TM011 mode, it is proportional
to J02 (z01 ρ)(where ρ is distance from the center of the
cross section) in the transverse direction and proportional
to cos2 (pπz/d) in the z direction. Thus the change of
the mode frequencies shows the behavior of the E field
inside the cavity and leads to the verification of resonance
modes. Beadpull cavity has the five pairs of holes on its
side wall(Fig.1). Each hole is located across the other

When the Q factor in the signal is measured with -3dB
bandwidth when both of couplers are weakly coupled, the
actually measured value is total Q factor of whole circuit.
1
1
1
=
+
Q
Qu
QL

(2)

To get an unloaded Q factor of the cavity, it is required
to make one of the couplers critically coupled and by port
extension extend the calibration to the couplers considering the current coupling states. In the Smith chart after
adjusting delay time and detune short, unloaded Q factor
can be measured from following equation.
Q=

∆f
f0

FIG. 1. Beadpull cavity

one. A string tied ceramic bead moved from one hole
to the other hole by 1 cm in the cross section for each
measurement of transverse beadpull. By using opposite
holes in the endcaps, logitudinal beadpull measuremnt
was performed in the same way.

(3)
E.

Cryogenics Experiment

Here ∆f is bandwidth for unloaded Q factor.
C.

Tuning Rod Experiment

MINI cavity has a hole to rotate dielectric rod in the
cavity. The hole is located apart from the center of the
bottom by distance of a half radius. As rotating the tuning rod from 0◦ (one end) to 180◦ , it moves from the wall
of cavity to its center. The measured data was compared
with the simulation data which displays the relation between TM010 mode frequency and the distance from the
center of the cavity.
D.

Beadpull Experiment

Beadpull experiment is based on the perturbation theory of cavity resonance. According to [2], the eﬀect of

The TM010 mode frequency Q factor of the cryogenics cavity was measured and it was dunked in the liquid
helium as measuring the peak frequency and Q factor at
each timestep until helium impinged into the cavity.

III.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A.

Resonance of the Cavity
1.

Resonance Frequency

Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) are S21 transmission data extracted from Network analyzer with both of couplers
weakly coupled. The vertical lines represent predicted
values calculated from the cavity basics. TM010 frequency matches the first peak in both of them and the
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(a)Long cavity
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(b)Short cavity

FIG. 2. Cavity mode frequencies

frequencies are the same although the length of the cavity changes,which is consistent with the TM010 frequency
equation(1).
There are missed modes in the graph, especially TE
modes were not measured in this experiment. It is because the couplers used were monopole which could detect only TM modes. If using loop couplers, TE mode
can be detected.

2.

iii

Q factor of Long cavity

(a)Coupling eﬀect

(b)bent 0◦

(c)bent 90◦

FIG. 4. Coupling eﬀects on the resonance frequency

3.

The marker 2 and 3 in Fig.3 are on the Re(Z) = Im(z)
position. Thus it represents the bandwidth for Qu . Calculated Qu of Long cavity is 9767.8. The marker 6 and
7 are -3dB points which show the bandwidth for QL .
From this points, QL of Long cavity is 4936.1. It is well
shown that the Q factor increased due to external Load
connected to the cavity

Eﬀect of couplers

The resonance mode changes by the coupling or geometry of couplers which connect the cavity to the Network
Analyzer. Fig.4(a) shows the eﬀect of coupling on the
TM010 mode frequency. As increasing the impinging distance of coupler, peak frequency decreases and its change
rate is most fast at about 36 mm. Fig.4(b),4(c),4(d) show
the shift of chosen mode frequencies in the Long cavity as
the relative angle of two perpendicularly bent monopole
couplers changes. At 0◦ ,Two peak approaches each other
and at 90◦ , they perfectly match and at 180◦ they seperate again. The movement of peaks shows the interference
of mode frequencies and the eﬀect of the geometry of couplers.

B.

FIG. 3. Smith chart with markers to calculate Q factors

(d)bent 180◦

Tuning Rod

Fig.5 is Frequency of first peak vs Angle the rod rotated by. It can be assumed that the first peak is TM010
mode when the couplers are monopole. Therefore graph
can be considered as the behavior of TM010 mode frequency. At 0◦ rod is at the conductor wall and as angle
increases it approaches to the center. For the rotated angle θ and s(distance from the center axis of the cavity),
s = 2r(80 + 0.5 sin(θ)) holds. r is the radius of the rotation of the rod(r=9.71 mm). The comparison between
simulation and experimental data is following.
Simulation was performed with copper rod whose
peaks are hard to be searched because of interference.
Instead an alumina rod was used for tuning. Both of the
measurement and the simulation show that the peak frequency inreases as the position of the tuning rod moves
away from the center axis of the cavity.
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FIG. 5. Tuning rod measurement
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(a)Transverse frequency change

(b)Longitudinal frequency change

(c)Transverse Q factor change

(d)Longitudinal Q factor change

FIG. 7. Beadpull graphs of TM010 modes

(a)Transverse frequency change

(b)Longitudinal frequency change

(c)Transverse Q factor change

(d)Longitudinal Q factor change

FIG. 6. Comparison with Simulation data

C.

Beadpull

Each Beadpull graph was plotted by measuring the S21
peak frequencies and Q factors for TM010 and TM011
modes.
The change of mode frequencies was measured and the
∆f /f0 was calculated. Here f0 is the original mode
frequency and ∆f is the diﬀerence of measured frequency and f0 , that is f − f0 . The fitting functions are
p0 J02 (p1 (x − p2 )) for Fig. For transverse beadpull, the
data of fifth hole was espeically fitted.7(a),Fig.8(a), and
p0 for Fig.?? and p0 cos2 (p1 (x − p2 )) for Fig.8(b). The
values of χ2 /n.d.f are 2.6, 1.7, 45, 1.5, respectively. The
models are good except for the constant function fitting
of longitudinal beadpull measurement of TM010 mode.
The Q factor of each case are also measured and plotted.
Approximately for Fig.7(d) and Fig.8(d), Q factor and
frequency change ratio have similar behavior at fifth hole
and the behavior changes through the longitudinal position of the holes,though all of them have extremum at
the center of the cavity. While for Fig.7(c) and Fig.8(c),
they have worse correlation. Q factor is low near the
coupler which stimulates cavity from port 1.

FIG. 8. Beadpull graphs of TM011 modes

D.

Cryogenics

The Cryogenics cavity was dunked into the liquid helium and the change of a peak frequency and Q factor
was measured.
Fig.9(a) and Fig.9(b) show the increase of peak frequency and Q factor on cryogenic environment. As temperature increases, the volume of the cavity decreases,
and the increase of the peak frequency follows from (1).
Q factor also increases because the dissipation of energy
per unit time decreases. As shown in Fig.9(a), The peak
frequency decreased drastically from about 5.75 GHz,
which means that the liquid helium started to permeate
the cavity and because the dielectric constant of liquid
helium is larger than 1(about 1.05 at 4.2 K)[3] peak frequency decreased as predicted by (1). When pulling out
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v

Frequency, loaded Q factor, and unloaded Q factor measurement of the circular cylindrical cavity we could not
only simply measure the values and match the prediction from Maxwell’s equations, but also recognize what
can aﬀect the result and how the factors can change the
values by changing dimension of the cavity, coupling and
the geometry of the couplers. We could also verify the
(a)Frequency change as T
(b)Q factor change as T decreases modes by thoroughly inspecting the physical configuration of field with perturbation by ceramic bead. It is
decreases
now also possible to freely control the mode frequencies
of MINI cavity by rotating the dielectric rod in the cavity
FIG. 9. The eﬀect of refregeration
to scan the region where the nature of axion is concealed.
In addition, the spectrum in the cryogenic condition was
understood in the cryogenic experiment in order to exthe cavity, liquid helium flowed out and the peak fretend the results of experiments performed under room
quency was restored. As the temperature approaches to
temperature to those under extremely low temperature,
the room temperature, it decreases toward the original
which lead to the remarkably high accurate measurement
value exponentially. The change of Q factor is similar
of the axion.
with that of the peak frequency. However the behavior is
more continuous than the peak frequency. It means that
the Q factor doesn’t respond sensitvely to the dielectric
constant change in the cavity.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Finally all preparations for the measurement of axion
in RF cavity were completed. Through the Resonance

[1] J.D. Jackson. Classical Electrodynamics. WILEY, 2ed edition, 1975.
[2] David M. Pozar. Microwave engineering. WILEY, 1997.

[3] Brookhaven National Laboratory. II.PROPERTIES OF
HELIUM. https://www.bnl.gov/magnets/staff/gupta/
cryogenic-data-handbook/Section2.pdf
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1 ABSTRACT

2 INTRODUCTION

Axion is important because it solves QCD problem
of Standard Model and also it is the leading candidate

1 Cavity Basics

of Cold Dark Matter. The major goal of the whole
project is to detect axion by electronic signals. This is
a processual research to find ways to raise the
possibility to detect the signal. We are going to
progress experiment in cylindrical cavities, because

We are using RF cavity to detect the signal, so
knowing the resonance frequency is important.
Resonant frequencies depend on the geometry of the
cavity.

there is the definite equation to get the resonance
frequency in those.

Resonance of the electromagnetic field occurs when
the electric field or magnetic field is zero at the

However, the signal of axion is so small; 10 thousand
time smaller than noise signal. So it is very hard to
detect it. To find the signal, we have to make the noise
smaller and increase the Q factor of the resonance
frequency in the cavity.
So through this project, we will study the basics of
RF cavity first and then will design some experiments
to find out how to detect electronic signals effectively.

boundaries of the cavity. The first case is called TE
mode and TM mode. There’s also TEM mode, that
electric field and magnetic field is both zero at the
boundary point, but there is no such mode in
cylindrical cavity.
We can calculate the resonance frequency by
equation from the Maxwell equation.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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Network Analyzer by using bandwidth search. It
searches the bandwidth of the 3dB points of the peak
in S12 or S21. The loaded Q-factor is frequency of the

(1)

peak divided by the difference in the frequencies of

th

3dB points.

xmn : n zero of m Bessel function
p  integer

However, you cannot measure unloaded Q-factor
directly with the method above because the Network
In the equation (1), μ is permeability, ε is
permittivity, 𝑧𝑛𝑝 is solutions of vessel equation, b is
diameter of the cavity, and L is length of the cavity.
We can see that resonance frequency of the cavity only
depends on the geometry of the cavity.

Analyzer only measures the loaded Q-factor. That’s
why we use Smith chart to get unloaded Q-factor. We
can get the information about the degree of coupling,
and phase difference of S11 and S22 from the Smith
chart. If we get one peak in Log mag graph, we can
see one circle on Smith chart. If the circle goes
through the center of the Smith chart, it means that the
coupler is critically coupled. If the circle is small and

2 Network Analyzer

does not goes through the center, it means that the

Network Analyzer, short for NA, is a device that

coupler is weakly coupled. If the circle is big and has

used to measure the electrical networks. Network

the center of the Smith chart inside, it means that the

Analyzer sends the electromagnetic waves in

coupler is over coupled. To measure the Q-factor in

continuous frequency and measure the reflected wave.

Smith chart, we should critically couple the coupler.

The data is analyzed by Fourier transform method. We

After that, we should do the port extension to calibrate

use the S-matrix to measure the electrical network.

it to the origin. And then we should make the circle to
match the circle of the Smith chart by changing the
electrical delay. This is called detuned open position.

𝑠11
s = (𝑠
21

𝑠12
𝑠22 )

(2)

If we rotate the circle 180 degrees, this is detuned
short, and here we can get the unloaded Q-factor. We
can get the unloaded Q-factor where the real part of

The matrix above is the s-matrix in 2-port situation.
The parameter 𝑠𝑖𝑗 means response at i-port and
stimulated by j-port.

3 Measuring Q-factors and Smith Chart
Measuring Q-factor is important because the higher
the Q-factor, you get more clear signals, i.e. you get
sharper peak with less energy loss.

the Smith chart meets the imaginary part.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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Q=

𝜇
𝜇𝑐

∗

𝑉
𝑆𝛿

∗ (geometrical factor)

(4)

Since 𝜇 and 𝜇𝑐 (permeability of dielectric material
filling the cavity and conductor wall) has the
temperature

dependence,

Q

factor

also

has

temperature dependence.

Figure 1. Smith chart

In figure 1, the unloaded Q-factor is frequency of the
marker 5 divided by the difference in frequency of
marker 2 and 3. And we can also get the loaded Q-

3 EXPERIMENTS
In each experiments below, we mainly focused on
TM010 mode because that mode is most important in
detecting the axion signal.

factor which is the frequency of marker 5 divided by
the difference in frequency of marker 6 and 7.
Theoretically, the loaded Q-factor is two times larger
than the unloaded Q-factor in critical coupling.

1 Calculating Mode Frequency
We calculated the resonance frequency in the cavity
with equation (1). We used 2 cavities, and the
measurements in length and diameter of them is in the

3 Thermal Noise Effect

following table.

Thermal noise effect is the electronic noise generated
by the thermal agitation. Since electrons have
b(Diameter)

L(Length)

Cavity1

123.92mm

400mm

Cavity2

124.19mm

247.94mm

Brownian motion, they fluctuate in the electronic
circuits. By Johnson–Nyquist theory, noise power is
proportional to the temperature of cavity.

Table 1. Diameter and length of cavity1, 2

𝑃𝑑𝐵𝑚 = 10log10 (𝑘𝐵 𝑇 ∗ 1000) + 10log10 (∆𝑓) (3)

We also drew mode chart and calculated the
resonance frequency of first 6 TM and TE modes of

In the equation (3), the first term has the temperature
dependence. We can see if we use liquid nitrogen to
cool down the cavity to 77.4K, the power of thermal
noise signals can be decreased.
Also, the Q factor of resonant curve of the cavity
changes as the temperature decreases.

cavity1 and cavity2 and compared them with drawing
a graph for each cavity.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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TM010

1.2E+18

TM011

TM012
1E+18

TM020

TM021

TM030
8E+17

(fD)^2

TM031

TM110
6E+17

TM111

TM120

TM121
4E+17
TM130

TM131
2E+17

TM210

TM211

TM220
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

(D/L)^2

Figure 2. Mode chart of cavity1

Figure 2 is a mode chart of TM modes.

TM221

(D/L)^2
=
0.1204
Real
Cavity 5

Figure 4. Mode frequencies in cavity2

In figure 3 and 4, the vertical lines are for the
resonance frequency of TM and TE modes from
calculation.

The

cyan-colored

lines

are

real

measurements. We found out that the peaks, which are
resonance frequencies, are really close to the
theoretical data.
Also we observed there was no first two TE modes
in those cavities. But soon I could discover those
hidden modes with loop-shaped coupler in the
position of width direction.

2 Coupling Dependency
Figure 3. Mode frequencies in Cavity1
My team wanted to know about how the resonance
frequency will change if we change the coupling. So,
we set the one coupler fixed and moved the other
inside the cavity. We experimented with Cavity 1.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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4 Bent Monopole Coupler
We also experimented with bent monopole to know
more about the relationship between the resonance
frequencies of the cavity and the shape of the couplers.
We used two bent monopole couplers and saw how the
resonance frequencies change as the relative angle
Figure 5. Coupling dependence of changing rate
in mode frequency

between the ends of the couplers. Here, the couplers
are bent 90degrees to their body. And 0degree means
the bent part of the couplers are looking the same

In figure 5, the change rate is small when you put the
coupler not deeply, which means weak coupling is
more stable than critical coupling. So, we should use
weakly coupled couplers to have stable state of the
cavity. We also checked the Q factor but the depth of

direction, 180degree means they are looking opposite
direction, and 90degrees is between those position
(Just simply consider the bent part as two sticks and
think about the angle those sticks are making.). The
results are on the following graphs.

the coupler didn’t affect it.
I also compared the difference in the resonance
frequency from experiment in weak and critical
coupling. In weak coupling, the data were really
closed with theoretical data. But in critical coupling,
the experimented data and theory had a quite big
difference. Additionally, we compared Q factor in
these two cases and saw that the weakly coupled case
has larger Q factor.
Figure 6. Bent monopole experiment, 0 degree

3 Calibration
There is energy loss when the electromagnetic wave
transfers from Network Analyzer to cavity. Therefore,
we have to compensate the energy loss in the data. So
we compared the Q factor of TM010 with NA
calibrated case and non-calibrated case.
The Q factor of calibrated case is 1466, and noncalibrated case is 1315.4. We saw that the calibrated
case has higher Q factor, and the difference between
those is about 10%.

Figure 7. Bent monopole experiment, 90 degree

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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tuning rod is not at the center or the cavity, so the
distance from the wall to the rod will change as we
rotate the tuning rod.

Figure 8. Bent monopole experiment, 180 degree

As you can see in figure 6, 7, and 8, the resonance

Figure 9. Image of tuning rod

frequency doesn’t change much. But you can see
there’s two peak overlapped in 0 and 180 degree case
and only one peak in 90 degree case. I am not sure
what that overlapped peaks are, but I think it is
overlapped because there are mode crossings if the
ends of the couplers are parallel.
Figure 10. Image of tuning rod inside the cavity
We did the basic studies about RF cavity with
experiments above. So we now wanted to do some
more important experiments to improve the cavity.

The axion signal is so small, so actually we should
move frequency with very small steps, but this
experiment is just to know about how much the

5 Tuning Rod
The signal of the axion is really small, so it will have
sharp and small peak if we see it in the Network
Analyzer. So we have to tune the cavity to change the
resonance frequency as we want. That’s why we need
tuning rod. The signal of the axion stays the same
when we move the resonance frequency. If the
frequency goes through the axion signal, the shape of
the peak will be changed and we would know there is
axion.
We put the tuning rod inside the cavity and rotated it.
The tuning rod we used is made of alumina. The

frequency will be changed so we just rotated the
tuning rod 20degrees for each steps. And when we plot
the graph we changed the degrees into the distance
from the wall to the rod. The graph is shown below.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement
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Figure 11. Tuning rod result compared with
simulation data
Figure 12. Bead tied with string
Thanks to Junu Jeong, my team could get the
simulation data and compare them with data we
measured. And surprisingly, they had matching shape
as you can see in figure 11.

The bead we used is alumina and its size is
D=4.99mm and L=20.05. We tried with smaller ones
but we could not see the enough amount of shift in
resonance frequency. So the bigger the bead is, the

6 Bead Pull
Bead pull experiment is very simple experiment, but
it tells you how the electric field is distributed inside
the real cavity. It can physically verify mode topology.
We can get the simulation data, but nobody know how
electric field is distributed in the cavity in real. So our
team did the bead pull experiment and compared the
result with simulation data.
In bead pull experiment you only need string and
dielectrical bead. We tied the bead in the middle of the
string and put the string in the cavity.

more energy it absorbs, so we can see bigger shift in
resonance frequency.
And if we pull one end of the string, the bead will
move inside the cavity. The bead disturbs the electric
field by absorbing some of it, so we can see the size of
changes in frequency and maybe Q-factor. We both
did the transverse and longitudinal direction of the
cavity. In transverse direction, we also tried different
holes on the side of the cavity that has different
distance from the end cap.

Seo Hyun Lee, RF Cavity Measurement

Figure 13. Bead inside cavity, transverse direction
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Figure 15. Simulation image of electric field inside
cavity

In figure 15, the simulation image is telling that the
electrical field is strongest in the center and it doesn’t
change in longitudinal direction.

We just did the experiment on longitudinal position
with center of the cavity, and the distance of the hole
from the end cap of the cavity is on the table below.

Figure 14. Bead inside cavity, longitudinal
direction

length[mm]

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

D of

hole

hole

hole

hole

hole

hole

50.03

100.25

150.1

200.29

266.92

13

Following figure is simulation data of electric field
in cavity.

Table 2. Distance of the holes from the end cap and
diameter of a hole

Following figures are measured data of changes in
frequency and Q-factor.
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Figure 16. Frequency change in TM010, transverse

Figure 19. Q-factor change in TM010, longitudinal

direction

direction

Figure 17. Q-factor change in TM010, transverse
direction
Figure 20. Frequency change in TM011, transverse
direction

Figure

18.

Frequency

longitudinal direction

change

in

TM010,
Figure 21. Q-factor change in TM011, transverse
direction
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7 Cryogenic Cooling
Lastly, we did the cryogenic cooling. Actually we
wanted to do this experiment to see if the supercooling
could reduce the thermal noise effectively, but we
could not go that far.
We dunked the cavity into liquid helium to cool it.
Figure

22.

Frequency

change

in

TM011,

longitudinal direction

Figure 23. Q-factor change in TM011, longitudinal
direction

As I expected, in the transverse direction, the shift of
the resonance frequencies gets bigger as we move to
the center in figures above, so we can know the field
is strongest in the center of the cavity and gets weaker
as it goes closer to the wall of the cavity. In
longitudinal

direction,

TM010

doesn’t

change

because the field is same in longitudinal way. But
TM011 is stronger in the center and weaker in the edge,
so we can know that intensity of electric field is
different in longitudinal direction on TM011. But the
graph of the Q-factor doesn’t have any meaningful
shape, so I think the change in electrical field doesn’t
affect the Q-factor much. And in the data from
longitudinal direction, the bead goes into the cavity
from 5cm depth, so the data below that just mean the
data without bead.

Figure 24. Dunking cavity into liquid helium tank

The following figure is changing of Q-factor of the
cavity in liquid helium.
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Abstract
We want to detect Axion signal by using cavity. However, Axion
signal is so small that it is very hard to detect. We have to increase Q
factor which represents energy loss of system. We use cryogenics, the low
temperature physics, to increase Q factor. Also, Axion signal frequency is
unknown until now. We have to shift the resonance frequency to magnify
the axion signal to detect axion. We tried to shift the resonant frequency
by using tuning rod. Finally, we use to bead to investigate the field in
cavity.

1

Introduction

Dark matter is one of the most actively on going research field area of physic.
The presence of dark matter was introduced because there must be the matter
in space that affected to gravity. On the other hand, axion was the particle
came in to solve QCD problem in physics. Axion was told to be one of the
candidate of dark matter, because of mass range of axion and no effectiveness
to electromagnetic field. Axion decay into photon and virtual photon in nature,
but it takes too much time. Therefore, we apply strong magnetic field to axion
to make the process faster. The signal is too small to detect right away, so
we have to magnify the signal.We want to detect the electromagnetic signal by
using resonant cavity.

2
2.1

BackGrounds
Cavity Basics

We are using the cylinderical cavity to observe the e lectromagnetic signals from
axion in the experiment. We use cylinderical cavity, because we can easily make
strong magnetic field by using solenoid. Resonant frequency is one property to
identify the geometry of cavity. Resonance of the electromagnetic field occurs
when the electric field or magnetic field is zero at the boundaries of the cavity.
The first case is called TE mode and TM mode. There is also TEM mode,
that electric field and magnetic field is both zero at the boundary point, but
there is no such mode in cylindrical cavity. According to Maxwell equation the
resonance frequency can be calculated by following equation.
r
1
znp 2
jπ
wnpj = √
(
) + ( )2
(1)
µ
b
L
1
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In the equation, µ is permeability,  is permittivity, znp is solutions of vessel
equation, b is diameter of the cavity, and L is length of the cavity. We can see
that resonance frequency of the cavity only depends on the geometry of the cavity. We actually compared the theoretical result of the resonant frequency and
experimental result of resonant frequency as follow. In the figure1, the vertical

Figure 1: Matching theoretical value with experiment
lines are for the resonance frequency of TM and TE modes from calculation.
The cyan-colored lines are real measurements. We found out that the peaks,
which are resonance frequencies, are really close to the theoretical data. Also
observed there was no first two TE modes. We can’t observe TE modes, because
we did experiment with mono pole antenna. We can observe TE modes when
we use loop antenna.

2.2

Shifting Resonant Frequency

When the dielectric material go into the cavity. The field in cavity changes
because of the motion of the electrons in dielectric material. Which equivalent
with the change of permeability and permittivity. Equation 2 is the actual
equation of the situation.
RRR
(∆µH02 + ∆E02 )
∆w
= RRR
(2)
w0
(µH02 + E02 )
As see in the equation 2, resonant frequancy changes as permeability and permittivity changes. By using this characteristics, we want to investigate the field
in cavity and try to shift the resonant frequency to make the technology to
detect axion.

3

Experimental Design

We did three experiment, bead pull experiment, tuning rod experiment and
cryogenic experiment.
2
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3.1

Bead Pull Experiment

Bead pull experiment is for investigate the field in the cavity, so we can analyze
the cavity’s characteristics more deeply. We divided the experiment in two
parts. Firstly, we moved the bead transversely by 1cm at a time, so we can
know about the radial part of the field. There are five holes in the cavity. We
repeated five times for one hole. Then, we moved the bead longitudinally by
1cm at a time, so we can know about the height part of the field. We repeated
five times for the experiment also. We checked the frequency shift and Q factor
at T M010 mode and T M011 mode.

Figure 2: Bead and cavity in the experiment

3.2

Tuning Rod Experiment

Tuning rod experiment was for shifting the resonant frequency of the cavity to
determine the resonant frequency. We rotate the tuning rod that inserted in
cavity, so the geometry of the cavity changes as the angle differs. We rotated
tuning rod ten degrees at a time. After measuring the shifting frequency, we
compared the result with the simulation data.

Figure 3: Tuning Rod

3.3

Cryogenic Experiment

Cryogenics is the way to mount the Q factor and reduce the thermal noise. It
is because we can decrease the Brownian motion of the cavity and increase the
conductivity of the cavity. The way to do the cryogenics experiment is to put
the cavity in the liquid helium which temperature is under 4K. We tried to see
the Q factor changes when the cavity goes into liquid helium.
3
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4
4.1
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Experimental Result and Analysis
Bead Pull Experiment

We tried to understand the result with the following formula.
E0,z = Jn (kc,np r) cos(nθ)

(3)

The formula means that the electric field in the cavity follows the vessel functions’ solution times cosine function.

Figure 4: Resonant Frequency Shift in TM010

Figure 5: Q factor change in TM010
The following graphs are the results for the bead pull experiment. Firstly,
let’s focus on the T M010 mode.In Figure4, we can notice that the frequency
shift reaches maximum when the bead is middle of the cavity. It means that
the cavity has the strongest electric field in the middle and decrease transversely.
Also, longitudinal filed looks like the first order cosine function which predicted
by formula (3). The result about the Q-factor didn’t gave us much meaningful
information, but we can know that field is not perfectly matches with theory.
We can give the same argument at the T M011 mode frequency. The resonant
frequency shift reaches maximum at the middle, because the electric field is
strongest at the middle transversely. However, in longitudinally, the graph
looks like the second order cosine function as predicted in formula (3). Also,
the Q-factor didn’t show the meaningful information. The field in the cavity
pretty much matched with the prediction that T M01 mode has strongest electric
field in the middle and follow the cosine function longitudinally.

4
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Figure 6: Resonant Frequency Shift in TM011

Figure 7: Q factor change in TM011

4.2

Tuning Rod Experiment

We can see the resonant frequency change when the tuning rod rotate which
means that we can adjust the resonance frequency by using tuning rod.

Figure 8: Frequency Shift as the Tuning Rod Rotates
In the Tuning Rod Experiment, we compared with the simulation data. We
find that tendency of the simulation and experiment data are similar.

4.3

Cryogenics Experiment

Figure 10 graph is the graph showing change of Q-factor as time goes by. The
Q-factor start to increase when cavity begin to go into liquid helium. Then
Q-factor reaches the maximum when cavity fully filled with liquid helium. We
can notice that Q-factor of cavity actually increase in low temperature.

5
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Figure 9: Comparison with Simulation Data

Figure 10: Frequency Shift as the Tuning Rod Rotates

5

Conclusion

Our experiment was about investigating the various characteristics of RF cavity.
To detect the small signal from axion, we have to have a large Q-factor cavity
and move the resonant frequency to axion signal. I think cryogenics and tuning
rod experiment was technology to improve the possibility to detect axion. Also,
we investigate about the interior of cavity by bead pull experiment.

6
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Abstract—The axion is a hypothetical elementary particle
postulated by the Peccei-Quinn theory that serves as a theoretical
solution to the strong charge-parity (CP) problem in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) in addition to being an excellent dark
matter candidate. Axions may be detected by their resonant
conversion to photons in a microwave cavity permeated by
a magnetic field. This paper seeks to investigate the issue of
designing RF components required for the experiment in order
to provide coverage with antennae and a transmission system to
generate and receive signals from the axion cavity’s transmission system. CST (Computer Simulation Technology) Microwave
Studio program was used to simulate the preliminary designs
of various RF components such as transmission lines, couplers,
and bandpass filters before entering into the production stage.
After hand-making these components, the Network Analyzer was
utilized for data analysis to investigate the overall transmission
rate of the components.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IBS Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research
(CAPP) serves to establish a cutting-edge axion experiment
and to search for axion particles converting to microwave
photons in a resonant cavity within a strong magnetic field.
The axion experiment CULTASK (CAPP Ultra Low Temperature Axion Search in Korea) currently located at KAIST
(Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology) uses
two dilution refrigerators (Fig. 1) which could lower the
temperature of cavities to less than 50 mK. A resonant cavity
(10 cm OD) and the support structure were installed within
the cavity system along with the frequency tuning system. [1]
A. RF Components
With CULTASK in mind, our research focuses on how
to increase the strength of the signal and how to increase
probability of detecting a signal. After detection, devices,
especially RF components, are needed that can control the
signal. RF components are defined as electrical devices within
a radio frequency (RF) of about 3kHz to 300GHz. By utilizing
these components, we are able to provide coverage with
antennae and a transmission system to generate and receive
signals from transmission system. In order to successfully
handle and operate these RF components, in-depth knowledge
about wave propagation and impedance to control the signals
is required.

Fig. 1. Dilution Refrigerator

B. Impedance
Impedance, denoted as Z, is an expression of the opposition
that an electronic component, circuit, or system offers to
alternating and/or direct electric current.Impedance is a twodimensional vector quantity consisting of two independent
one-dimensional scalar phenomena: resistance and reactance.
[2]
For majority of RF transmission lines, the standard
impedance is 50 Ω. In order to maximize the transmission
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rate, it is crucial that all components used during not only
simulation but also experimentation is 50 Ω. This relationship
between reflection and impedance can be seen in the equation
for the reflection coefficient. We must minimize the difference
between impedances in order to reduce the reflection constant
ideally almost to zero. Therefore, it is important to impedance
match RF transmission lines.
Γ=

ZL − Z
ZL + Z

(1)

II. T RANSMISSION L INE
A transmission line is a pair of electrical conductors carrying an electrical signal from one place to another. In the
experiment, one of the main transmission lines used is the
coaxial cable. Essentially, the main function of the line is
to carry the signal flow. The outer part of the cable is
characterized as ground whereas the inner pin would be the
component defined to carry input or output. [3]
The electrical resistance of the conductors is crucial in that
it increases with frequency. Magnetic fields generated by highfrequency currents drive those currents towards the outer edge
of the conductor. Therefore, the higher the frequency, the
thinner the layer of metal available to carry the current and
the higher the effective resistance of the cable. [3]
A. Microstrip Line
Microstrip is a type of electrical transmission line that
is used to convey microwave-frequency signals (Fig. 2). It
consists of a conducting strip separated from a ground plane
by a dielectric layer known as the substrate. It is a cheaper
alternative to the traditional waveguide technology, as well as
being far lighter and more compact.
Since the standard impedance for the RF components is
50 Ohms, we need to make the planar transmission line
impedance 50 Ohm in order to minimize the reflection. By
using online calculators, we were able to adjust our dimensions
in order to match the 50 Ohm impedance. We also had the
option of calculating the impedance by hand using either of
the equations below.
60π
H
W
Z0 = √ ln(8
+ 0.25 ),
e
W
H
Z0 = √

W
<1
H

120π
,
e [ W
+
1.393
+ 23 ln( W
H
H + 1.444)]

(2)

W
> 1 (3)
H

By conducting simulation, we were able to see if the
impedance is constant throughout the frequency range that we
desired. For the simulation, we used CST Studio Suite and
checked the transmission rate as well as the impedance of the
transmission line on frequency range of 0.1 GHz to 3 GHz
(Fig.3, Fig.4).
Due to the successful impedance matching between the
transmission line and the port cable, the transmission rate is
almost 0 dB. However, there is tiny drop of the S parameter
at the high frequency range, occurring due to the dipoles

Fig. 2. Microstrip Line via Simulation

Fig. 3. Transmission Rate of MSL via Simulation

Fig. 4. Impedance of MSL via Simulation

of dielectric material oscillating rapidly. This phenomenon
converts some electric energy into beat, thus causing the loss
in the transmission rate. Despite the small loss, S21 stays
above 1 dB and shows excellent transmission. After confirming
the dimensions of the MSL with the simulation program, we
handmade the microstrip as seen in Fig.5.
After simulation was finalized, we entered production stage.
Copper tape was used to stick the transmission line to the
Teflon, the dielectric material, and to attach the ports on the
ends of the line. The width of the microstrip was 3.4mm to
create 50 Ohm of impedance for the transmitting signal. The
copper tape was attached to the back side and served as the
ground. This ensured that the base voltage is identical for the
two ports. By connecting the MSL to the network analyzer, we
could measure the transmission rate (Fig.6) and the impedance
(Fig.7).
From the experiment data, it is evident that the transmission
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can see from the Smith chart that the reflectance between the
port and the MSL is almost zero all throughout the range,
proving that the impedance is extremely and consistently near
50 Ohms.
III. C OUPLER

Fig. 5. Microstrip Line

Couplers, also known as power dividers, are components
which monitor whether or not the signal is flowing through
the transmission line. It takes a small part of the main signal
from the transmission line. With this, we are able to determine
the signal shape by utilizing the network analyzer.
Another important aspect of the coupler to consider is
how the transmission line couples, or connects, with the
main transmission line to extract some part of the main
signal. Depending on which kind of couplers we use and
the dimensions of the coupler itself, the sub-signal coming
from the secondary transmission line will be characterized
by a different power with a different phase. Therefore, it is
critical that we analyze and determine what kind of coupling
is required for the specific transmission system.
A. Short Section Directional Coupler
The coupler that we made is one of the simplest and
most common coupler – the short section directional coupler
(Fig. 8). The secondary transmission line couples to the main
transmission line at a distance of quarter wavelength of the
frequency of the signal. Since we are going to use 2.5GHz as
the main frequency, a quarter of the wavelength is 21mm.

Fig. 6. Transmission Rate of MSL via Network Analyzer

Fig. 8. Short Section Directional Coupler via Simulation

Fig. 7. Impedance of MSL via Network Analyzer

rate exhibits the same patterns as the simulation data. The rate
decreases as the frequency increases. This is caused by the
intrinsic property of the Teflon material itself. In addition, we

As seen in Figure 9, the coupling is approximately -20dB for
the 0.3 GHz bandwidth. Because coupling is not effective for
DC currents, the coupling rate decreases for the low frequency.
Therefore, the rate increased as the frequency also increased
from 0. Because there is some loss due the nature of the
material, the rate experienced a slight decrease. The coupling
is maximum when the frequency is 2-2.5 GHz.
Following the simulation of our short-section directional
coupler, we continued onto the production of the component
(Fig. 10). The width of the main and the sub transmission
lines of 3.4mm and length of the coupled line was 22mm
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Fig. 9. Transmission Rate of Short-Section Coupler via Simulation

which was a quarter wavelength of the 2.5GHz signal. The
coupling rate is dependent on the distance between those two
lines. Therefore, to make the coupling power be -20dB, the
distance between two lines was set as 4.7mm.

Fig. 11. Coupling Rate via Network Analyzer (Short-Section Coupler)

Fig. 10. Short-Section Directional Coupler

The data retrieved from the Network Analyzer closely
followed the predicted results during the simulation stage
(Fig. 11). The coupling ratio increased as the frequency rate
increased with some discrepancy. Surprisingly, the coupling
was bigger than expected; the signal of the coupled line was
characterized by power of -5dB than our expected -20dB. This
error occurred because the distance of two lines were actually
closer than the simulation. Therefore, the short distance caused
the power to increase more while the main transmission lines
power decreased.
B. Hybrid Coupler
Hybrid is a coupler that is essentially similar to the short
directional coupler with an exception of two characteristics.
First of all, the power distribution between 2 strips are equal,
meaning the intensity of the signal will be -3dB for each of the
two lines. Second, the phase difference between the two strips
can be set as 90 degrees for the specific frequency (2.5GHz for
our case). As seen in Figure 12, there is a quarter wavelength
difference between the two lines, causing the phase difference.
Figure 13 displays the results of the data taken from the
simulation for hybrid coupler. As seen in the graph, the phase
differences fluctuate throughout the given frequency range but
become 90 degrees at 2.5 GHz.
Following the dimensions used during simulation, we proceeded to create a hybrid coupler (Fig. 14). The Teflon plate

Fig. 12. Hybrid Coupler via Simulation

Fig. 13. S Parameter via Simulation (Hybrid Coupler)

was 60mm x 60mm. The width of the circular transition line
was 2mm and the other branches had width of 3.4mm. The
reason for the circular transition lines varying width derives
from the fact that the impedance must be 50 Ohm times sqrt(2)
impedance. The most important to keep in mind about this
coupler is that it has to create the phase difference of 90
degrees for the two receiver ports. Thus, the distance between
the path from first receiver to the second needs to be set at
a quarter wavelength difference. Therefore, the circles were
divided by quarter wavelength.
The graph of S parameter for hybrid coupler shows similar
results as the simulation graph (Fig. 15). Although there are
some gaps between the two transmission rates, it continued to
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signals occurs at a frequency of 3GHz, as opposed to 2.5GHz.
This error stemmed from the length difference between the
simulation hybrid coupler and the actual one. The phase shift
was shifted by an amount that proportional to the difference
between the two lengths, creating the discrepancy between the
simulation and the data.
IV. BANDPASS F ILTER

Fig. 14. Hybrid Coupler

Fig. 15. Transmission Rate via Network Analyzer (Hybrid Coupler)

Fig. 16. Phase Difference via Network Analyzer (Hybrid Coupler)

follow similar values throughout the range between 2GHz to
4GHz.
Contrary to the simulation, the phase shift of the two signals
was different (Fig. 16). The 90 phase difference between two

A band-pass filter is a device that passes frequencies within
a certain range and rejects frequencies outside that range. An
ideal bandpass filter would have a completely flat passband
and would completely attenuate all frequencies outside the
passband. Additionally, the transition out of the passband
would have brickwall characteristics. In practice, no bandpass
filter is ideal. The filter does not attenuate all frequencies
outside the desired frequency range completely; in particular,
there is a region just outside the intended passband where
frequencies are attenuated, but not rejected. This is known
as the filter roll-off, and it is usually expressed in dB of
attenuation per octave or decade of frequency. Generally, the
design of a filter seeks to make the roll-off as narrow as
possible, allowing the filter to perform as close as possible
to its intended design. Often, this is achieved at the expense
of pass-band or stop-band ripple. The bandwidth of the filter
is simply the difference between the upper and lower cutoff
frequencies. [4]
A band-pass filter can be characterized by its Q factor. The
Q-factor is the inverse of the fractional bandwidth. A high-Q
filter will have a narrow passband and a low-Q filter will have
a wide passband. These are referred to as narrow-band and
wide-band filters.
A. Chebyshev Transformer
A Chebyshev transformer is an impedance matching transformer and is based on the theory of small reflections. The
transformer uses the Chebyshev polynomials to calculate a
reflection coefficient below a desired value for a specific
frequency band. For instance, if you wanted to match a line
of impedance Z0 to a load impedance Z1 , there are many of
techniques to match these at your central frequency. However,
as frequencies change, the electrical length of your matching
section changes as well; as a result, your network is not
matched for frequencies other than it is designed to. To solve
this issue, the Chebyshev method gives a reflection coefficient
response below a threshold for a band of frequencies. The
transformer is designed by equating Γ(θ) to a Chebyshev
polynomial, which has the optimum characteristics needed for
this type of transformer.
In our case, during simulation (Fig. 17), we have set two
frequency range to be able to pass signals well: 1.2 1.7GHz
and 3 3.7GHz. The height of the hills are 0.6dB, which shows
transmission rate difference throughout different frequency.
As seen in Figure 18, the main transmission line is divided
into 4 parts, ranging from 50 Ohm to 25 Ohm impedance. The
width progressively becomes larger from one end to the other,
creating a band pass filter. Each rectangles length is set to have
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with each other. But, in reality, small length difference caused
the standing waves to form, making the transmission rate to
go up and down. It is hard to control this parameter unless by
making the device more delicately.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Chebyshev Transformer via Simulation

Fig. 18. S Parameter via Simulation (Chebyshev Transformer)

a quarter wavelength, which has different value depending on
its width (21.7mm, 22mm, 22.1mm, 22.4mm) The length was
set to have a quarter wavelength in order to minimize the
standing wave between the reflection of the signal from the
first and the second wall. In the ideal case, the graph would
be smooth as the simulation.

Fig. 19. Transmission Rate via Network Analyzer (Chebyshev Transformer)

This graph of S parameter shows the transmission of signals
depending on its frequency (Fig. 19). The passing ranges of
frequency is 1.5-2GHz and 3-3.5GHz, which are identical as
what was projected in the simulated result. In addition, as
expected, there are two bandwidths for the band pass filter.
It is possible to observe some error in the graph. In the
simulation, the quarter wavelength length of the transmission
line is supposed to cancel the reflection waves from interfering

This paper sought to investigate various types of RF components, such as the Microstrip Line, Short-Section Directional
Coupler, Hybrid Coupler, and Chebyshev Transformer, that are
utilized in the Microwave Axion Cavity Experiment. Using
the data results retrieved from CST Microwave Studio and
Network Analyzer, we were successfully able to analyze the
efficiency of our handmade RF components and compare simulation and experimental data. Ultimately, our results indicated
that the components created are extremely efficient and the
results from experimentation match almost identically with the
initial theoretical designs. In conclusion, we have developed a
working prototype framework, that, in concept, can be utilized
in a modern axion cavity experiment and provide stable results.
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ABSTRACT

Dark matter search experiments are currently one of the most cutting edge and innovative efforts on the field of Precision Physics, trying to uncover the mysteries of our cosmos. The most promising candidate for cold dark matter is the axion, which many experiments
hope to detect. The CULTASK experiment, as formulated by the people at KAIST, is one of the leading efforts. During our time at
KAIST, working at KUSP, the summer research program, we had the opportunity to learn from and work with pioneering scientists at
Axion Cavity experiments. After familiarizing ourselves with the theoretical background required and the technical aspects of signal
handling, we decided to work on the necessary RF components. Using CST Studio Suite we designed the theoretical prototypes for
the Microstrip Line(MSL), the Coupler, the Hybrid Coupler and the Chebyshev Transformer. In the following days, we achieved to
construct and actualize these prototypes, as well as examine them, through rigorous testing with a Network Analyzer, to observe their
efficiency over a wide range of frequencies. The measured S parameter, impedance and phase chance over the frequency domain was
found to be in good accordance with the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction
Our current knowledge of the universe suggests that we are only
aware of circa 5% of the world around us. The interstellar material composition is dominated by dark matter and dark energy. This observation fundamentally challenges our view of the
world. For this reason there is a strong motivation to try and find
the missing piece in the standard model puzzle. One of the most
promising candidates for dark matter is the axion. The axion is a
hypothetical elementary particle postulated by the Peccei–Quinn
theory to resolve the strong CP problem in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). If axions exist and have low mass within a specific range, they are of interest as a possible component of cold
dark matter. There are many experimental setups that try to detect axions while significant progress is being made at the CAPP
(Center for Axions Precision Physics Research).

2. CAPP’s Ultra Low Temperature Axion Search in
Korea (CULTASK)
The main research focus of the IBS Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research (CAPP) is to establish a state-of-the-art
axion experiment in Korea and to search for relic axion particles
converting to microwave photons in a resonant cavity submerged
in a strong magnetic field. The initial stage of building our axion
experiment, CULTASK (CAPP Ultra Low Temperature Axion
Search in Korea) is completed at KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology) with successful installation
of two new dilution refrigerators (one with 8T superconducting
magnet) which could lower the temperature of cavities to less
than 50 mK (1). A resonant cavity (10 cm OD) and the support
structure were fabricated and installed with the frequency tuning system employing a sapphire rod driven by a piezoelectric
actuator. The experimental set up is shown in Fig.1 .

Fig. 1. One of two dilution refrigerators.

3. RF Components
While the experimental set up serves as a basis, the main goal
in this work is to optimize the way to control the expected signal and simplify the analysis process. The use of RF (radio frequency) components was necessary. The RF components are
electrical devices which operate in the radio frequency which
is about 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Using the physics knowledge of the
system we had to be able to generate and receive signals from
and to the set up. For this reason we had to develop an array of
2 of 6

devices, including transmission line, a Short Section Directional
Coupler, a Hybrid Coupler and a Chebyshev Transformer.

4. Transmission Line
One of the early milestones in microwave engineering was the
development of waveguide and other transmission lines for the
low-loss transmission of power at high frequencies. Although
Heaviside considered the possibility of propagation of electromagnetic waves inside a closed hollow tube in 1893, he rejected the idea because he believed that two conductors were
necessary for the transfer of electromagnetic energy. In 1897,
Lord Rayleigh (John William Strutt) mathematically proved that
wave propagation in waveguides was possible for both circular and rectangular cross sections. Rayleigh also noted the infinite set of waveguide modes of the TE (transverse electric) and
TM (transverse magnetic) type that were possible and the existence of a cutoff frequency, but no experimental verification
was made at the time. The waveguide was then essentially forgotten until it was rediscovered independently in 1936 by two
researchers. After preliminary experiments in 1932, George C.
Southworth of the AT Company in New York presented a paper on the waveguide in 1936. At the same meeting, W. L.
Barrow of MIT presented a paper on the circular waveguide,
with experimental confirmation of propagation. Early RF and
microwave systems relied on waveguides, two-wire lines, and
coaxial lines for transmission. Waveguides have the advantage
of high power-handling capability and low loss but are bulky
and expensive, especially at low frequencies. Two-wire lines are
inexpensive but lack shielding. Coaxial lines are shielded but
are a difficult medium in which to fabricate complex microwave
components. Planar transmission lines provide an alternative, in
the form of stripline, microstrip lines, slotlines, coplanar waveguides, and several other types of related geometries. Such transmission lines are compact, low in cost, and capable of being easily integrated with active circuit devices, such as diodes and transistors, to form microwave integrated circuits. The first planar
transmission line may have been a flat-strip coaxial line, similar to a stripline, used in a production power divider network in
World War II, but planar lines did not see intensive development
until the 1950s. Microstrip lines were developed at ITT laboratories and were competitors of stripline. The first microstrip lines
used a relatively thick dielectric substrate, which accentuated the
non-TEM mode behavior and frequency dispersion of the line.
This characteristic made it less desirable than stripline until the
1960s, when much thinner substrates began to be used. This reduced the frequency dependence of the line, and now microstrip
lines are often the preferred medium for microwave integrated
circuits.(2)
4.1. Microstrip Line (MSL)

Microstrip is a type of electrical transmission line and is used to
convey microwave-frequency signals. It consists of a conducting strip separated from a ground plane by a dielectric layer
known as the substrate. It is a cheaper alternative to the traditional waveguide technology, as well as being far lighter and
more compact.
A planer transmission line with an impedance of 50 Ohms is
needed to minimize reflection and to work with the RF components. The dimensions of the planer transmission line were determined by using online calculators(3). Using CST Studio Suite,
we did a simulation (Fig. 2) to check if the impedance is uni-
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form though out the target frequency range of 0.1 GHz to 3.0
GHz (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
The impedance match between the transmission line and port
cable resulted in the transmission rate being nearly 0 dB. At high
frequencies, the dipoles of the dielectric material oscillate fast,
thus causing a drop in the S parameter. When the S parameter
drops, electrical energy is converted to beats. However, the S21
staying above 1 dB shows good transmission. After the confirmation of the dimensions of the MSL from the simulation program we made a MSL as seen in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Transmission rate via Network Analyzer(MSL).

Fig. 2. Microstrip Line via Simulation.

Fig. 7. Impedance via Network Analyzer(MSL).

5. Coupler
Fig. 3. Transmission rate via Simulation(MSL).

Fig. 4. Impedance via Simulation(MSL).

Couplers, also known as power dividers, are components which
monitor whether or not the signal is flowing through the transmission line. It takes a small part of the main signal from the
transmission line. With these, we are able to determine the signal
shape by utilizing the network analyzer. Another important aspect of the coupler to consider is how the transmission line couples, or connects, with the main transmission line to extract some
part of the main signal. Depending on which kinds of couplers
we use and the dimensions of the coupler itself, the sub-signal
coming from the secondary transmission line will be characterized by a different power with different phase. Therefore, it is
critical that we analyze and determine what kind of coupling is
required for the specific transmission system.
5.1. Short Section Directional Coupler

Fig. 5. Microstrip Line.

The teflon was was attached to the transmission line through the
use of copper tape. Copper tape was also used as ground to produce the same voltage for the two ports. The ports were then
attached at the end of the lines. After, the MSL was connected
to the network analyzer to measure the transmission rate (Fig. 6)
and the impedance (Fig. 7). In addition, the Smith chart points
to the reflectance between the port and the MSL to be negligible,
thus implying the impedance is close to 50 Ohms.
The experimental data on transmission rate, strongly supports the simulated data. Due to teflons properties, the transmission rate goes down as the frequency gets higher.

That coupler that we constructed is one of the simplest available,
called the ‘Short Section Directional Coupler’. It is a widely used
design where the coupler transmissions lines are connected to
the main transmission line, spanning a length equal to a quarter
wavelength of the signal frequency
The working frequency of our set up is equal to 2.5 GHz
and thus the quarter wavelength is 21 mm. In Fig. 8 we present
a simulation of this coupler.

Fig. 8. Coupler via Simulation
3 of 6
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As presented in Fig. 9, the coupling value is about -20 dB for the
0-3 GHz bandwidth. Due to the suboptimal coupling efficiency
for DC currents the coupling rate decreases for low values of
frequency, but increases substantially for larger values. One
possible loss parameter is the material effects around 3 GHz,
so our maximum coupling value is found around 2-2.5 GHz.
Our implementation of the ‘Short Section Directional Coupler’

line.Furthermore, the phase difference between the two transmission lines can be made orthogonal to each other, when the
signal frequency set to 2.5 GHz.

Fig. 12. Hybrid Coupler via simulation.

Fig. 9. Coupling rate via Simulation

is presented in Fig. 10. The transmission line cross-section is
3.4 mm and the coupled line length is 22 mm corresponding to
the quarter wavelength of the 2.5 GHz signal. The coupling rate
depends on the distance of these two lines and in order to set the
coupling power to -20 dB, we set it to 4.7 mm.

There is a 90 degree phase shift between the wavelengths of
the two lines. The above figure is a concept view of the Hybrid
Coupler simulation, while the Fig. 13 presents the constructed
prototype and the Fig. 14, Fig. 15 show the resulting phase shift
and S parameter in respect to frequency. We can observe the
phase change over our bandwidth. At a phase shift of 90 degrees
at 2.5 GHz, the power distribution can be seen.
Our prototype is based on a teflon plate of 60x60 mm dimensions. The circular transmission line’s cross-section is 2 mm,
while the others branch’s cross-section is 3.4 mm. This difference in design is attributed to different impedance values,√so that
the circular transmission line has an impedance of 50 · 2. The
crucial part of the Hybrid Coupler design is to create the necessary phase difference of 90 degree between the receiver ports,
and for this reason the path to the first and second receiver was
set as quarter wavelength difference.

Fig. 10. Short Section Directional Coupler

The observed output of the Network Analyzer matches our
expectations as the coupling ratio increases with the frequency
rate. One thing to notice is that the coupling was found to have
the expected value. The signal of the coupled line is -20 dB.
Fig. 13. Hybrid Coupler.

Fig. 14. Phase via Simulation.

Fig. 11. Coupling rate via Network Analyzer.

5.2. Hybrid Coupler

One variation of the Short Section Directional coupler is the socalled Hybrid Coupler, that features two main differences. On
one hand the power distribution between the two transmission
lines is equal and thus the signal intensity is -3 dB for each
4 of 6

When our prototype was ready, it was time to test it with the
Network Analyzer as with the previous components. The Network Analyzer output is presented in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The
simulated data for the S parameter resembles our experimental
observations, even if we encounter some gaps between the ideal
and real world data, they follow the same pattern in the 2-4 GHz
range. However, the phase shift of the two signals are different
from the simulation. The 90 phase difference between two signals appear when the frequency is 3 GHz, not 2.5 GHz. This is
due to length difference between the simulation hybrid coupler
and the actual one. Since, the length was little bit off, it created
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the phase shift to be shifted by certain amount, creating the discrepancy between the simulation and the data.

Fig. 18. Simulation of Chebyshev Transformer.

Fig. 15. S parameter via Simulation.

Fig. 20, the main transmission line is divided into 4 parts, from
50 Ohm impedance to 25 Ohm. The width gets larger as it goes
from one to other, creating a Chebyshev Transformer. Each rectangles’ length is set to have a quarter wavelength, which has
different value depending on its width (21.7 mm, 22 mm, 22.1
mm, 22.4 mm). The reason why the length was set to have a
quarter wavelength is to minimize the standing wave between
the reflection of the signal from the first wall and the second
one. Therefore, the ideal case, the graph would be smooth as the
simulation.

Fig. 16. Phase via Network Analyzer.
Fig. 19. S parameter via Simulation.

Fig. 17. S parameter via Network Analyzer.

Fig. 20. Chebyshev Transformer.

6. Chebyshev Transformer.
A Chebyshev transformer is an impedance matching transformer
and it is based on the theory of small reflections. The transformer
makes use of the Chebyshev polynomials (as its name states) to
provide an overall reflection coefficient below a desired value for
a specific frequency band. Suppose that you wanna match a line
of impedance Z0 to a load impedance Zl. Of course, you can
use a lot of techniques to match these at your central frequency,
but as frequencies change, the electrical length of your matching section changes as well and as a result, your network is not
matched for frequencies other than it is designed to. Here comes
the Chebyshev method which gives you a reflection coefficient
response below a threshold for a band of frequencies. The transformer is designed by equating Γ(θ) to a Chebyshev polynomial,
which has the optimum characteristics needed for this type of
transformer. At this point,using CST Studio Suite (see Fig. 18),
we have set two frequency range to be able to pass signals well.
The passing frequency is from 1.2-1.7 GHz and 3-3.7 GHz. The
height of the hills are 0.6 dB, which shows transmission rate difference throughout different frequency(Fig. 19). As you see in

Fig. 21. S parameter via Network Analyzer.

In Fig. 21 of S parameter we can see the transmission of signals
depending on their frequency. The passing range of frequency
is 1.5-2 GHz and 3-3.5 GHz which are same as the simulation
result. Also, there are two bandwidths for the Chebyshev Transformer which is as expected. In the result, it is possible to observe some error in the graph. In the simulation the quarter wavelength length of the transmission line is supposed to cancel the
5 of 6
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reflection waves from interfering with each other, but in reality,
small length difference caused the standing waves to form which
caused the transmission rate to go up and down. It is hard to control this parameter unless by making the device more delicately.

7. Conclusions
During the past four weeks I have been working with Dr. Jihoon
Choi at the KAIST summer research program, developing RF
components for one of the most advanced axion search experiments. After familiarizing ourselves with the cavity setup we begun construction of necessary RF components for signal analysis
and handling. We were successful in developing the Microstrip
Line, the Short Section Directional Coupler, the Hybrid Coupler
and the Chebyshev Transformer according to the simulation. The
real world efficiency of our final products matches closely the
initial theoretical design. Our prototypes were tested using the
Network Analyzer. In conclusion, we developed a working prototype framework, that in concept can be used in a modern axion
cavity experiment and provide stable results.
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Design of RF Components for Axion Cavity Research
Junseo Jung
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Abstract
Physicists are searching for axions, the dark matter candidate particle, which
might resolve the Strong CP Problem, using a microwave resonant cavity.
Our research goal is to design the RF components which are needed for the
cavity for the receiving system which will help with the analysis of the signal
itself. In the process, CST Microwave Studio program and Network Analyzer
were used to check the overall performance of the components.
Keywords: Axion Cavity, RF Components, Impedance, Frequency
1. Introduction
In physics, there is a problem involving the symmetry of the strong force
called the strong CP Problem. According to QCD, the symmetry involving
the CP(Charge and Parity) is supposed to break by the originating theta
term of the equation. However, experiments so far have proved that the
theta term can only have values less than 10 to negative 9th power. Which
means the value is very fined tuned but no one can explain why it is so.
According to the theory proposed by Peccei and Quinn, that theta term
automatically cancels out due to a new particle, making the Strong CP Problem become not accidental but inevitable. This particle was named as the
axion and is expected to have similar properties as the pion but with different
mass.
The physicist have tried to detect to axion knowing that it can decay into
two photons. The experiment of finding the axion depends on the inverse
Primakoff effect, which one photon interacts with the axion to produce another photon in some frequency, f0. Instead of using a real photon for the
coupling of the axion, virtual photon (or the magnetic field) is often used
instead.
Preprint submitted to Journal Name
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The probability of finding the particle depends on various parameter so
physicists are trying to optimize these factors. In CULTASK(CAPP’s Ultra
Low Temperature Axion Search in Korea), there are a lot of works done to
make a optimal cavity for the axion search. Therefore, what we are going to
do is to make a radio signal transmission system in order for the detection
analysis to go well.
2. RF Components
RF Components are defined as electronical devices which regulate signals
and currents which have a frequency from works on a frequency range from
10MHz to 300GHz. The general goal of RF components are to create an
antennae system or the transmission system to deal with the signals within
RF frequency range. When sending a signal or receiving a signal, various RF
components are needed depending on what kind of actions are done to the
signal. Devices such as transmission lines, amplifier, coupler, etc. are often
used to serve those purposes.
When receiving the signal from the axion cavity, RF components serve
several critical roles. First, the transmission line are needed in order for
the signal from the cavity to flow to the network analyzer. A band pass
filter is needed to cut out unnecessary data from other frequency range. Few
couplers are needed in order to monitor the signal flow and to check if there
is a signal at all. Finally, isolators are needed in order for reflective wave to
not interfere with a propagating wave. Therefore, to get a proper signal from
the axion cavity, design of RF components is essential.
To design those RF components, one must know about regulating the
wave propagation of the electromagnetic waves and the properties of those
waves depending on the material. To do so, knowing the impedance is critical. Impedance is a complex number which describes ratio between the
voltage and current. It explains about the how well the transmission occurs
depending on the currents frequency. By changing the value of impedances
for the components, we can determine the flow rate of the waves and the
reflectance of the waves. Therefore, in order to control the waves properly,
calculation of impedance is needed. Another important part when it comes
to designing RF components is called impedance matching. When two components with different impedance is connected together, waves reflect on the
surface of does not entirely pass through one another.

2
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ZL − Z0
(1)
ZL − Z0
As seen here, reflection occurs depending on the value of two impedance
and in order to minimize the impedance, the only way is to make them the
same. This process is called impedance matching. Usually, all of the ports
and devices are set to have 50 Ohms since that impedance is good for both
minimizing the distortion of the signal and for power transfer. Therefore,
the RF devices will also designed to have 50 Ohms.
Γ=

3. Transmission Line
Transmission line is a device where you can send an alternating current
of electromagnetic signal. They connect the signal source with the receiver
with minimum loss as possible. They usually work on a radio frequency and
the general goal of the transmission lines are to send a signal with minimum
loss.
The transmission lines are characterized by its own constant as phase velocity, delay angles, etc. which comes from its inductance and capacitance.
Since the transmission lines are composed of the transmission cable and the
ground, the electric field is induced between two parts, thus creating those
values. Depending on the inductance or capacitance per length, the transmission lines phase velocity.
Another important matter is to keep these constant. For the coaxial
cable, if the distance between the ground line and the transmission lines
are not constant, then the characteristic impedance of the line can change
depending on the location. This factor can cause certain frequency of the
signal to not flow well, failing to operate as the transmission cable. Overall,
for transmission line to work well, it should have a certain impedance which
stays constant, and is able to transmit signals in wide range of frequency.
3.1. Microstrip
Microstrip is a transmission line used in radio frequency range. The structure of the microstrip is simple. First, there is a ground plate, which connects
the ports to make sure that they have the same reference voltage. Above the
ground plate, there is a dielectric material which allows the electric/magnetic
field to form between the cable and the ground and there is a transmission
lines above the dielectric material forming the transmission line.
3
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As described above, it is important to know the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line when sending a signal, so calculation of the impedance
for microstrip is necessary.
60
H
W
Z0 = √ ln(8 + 0.25 )
0
W
H
Z0 = √

e [ W
H

120
+ 1.393 + 23 ln( W
+ 1.444)]
H

(2)
(3)

(W is width of the microstrip and H is the height of the dielectric material)
Also, the value of the impedance it is important to set it same to the
other devices since the reflection occurs when the signal goes through RF
components with different impedance. To set the microstrips impedance to
be 50 Ohms the width of the line was 3.4 mm and the dielectric material
used was Teflon (with relative permittivity of 2.1).
By using these dimensions, and the materials of the microstrip, it is possible to draw the shape of the microstrip in CST studio, which enables to do
simulation of the signal propagation. The simulation results could give the
S parameter vs frequency graph for the frequency range of 0 3GHz range.
After the confirmation of the dimensions of the MSL, using the simulation,
we have made a MSL as seen below.

Figure 1: Front view of MSL

We have used a copper tape to stick the transmission line to the Teflon
(the dielectric material) and have attached the ports on the ends of line. The
4
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Figure 2: Back view of MSL

copper tape was attached to the entire back side for the ground, so that the
base voltage is same for two ports.
By connecting the microstrip line to the network analyzer, the measurement of the transmission rate and the impedance could be done.

Figure 3: Graph of Data of MSL

The transmission rate remained close to 0dB throughout the frequency
for the simulation but there is some divergence between the experiment and
the simulation. In the low frequency both of them show the high transmission
rate meaning that the reflection coming from the impedance difference was
close to zero. However the transmission rate decreased more dramatically for
the experiment and that is due to the material property of the Teflon. The
dipole moments inside the dielectric material cannot catch up the speed in
the high frequency range so some of the energy is converted as heat, causing
5
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the loss in the transmission rate. That is the reason why the experiment
data has a bigger loss compared to the simulation since the real Teflon has
a bigger loss.
Also other difference between the simulation and the experiment is the
fluctuation of transmission rate. The since the standing waves were formed
causing the discrepancy but the overall shape of the graph is similar to the
simulation data.
The impedance of the MSL could be also measured by the network analyzer. From the Smith Chart, the reflectance between the port and the MSL
remained close to zero, throughout the frequency range, meaning that the
impedance is close to 50 Ohms as we expected. Even though the value is not
exact, it stays close to the origin and shows nice transmission overall.
4. Coupler
Couplers, also known as a power dividers, are components which takes
some part of the signal and send it to other receiver or checks if the signal is
in good transmission. It gets a part of the main signal from the transmission
line and determines the signal shape by connecting it to the network analyzer.
The crucial part of coupler, which distinguishes one from other, is how
other transmission line couples, or connects with one another. Depending on
which kind of couplers we use, or the dimensions of the coupler itself, the
coupled signal coming from the other transmission line will have different
power with different phase. Therefore, it is important to figure out what kind
of coupling is required for the specific transmission system that is needed.
4.1. Short Section Directional Coupler
The first coupler which was designed is the short section directional coupler. This coupler has a coupled transmission line couples to the main transmission line in the distance of quarter wavelength of the frequency of the
signal. Since the main frequency which is being used is 2.5GHz, the quarter
wavelength is 21mm which will be the length of the coupled line.
The width of the main and the sub transmission lines of 3.4mm which
is same as the width of the microstrip line. The reason for this is to make
impedance 50 Ohms for both transition line. The length of the coupled line
is 22mm, which is quarter wavelength of the 2.5GHz frequency signal. The
distance between two lines was set as 4.7mm and it is the most important
part. If the distance gets shorter, the coupling becomes stronger, meaning
6
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Figure 4: Picture of the Coupler

the subline takes more signal from the main line and if the distance gets
longer, the coupling becomes weaker. The coupling that is usually used is
-20dB, so to set it we have made that particular distance.

Figure 5: Graph of the Coupler

As seen in the graph, there is good matching between the simulation
and the experiment. The coupling is about -20dB for the frequency range
of 1.5-2.5GHz. The coupling rate decreases for the low frequency due since
coupling itself isnt good for DC currents. So the rate substantially as the
frequency increased from 0. Also, it lowers a bit due to some loss created by
the material, so the coupling is maximum when the frequency is 2 GHz.
4.2. Hybrid Coupler
Hybrid coupler is a coupler which is basically similar to the short directional coupler except two things. First, the power distribution between the
two strips are equal, meaning the intensity of the signal will be -3dB for each
7
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of the lines. This is because the hybrid coupler does not have a coupled
line, but it has two branches which makes the signal divide into two different
receivers so those two can get equal amount of the signal. Second, unlike
the short section coupler, the hybrid coupler is designed to create the phase
difference between the two strips which are set to 90 degrees for the specific frequency (2.5GHz for our case). This quarter wavelength differences
is created in the coupler by giving the distance different between the two
lines. The main transmittance circle is divided into several parts to create
the phase difference for the receivers which can be checked later.

Figure 6: Picture of the Hybrid Coupler

This is the picture of the coupler. The Teflon plate is 60mm x 60mm. The
width of the circular transition line is 2mm and the other branches has width
of 3.4mm. The reason that the circular transition lines width is different from
others is to have the impedance of 50 Ohm times sqrt(2) impedance. (Inner
and Outer Radius) The important thing about this coupler has to create
the phase difference of 90 degrees for the two receiver ports so the distance
between the path to first receiver and the second one was set to have quarter
wavelength difference. That is the reason why the circles were divided by
quarter wavelength.
Also, another important part when design the H coupler is to make sure
that the phase difference stays same until the signal reach the port. In order
to do that the length of the branches which come out from the circle must be
same. If those length are different, then the phase difference can get shorter
or larger ruining the data. So, the lengths match together
The graph of S parameter shows similar tendency as the simulation graph.
Even though, there are some gaps between the two transmission rates, they
tend to follow similar values throughout 2GHz to 4GHz. Even though the
8
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Figure 7: Graph of the Hybrid Coupler

overall transmission rate is lower for the experiment, the power dividing is
about one half. There is some difference between the data and the experiment. For example, the hill found at 1.7GHz for the simulation cannot be
found at experiment data. That is due to some length difference between the
simulation coupler and the real one. The small change caused some changes
in the graph but it is possible to find the overall power dividing phenomenon.
It is also possible to see observe that length change affecting the signal by
looking at the phase shift of the two signals. The phase change between the
two signals are supposed to be 90 degrees in 2.5GHz but it is little different
from the simulation. The 90 phase difference between two signals appear
when the frequency is 3GHz, not 2.5GHz. This is also caused by the length
difference between the simulation hybrid coupler and the actual one. Since,
the length was little bit off, it created the phase shift to be shifted by certain
amount, creating the discrepancy between the simulation and the data.
5. Band Pass Filter
A band pass filter is a RF device which is used to cut off signals in
unwanted frequency. The mechanism of the band pass filter is simple. It
is made using inductor and capacitor. Inductor prevents a flow of current
that has high frequency since it creates EMF proportional to currents change
rate, thus making only low frequency to flow. However, capacitor prevents
low frequency from passing through, so for the current to flow well, the
frequency of the signal has to be high. Therefore, by putting two together, it
is possible to create a band pass filter which allows certain frequency range
to pass through. Depending on the property of the inductor and capacitor,
9
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it is possible to change the range and the bandwidth of the frequency.

Figure 8: Picture of the Chebyshev Transformer

As you see here, the main transmission line is divided into 4 parts, from
50 Ohm impedance to 25 Ohm. The width gets larger as it goes to one
end to other creating a band pass filter. Each rectangles length is set to
have a quarter wavelength, which has different value depending on its width.
(21.7mm, 22mm, 22.1mm, 22.4mm) The reason why the length was set to
have a quarter wavelength is to minimize the standing wave between the
reflection of the signal from the first wall and the second one. Therefore, the
ideal case, the graph would be smooth as the simulation.
. It was possible to have different hill height by modifying the ratio
of impedance of the transmission line, so the ratio of impedance of each
transmission lines was set to have 1 to 1.316 and 1 to 1.52 to create 0.5dB.
However, the reason why the actual hill size is different from 0.5dB is because
of the reflection of the port. The impedance of the end of the transmission line
is actually 25 Ohm which is different from 50 Ohm causing some reflection
of the port itself.
Actually, it is not impossible to make the band pass filter symmetric
in order to minimize the reflection coming from the port itself. However,
that kind of shape causes the signal to not pass through well, decreasing the
overall transmission rate. Therefore, the band pass filter which was designed
has some reflections.
For the simulation the two frequency range are 1.2 1.7GHz and 3 3.7GHz
and the height of the hills are 0.6dB, which shows transmission rate difference
throughout different frequency For the experiment it is similar. The passing
range of frequency is 1.5 2GHz and 3 3.5GHz which are same as the simulation
result. But the hill size increase as the frequency increase.
It is possible to observe some error in the graph. In the simulation, the
quarter wavelength length of the transmission line is supposed to cancel the
10
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Figure 9: Graph of Chebyshev Transformer

reflection waves from interfering with each other, but in reality, small length
difference caused the standing waves to form which caused the transmission
rate to go up and down. It is hard to control this parameter unless by making
the device more delicately.
6. Conclusion
In summary, the design of RF components needed for the axion cavity
was done and the components were made. The number of the components, in
total, were 4: the microstrip, the short section directional coupler, the hybrid
coupler, and the chebyshev transformer. These components were designed
to work on frequency range around 2.5GHz and had impedance of 50 Ohms.
These components generally worked well and had a good transmission overall.
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Our study covers a wide range of topics in Microwave axion
cavity signal measurement. The study consists of three parts:
cavity Q factor, circulator and amplifier. We used network
analyzer and spectrum analyzer to measure equipment variables
in different conditions. These measurements prepare for the
future measurement of very weak decoupling signal from axions.

INTRODUCTION

I.

Dark matter is one of the unsolved mysteries in the current
field of physics. According to calculations on gravity, dark
matter consists of 27% of the mass of the universe. In 1977,
Physicist Robert Peccei and Helen Quinn proposed a solution
to the strong CP problem. Also, Axions are proposed as a
candidate of cold dark matter.

Future experiments will be done in other frequency as
suggested in Fig.1 (A SQUID-Based RF Cavity Search for
Dark Matter Axions, University of Washington )

II.

BASIC OF AXION DECOUPLING SIGNAL AND NOISE
MEASUREMENT FOR CAVITIES

A. Basic Physics of Noise in Cavity
In order to make the signal as accurate as possible, we need
to amplify the axion signal and reduce the noise. The noise of
the system is specified by Nyquist’s theorem:
PN=kBTB
where PN is the power of the signal, kB is Boltzmann
constant (1.38*10-23 J K-1 ), T is the system temperature and B
is the receiver bandwidth in Hertz.
But to compare the noise to the actual signal, another
variable is also important: Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). SNR is
specified by:
SNR=Psig/Pnoise = Pa-γγ/kBTsys* sqrt(Δt/Δf)
where Pa-γγ is the power of the decoupling signal.
In order to increase SNR, we need to decrease the system
temperature Tsys and reduce surface resistivity. So we need to
use the cryogenic refrigerator at Munji campus, KAIST, to
reach 1 mK to keep the noise small.

1

Our main question is how to get the very small signal of
axion decoupling. Since the axion decoupling signal is very
small, we need very good accuracy in experiment
measurmenets. In order to improve the accuracy, we need to
calculate the signal power and noise temperature to improve
the accuracy. The three important thing we are looking at
(besides cryogenics device) are the cavity, circulator and
amplifier.

Also, the power of signal also depends on the magnetic field,
volume of cavity and Q factor. B, V, Q factor and temperature
of the system are the variables that we can control.

Pa→γγ ∼ B2VQC
To increase SNR, we need to increase the magnetic field,
cavity volume, Q factor and reduce the system temperature.
Our main focus on cavity is on how to increase Q factor.
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bigger the total Q gets. And individual Q is inversely
proportional to the input power. So the weaker the individual
input power, the bigger the total Q gets.

B. Resonance quality factor
The quality factor (Q factor) is one important factor in
axion cavity research. Q factor explains how soon the
oscillation goes to zero. It is also the ratio of stored energy over
power loss. The equation for quality(Q) factor is:

D. Experiment with Cryogenics
The current trial is with two cavities: one copper cavity
(4N 99.99% purity) and one aluminum cavity(6N purity).
Copper cavity is not superconductive at low temperature while
aluminum becomes superconductive at 1.2 K.
We conducted the following experiment at KAIST Munji
campus CULTASK lab. We used the cryogenic device to lower
the cavity temperature to 13 milli-Kelvin to compare the Q
factor with that of the room temperature.
E. Measurements of Both Cavities and Outcome
Our measurement of Q factor in these two cavities in two
temperatures are listed here:
Room temperature Q factor Cu : 12000
Room temperature Q factor Al: 10000

where ω is the angular frequency at which the stored energy
and power loss are measured. The higher the Q factor is, the
more efficient the cavity will be.
(See Sample graph of Q factor measurement.)
C. Weakly Decoupling
In order to increase the total Q factor, we need to use the
strategy of weak decoupling.

where Q0, Q1 and Q2 are Q factor by the power of antenna,
the cavity loss power and the input signal power. Through this
equation, we can see that the bigger the individual Q is, the
Figure 3. Cryogenic device at CULTASK. The two experiment cavities
are displayed below.

13 mK Q factor Cu: 30000
13 mK Q factor Al: 400,000 at -10dBm, 250000 at 0dBm
The first inference of the experiment is that the lower the
system temperature, the higher the Q factor gets.
We can see that the Q factor of the copper cavity increased
almost 3 times in Cryogenic 13mK temperature. The Q factor
of aluminum cavity increased almost 40 times. This effect has
to do with the surface resistance. The main cause of energy loss
is surface resistance. Since the aluminum cavity becomes
superconductive at 1.2 K, its surface resistance decreases a lot
while that of copper cavity doesn’t change much. So the
conserved energy for aluminum cavity increased, increasing
the measured Q factor.
We can also observe the Q factor of copper cavity doesn’t
change much with input energy while that of aluminum cavity
changed a lot between 0dBm and -10dBm. This shows the
effect of weak decoupling .
III.

MEASUREMENT OF SIGNAL RATIO FOR CIRCULATOR
One important component of the cavity equipment is the
circulator. The circulator has the function of
A. Scattering Parameter (S parameter)
S parameter shows the behavior in linear electric networks.
For Network analyzer, the useful S parameter are S11 and S21
for two port connections. S11 usually means the reflection
signal from port 1 to port 1 and S21 usually means the
transmission from port 2 to port 1. These two variables are
used to represent transmission coefficient and reflection
coefficient in our experiment.
The relation between S11 and S21 is:
Stot2=|S11|2+|S21|2
where Stot is the total input signal.

4N Copper

6N Aluminum
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B. Insertion Loss of the Circulator
Insertion loss is the signal power loss from the insertion of
a transmission line. It is also the transmission coefficient | S21 |
in dB. The less the Insertion loss has, the better the
transmission is. The equation for Insertion loss is:
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The frequency range of our experiment is from 4GHz to 8GHz
so the insertion loss should be close to 0.4 and VSWR should
be close to 1.28
However, since each circulator has individual error, we need to
measure the Insertion loss and VSWR by experiment.
E. Measurements

where V1 and V2 are input voltage and output voltage.
Insertion loss can also be deduced from this equation when
input and output impedance are the same.

C. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio is another parameter to measure
the transmission line imperfections. High VSWR means low
effiecncy in wave transmission.

where γ is the reflection coefficient (S11). The ideal VSWR is
1.0 when there’s no signal loss from the transmitter where
reflection coefficient is 0.
D. Circulator/Isolator
There are two sample circulators to be measured in our
experiment. We name it Circulator A and Circulator B. In our
experiment, one port of the three port circulator is terminated
with a 50Ω resistor, so we can see it as a isolator.

Figure 5. S11 vs Frequency (up left), VSWR vs Frequency (up right), S21 vs
Frequency (down left) and Insertion loss vs Frequency (down Right) for
Circulator A in room temperature.

The measurement takes place in room temperature. We used
two circulators to measure each one’s Insertion loss and
VSWR.
For Circulator A, the VSWR is good from 4GHz to 6.5 GHz.
At above 6.5GHz, the VSWR gets bigger with frequency,
which means signal loss gets bigger from 6.5-8GHz. It is the
same condition for Insertion loss (big insertion loss at
6.5-8GHz). So the best frequency range for circulator A to
operate is 5.5-6.5GHz.

Figure 4. Sample Circulator B for experiments.

The parameter of the circulators are shown below:

For circulator B, the measurement result is better than that of
the circulator A. From Figure 6, the VSWR and Insertion loss
peak is lower than that of Figure 5.
So therefore the circulator we need to use is circulator B. At
operating frequency 6GHz, the Insertion loss is 0.223dB
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where T is the noise temperature, kB is the Boltzmann
Constant, B is the total bandwidth of noise power
measurement and P is the noise power (in Watts).
The direct parameter we can measure is the Noise
Figure (NF). The noise figure can be measured through the
spectrum analyzer with Y factor method.
B. Y factor method for Noise Figure Measurement
Y factor method is a convenient way to measure the
noise temperature of the system. We connect one noise
source to the DUT. The output power can be measured
without noise source (N1) and with the noise source on
(N2). Y factor is the ratio of the two noise powers:

Figure 6. S11 vs Frequency (up left), VSWR vs Frequency (up right), S21 vs
Frequency (down left) and Insertion loss vs Frequency (down Right) for
Circulator B in room temperature.

MEASUREMENT OF NOISE FACTOR FOR AMPLIFIERS
Amplifier is another important part in axion experiment. It
amplifies the useful signal we need to detect (in this case the
axion decoupling signal). However, amplifier also amplifies the
noise. So we need to determine and minimize the noise through
the amplifier to improve the accuracy of our measurement.

IV.

A. Noise Factor and Noise Figure
There are mainly four parameters for noise
measurement: Noise Figure, Noise Factor,Noise
Temperature and Noise Power

there are two steps to measure the noise power using
the Y factor method.
First, calibrate with noise source on the Network
analyzer. Determine the dB loss on the transmission line.
Second, do the measurement of amplifier (with or
with circulator) with noise source on. Account for the dB
loss on the transmission before DUT (20dB on attenuator,
0.223dB insertion loss plus the dB loss measured on
Network analyzer).
Then, the spectrum analyzer would automatically
produce the result for Noise Figure.

Basically Noise Factor is defined as the input-output
signal ratio.

Noise figure (NF) is the dB (logarithm) representation
of Noise Factor(F):

And Noise Temperature (measured in Kelvin) is the
thermal presentation of noise. It can be represented by
Noise Factor(F):
where Te is the noise temperature and T0 is the system
temperature.
Noise power is another noise parameter measured in
Watts. Basically it is the power of the noise temperature:

Figure 7. Calibration and Measurement of Noise using the Y factor
method
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C. Measurement Results
Amplifier Without Circulator at 4 K
Noise figure: 0.085dB
Noise factor: 1.019
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SUMMARY
In this study, we measured Q factor of the cavities, and the
noise of the amplifier and circulator. These measurements will
help the further study on microwave axion experiment. Future
experiments will be done on measuring axion decoupling
signals from various photon frequencies.
V.

Noise Temperature: 0.079 K

Figure 8. Noise Figure measurement of Amplifier (without circulator) at
4K with Spectrum Analyzer. Result Noise Figure 0.085

Amplifier With Circulator at 4K
Noise figure: 0.090dB
Noise factor: 1.222
Noise Temperature: 0.888 K
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Abstract
To make the deposition of tin using physical vapor deposition(PVD) process, we build the high
vacuum chamber and make the Sn source gun for thermal evaporation. For keeping good vacuum, all
ports of chamber are covered by Cu gaskets and covers having a dovetail tightly in well-balance and
the chamber is baked for removing water molecules. Rough pump and turbo molecule pump keep the
pressure in the chamber under 10-7 Torr. A source gun was used to evaporate the Sn by applying a high
electrical current (10A). We observed the growing rate of Sn deposition with a thickness monitor while
changing the electric current.

1. Introduction
Vapor deposition is classified as physical vapor
deposition and chemical vapor deposition. There
are some differences in process between these
two vapor deposition. Main difference is that
PVD do not use chemical reaction but evaporate
the source by shooting electrons or increasing
temperature. Evaporated source (in this case, Sn)
by the source gun construct the deposition
surface on target. In this experiment, PVD by
thermal evaporation is used. In this process,
vacuum is needed to prevent interruption of gas
molecules that can make some crystal by
bumping source gas. Vacuum means that there is
no moving particle. But complete absence of
moving particle is impossible, so we classify the
vacuum as rough (~10^-3 torr), high (~10^-6
torr), and ultrahigh vacuum (less than 10^-8 torr).
To make the specific vacuum, specific kind of
pumps are needed. For rough vacuum, there are
rotary vane/piston oil-sealed mechanical pump,
Sorption pump, venture pump, dry-vacuum
pump, and blower/booster pump. For high
vacuum, there are oil diffusion pump, turbo

molecular pump, and cryopump. In this
experiment, we use the roughing pump and turbo
pump.

2. Experiment Construction
The main goal of this experiment is to determine
the deposition rate of tin. This will be done
through means of physical vapor deposition in
order to create a lattice with as few impurities as
possible. In order to achieve this, we created high
vacuum system.

2.1. Construction of the Vacuum Chamber
Experiment is operating in chamber, so chamber
should be kept in very low pressure, high ~
ultrahigh vacuum to prevent any interruption of
gas molecules. All ports are covered by detectors,
source gun and view ports. Unneeded ports are
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covered by blanks.

Figure1. structure of vacuum chamber

Figure 3-2. structure of turbo molecule pump

2.1.2.

Figure 2. structure of chamber completely
installed the parts

2.1.1.

Vacuum pump: turbo pump

Main pump in this experiment is turbo molecule
pump that is a kind of high vacuum pump.
Several blades of fan rotating in high speed
exhaust the air and compress it.

1)Using Cu gaskets and covers having a dovetail,
we block the blanks. In this step we had to take
care of maintain the balance of covers by joining
techniques.
2)After building the rough vacuum, we made the
high vacuum in chamber using turbo pump.
3)As baking the chamber, we remove the water
molecules in the chamber. Before and after
baking the chamber, check the atomic molecule
distribution.

2.1.3.

Figure 3-1. turbo molecule pump

Several steps for making vacuum

Joining technique for flange

Copper gaskets were used to fill the gap between
the metal dovetail of the vacuum chamber and the
dovetail of the attachment cover. As seen in
figure 3, viewports, a thickness monitor, source
gun, gauges, and the pumps were all attached in
this manner. Different bolts were used depending
on the port. These included headless bolts,
flanged nuts, hex nuts, washers, and hex bolts. At
each port, the bolts were slowly rotated about 5
degrees clockwise in order to spread the force
applied gradually. After one bolt was turned the
corresponding diagonal bolt was then tightened
to again evenly distribute the force acting on the
copper gasket. The evenly distributed force on
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the gasket ensured that there were no leaks and
that that he knife edge of the metal dovetails were
not damaged.

Figure 6. RGA. It measures the atomic mass of
gas molecules.
Figure 4. How to cover the flange

2.1.4.

Leak test of vacuum chamber

A Helium/Acetone leak test was done in order to
check if there was a leak that is not tightly sealed.
The Helium/Acetone leak test involved spraying
the vacuum with Helium and seeing if the Helium
detector, which was attached to the vacuum,
picked up any signal. If the detector observed the
change of pressure, the one of the ports was not
sealed properly and would have to be resealed.
The chamber was baked out by using a heating
coil to increase the temperature to around 400K.
This temperature allows for the outgassing of the
chamber, where gases might be exhausted by
pump.

Figure 5. Baking process. Al shielding is needed
for preventing the heat energy from going out.

To obtain a high vacuum, first the dry pump was
used in order to remove the bunk amount of gases
in the vacuum. After the pressure in the vacuum
leveled out, the turbo pump was turned on and
allowed to drop the pressure to around 10^-6 torr.
The source gun was then exposed to an
increasing electrical current (up to 10 A) which
helped to outgas the vacuum and eventually
evaporate the tin in the crucible.

2.2. Construction of Source Gun
The source gun is the main component of the
experiment where the material being deposited is
held in a crucible. The conducting wires of the
source gun are electronically isolated from the
vacuum though the use of an insulator. This
allows for the application of a current to the
source gun to only be felt by the source gun.
Figure 7 shows the basic set up the source gun
used in the vacuum chamber. The ceramic
crucible is located in the middle of the steel
supporting structure. It holds the material that
will be deposited by means of chemical vapor
deposition. The Tantalum wires suspending the
crucible are there to conduct the energy needed to
melt the sample in the crucible. The copper
connectors allow for the application of a current
from the outside to the inside without breaking
the vacuum and coming in contact with the rest
of the chamber. The thermocouple connectors
allow for the temperature of the deposited
material to be monitored externally. The UHV
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feedthrough has an insulating material
surrounding the wires which keep them from
coming into contact with the rest of the chamber.
This allows for the application of a current that
will only act upon the source gun’s components.
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monitor

3. Result
3.1. Transition of Pressure in Chamber by
Increasing Temperature and Electric
Current during baking chamber

Figure 7. structure of source gun

2.3. Detector: Thickness monitor
The thickness monitor acts as a substrate where
the material in the source gun will be deposited.
It measures the rate of deposition of the material
on its sensor.

Figure 8. location of source gun and thickness

Time(min)
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

I(A)
P(torr)
0
2.7*10^-8
1
2.8*10^-8
1
2.9*10^-8
1
2.9*10^-8
1
2.9*10^-8
1
2.9*10^-8
1
2.9*10^-8
2
5.2*10^-8
2
1.0*10^-7
2
1.0*10^-7
2
1.0*10^-7
2
1.1*10^-7
2
9.5*10^-8
2
8.2*10^-8
2
7.6*10^-8
2
7.3*10^-8
2
6.9*10^-8
Waiting
125
2
4.8*10^-8
135
2
4.6*10^-8
145
2
4.5*10^-8
155
2
4.3*10^-8
165
2
4.3*10^-8
175
2
4.1*10^-8
Cooling down
215
4
8.4*10^-7
225
4
3.0*10^-7
235
4
1.9*10^-7
245
4
1.5*10^-7
255
4
1.1*10^-7
265
4
9.8*10^-8
Table 1. Data set 1

T(℃)
30
30
31
32
32
32
32
36
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
63
66
69
69
69
69
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Time(min)
I(A)
0
6
10
6
20
6
30
6
40
6
50
6
60
Cooling down
0
8
10
8
20
8
30
8
40
8
50
8
60
8
Table 2. Data set 2

P(torr)
3*10^-8
1.5*10^-6
5.1*10^-7
2.0*10^-7
1.3*10^-7
1.2*10^-7
1.0*10^-7
3.1*10^-8
1.7*10^-6

6.1*10^-7
4.1*10^-7
2.8*10^-7
2.2*10^-7
1.7*10^-7

T(℃)
29
88
102
102
102
103
103
30
136
153
157
156
156
156

Baking by heating coil is only for removing the
water molecules. But electrical current baking by
source gun is not for removing water but for
evaporation of tin. Since in main experiment later
one is used, we test the current/temperature
relation before starting main experiment.
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gun and the probe of thickness monitor. We
decided to change the source and tried to measure
the deposition of Molybdenum and failed with
exactly same symptom and the atomic mass of
Mo is 95.94u which is much lighter than Tin.
The only solution that we find is moving the
probe much closer, which is not available way
since we need shorter nipple to do it and it
would not be able to achieved before the last
day of the program.

Figure 9. Tin deposition on tantalum sheet
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4. Discussion
To check if thermal evaporator worked normally,
we put a tantalum sheet with small hole as a cover
of the crucible and run the deposition process.
The tantalum sheet is changed into white colored
surface since tin is deposited on the cover.
Nevertheless, thickness monitor showed nothing.
And no deposition happened on the thickness
monitor probe while cover changed completely.
We could conclude that Tin is too heavy (atomic
mass 118.71u) so that its mean free path is shorter
than the distance between the crucible of source
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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to get an understanding of the process of making Nb3Sn films
for a superconducting cavity that will be used in the Axion experiment. To do this efficiently and
as accurately as possible, we will determine a deposition rate (angstrom per second) of Sn using a
thickness monitor. The material will be deposited on a probe through the chemical vapor
deposition method. The source gun used will be exposed to a high current of about 10 A in order
to evaporate the tin. This will be done in a vacuum chamber at high vacuum range (10-4–10-8 torr)[1]
to eliminate any sources of contamination that may cause impurities in the crystal lattice of the
deposited Sn[3].
Introduction
A vacuum is when there is less gas in a contained volume than in the surrounding
atmosphere. Ideally, a vacuum has no moving particles inside but this is a rather impossible
situation. Vacuums can be classified as the following: rough (~10 -3 Torr), high(~10 -6 Torr), and
ultrahigh vacuum(less than 10 -8 Torr)[1]. Vacuums are created through the use of vacuum pumps.
The pumps used in this experiment were the dry pump and turbo pump. There were chosen for
their ultra clean operation and because the dry pump can be use used as the backup pump of the
turbo pump[1].
The source gun is the main component of the system that is manipulated from the outside.
The conducting wires of the source gun are electronically isolated from the rest of the chamber
through the use of an insulator. These wires are stick out of the chamber through the UHV
feedthrough. This allows for the application of a current to the source gun and the direct heating
up of the material that will be deposited. The material will be deposited onto a thickness monitor
probe, which will act as a substrate for the material. The thickness monitor will then measure the
rate of deposition in Angstroms per second[2].
Experiment

Figure 1: This figure is the initial set up of the vacuum system with all the major components
identified by yellow arrows. The vacuum consists of blanks, pressure gauge, viewports, dry pump,
RGA, and a turbo pump.
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The vacuum chamber is composed of stainless steel (SUS 304), available to bake out over
100 C for outgass of pollution. A copper gasket is placed in between the vacuum flange and the
flange of the attachment to provide a material for the knife edge of the two flanges to bite into.
Depending on the flanges, a bolt, washer, and nut are used to establish a connecting between the
two faces. The bolts are turned about 5 degrees each time, and are turned in an order to evenly
distribute the force on the copper gasket which will reduce the possibilities of leaks[1].

Figure 2: This figure displays how the two metal flanges were lined up with the copper gasket in
between them. The black and red lines signify the corresponding holes on the two flanges while
the yellow lines display the diagonals associated with them. In order to evenly distribute the force
on the copper gasket and knife edge, once a certain bolt is tightened the corresponding diagonal
bolt must be tightened next.
The vacuum chamber was designed to accommodate the required flange size of the
attachment being added. The extra holes in the vacuum chamber are designed to enable any
additional attachments to be added, but for now they were blocked off with blanks. Two viewports
are added onto the vacuum to allow observation of the experiment. A pressure gauge is added to
the vacuum in order to make sure the chamber reaches the desired pressure and to help check for
leaks[1]. An RGA system is used to analyze the small traces of gas that remain in the vacuum
chamber after it is pumped. Another use for the RGA is to check the helium levels to see if there
are any leaks.

Figure 3: This figure displays the CAD model of the vacuum chamber being used. There are a total
of two 1 1/3 in OD holes, nine 2 3/4 in OD holes, and three 4 1/2 in OD holes.
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The primary rough mechanical pump used is the dry pump. This pump works with ultraclean operations allowing for little to no contamination of the vacuum system. It will be used as a
pre-evacuation of the vacuum system. The vacuum system will then be further pumped by a turbo
pump to produce a high vacuum system. The turbo pump is a very clean mechanical compression
pump that can reach pressures of 5×10-10 torr. The turbo pump works in conjunction with the dry
pump by using it as a way to exhaust the air it compresses. The rotating blades can direct and add
some speed to the molecules that they hit[1].

UHV Feedthrough

Figure 4: This figure shows the basic
set up the source gun used in the
vacuum chamber. The ceramic crucible
is located in the middle of the steel
supporting structure. It holds the
material that will be deposited by
means of chemical vapor deposition.
The Tantalum wires suspending the
crucible are there to conduct the
energy needed to melt the sample in
the crucible. The copper connectors
allow for the application of a current
from the outside to the inside without
breaking the vacuum and coming in
contact with the rest of the chamber.
The thermo couple connectors allow
for the temperature of the deposited
material to be monitored externally.
There is an insulating material
surrounding the wires which keep
them from coming into contact with
the rest of the chamber. The UHV
feedthrough allows for the application
of a current from the outside that will
only act upon the source gun’s
components.
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Figure 5: This figure is the final set up of the Vacuum chamber in which the Sn will be deposited
onto a sample crucible. The new equipment attached to the vacuum is the thickness monitor,
heating coil, and the Source gun.
From Figure 5, displays the new equipment added to the vacuum chamber. The heating
coil is used to degas the vacuum by applying large amounts of heat reaching up to 500 degrees
Celsius. This extreme heat causes gases to be removed from the chamber’s walls and then to be
pumped out. The thickness monitor has a long probe that extends into the vacuum, over the
crucible, and is able to detect the rate of deposition and the thickness of a material in Angstroms
per second[2]. The source gun is constructed to suspend a crucible and sample in the vacuum
without having contact with any other part of the system. A current can then be applied and
allow for a thin film of the material through chemical vapor deposition. The temperature at each
moment can be monitored through the thermo couple used.
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Figure 6: Figure 6 is an internal view of the chamber. The two major components ae the
Thickness monitoring probe and the source gun. The Thickness monitoring probe is positioned
so that it will be able to monitor the deposition and thickness of the thin film. Another important
aspect of this setup is that no conductive part touches another conductive part. The tantalum
wires, copper connectors, thermo couple, and chamber are all electronically isolated.
Result
After all the attachments were added to the vacuum, two leak tests were performed. First,
acetone was sprayed at the joining of the two metal flanges. If there was a large enough leak, the
pressure read by the gauge would react to the acetone entering the vacuum. The results of this leak
test were negative, allowing us to move to the Helium (He) leak test. The He leak test comprised
of shooting He around the metal flanges and to see whether or not the He detector picked up a
signal. The results of this test were negative, meaning we have successfully created a vacuum that
was sealed tightly.
After the leak tests confirmed there was no leaks, we baked out the chamber with a heating
coil. The purpose of baking out the chamber was to remove any gas molecules (predominantly
water) that were adsorbed to the surface of the chamber. Aluminum foil was used to thermally
insulate the heating coil and chamber. This process brought the chamber up to 500 degrees Celsius
and removed as much adsorbed gas as possible.
In order for the thermal evaporation of tin to occur, an electrical current of roughly 10A
must be applied to the source gun. Before applying a current, a voltmeter was used to check if the
source gun was isolated from the rest of the chamber. By applying a small current to the source
gun and then connecting the voltmeter to various parts of the chamber, it was evident that indeed
the source gun was electronically isolated from the rest of the chamber. In order to see the effects
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of the current on the system as a whole, preliminary data was taken for temperature, current, and
pressure.

Graph 1: This graph shows the measured values of Temperature (C) and Pressure (torr ×10-9) for
the system when 1 A was applied to the source gun.

Graph 2: This graph shows the measured values of Temperature (C) and Pressure (torr ×10-9) for
the system when 2 A was applied to the source gun.
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Graph 3: This graph shows the measured values of Temperature (C) and Pressure (torr ×10-8) for
the system when 4 A was applied to the source gun.

Graph 4: This graph shows the measured values of Temperature (C) and Pressure (torr ×10-8) for
the system when 6 A was applied to the source gun.
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Graph 5: This graph shows the measured values of Temperature (C) and Pressure (torr ×10-8) for
the system when 8 A was applied to the source gun.
In graphs 1 through 5, the changes in temperature of the source gun and pressure of the
chamber were recorded and graphed in order to observe see the final equilibrium for a given
current. In each graph, the base pressure (the initial pressure) is the lowest point. After the
temperature is increased, the pressure increases as well. Since the turbo pump is still in
operation, the gas molecules causing this increase in pressure are expelled from the system. The
system reaches an equilibrium and is then allowed to cool off for 20 mins before the same
process is repeated for a different current.

Figure 7: This figure shows the tantalum cap before the deposition of tin (left) and after the
deposition of tin (right).
Multiple trials were done in order to have the tin deposited on the probe of the sensor,
however none seemed to be working. After troubleshooting the system we found that indeed there
was nothing wrong with the equipment but instead an overlooked fundamental concept. Since the
tin was evaporating but not being deposited on the probe we created a small tantalum cap with a
hole to place on the crucible. We then ran the deposition process again and noticed that the cap
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had turned white from deposited tin (Figure 7). Therefore the system is working as it should,
however there is no deposition on the thickness monitor probe. This leads us to conclude that the
mean free path of the evaporated tin is much less than the distance between the crucible and probe.
Conclusion
Through the use of vacuum practice, deposition of materials will result in a crystal lattice
that has few impurities and will therefore allow for precise measurements of certain properties [3].
By using a dry pump and turbo pump, high vacuum standards can be reached through ultra-high
clean methods. A leak proof seal on a vacuum can be made by slowly tightening the bolts holding
the metal flanges together. This process must be done so that each corresponding diagonal bolt is
tightened sequentially [1]. The purpose of the source gun is to electronically isolated from the
system. This is why there is a UHV feedthrough that insulates the source gun wires from the rest
of the chamber. When constructing the source gun, special care must be taken to ensure that no
conductive parts are touching each other.
For the Thermal evaporation of tin, we conclude that the atom is too heavy to be able to
travel from the source gun crucible to the thickness monitor probe. In other words the mean free
path of the evaporated tin is shorter than the distance between the crucible and thickness monitor
probe.
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Abstract
The experiment in which CAPP is working on depends on copious amounts of equipments
that are either unfinished as of currently or is being worked on. That being said, the
programming aspect of this experiment is, as expected, unfinished. It was our job as a group to
help Dr. Soohyung Lee create programs for equipments such as the USB switch, spectrum
analyzer, and network analyzer. For most of these equipments, there were previous codes that
were written in C++, but they needed to be re-written into Python in order to be able to run
scripts and add on more code to the program more easily. Although both analyzers needed to be
translated into Python, there were some differences that followed from the different tasks the
analyzers needed to do. The tasks given for the vector network analyzer dealt mostly with
automatizing the commission and finding the Q value and resonance frequency automatically.
The spectrum analyzer, on the other hand, had an additional software called the Noise Figure
that also needed its functions to be written in Python. Both machines were coded successfully
into Python in the end, and were able to be tested and pushed into the server for future use.
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I. Introduction
CULTASK, or CAPP Ultra-Low Temperature Axion Seach in Korea, focuses on the search
of a potential Dark Matter particle called the Axion. The hypothesis is that the Axion, although
very slowly, decays into 2 photon particles. The detected signals given off by the Axions are
expected to be too tiny to detect in the air, so there are cavities with the network and spectrum
analyzers tuned into the resonant frequency of the cavity in order to amplify the signal given off
by the Axion. To further increase the chance of finding Axions in the cavities, the hollow tubes
are given magnetic fields and placed under near-absolute zero temperatures. Under these
conditions, the theory is that the spectrum analyzer will be able to pick up signals that are
coming from Axions and Axions only.

II. Equipment and Schematic
Although the group’s experiment mainly focuses on the two equipments, vector ntwork
analyzer and spectrum analyzer, the system is much more complex than the equipments our
group has been working on. Figure 1 below paints the big picture of how the system operates and
the general complexity of this entire experiment.
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s
Figure 1: Schematic of the experiment

2.1 Vector Network Analyzer

Figure 2: Vector Network Analyzer

The vector network analyzer has two ports that allow for input and output. This is a big
difference that distinguishes the spectrum analyzer and network analyzer in this experiment. The
vector network analyzer allows for a simulation for the cavity by giving an input to the cavity
being tested in order to know the quality factor of the device and the resonance frequencies
associated with it. The quality factor, describing the amount of energy that can be stored into a
certain cavity, can be found with the equation below:

𝑄"#$%&% =
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The important quality factor is the unloaded one, which measures the cavity’s unique number
which measures how good it is at storing energy, and potentially finding the axion. Therefore,
measuring this quality factor and the resonance frequency of the cavity automatically using a
script is an important tool that is useful for saving time and energy.
In the network analyzer, the group focused mostly on the translation from C++ into Python,
using VIM to code the Python scripts. Over 1,500 lines of code were written for the network
analyzer, translated from C++ into Python. The code was intensely tested and checked for the
many errors that had occurred due to the inexperience of translating code from one language into
another for a machine that the group was still yet unfamiliar with. Although the code for the
vector network analyzer for the version that the group is using is written, there are still several
newer that are yet to be written and tested.

2.2 Spectrum Analyzer

Figure 3: Spectrum Analyzer

The spectrum analyzer is used to detect peaks of frequencies that originates from the
cavity. Since in a real experiment, the field given to the cavity is a radio-frequency
electromagnetic field, the field will change with high frequency over time, and the spectrum
analyzer will show a periodic peak which is converted into a certain frequency to be shown on
the graph in the machine. It might seem that the spectrum analyzer paired up with a signal
Page | 4
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generator work similar to the network analyzer, but the spectrum analyzer is generally used to
pick up and analyze waves in frequencies, and do not provide any sort of input. Therefore, it is
much more useful in real experiments than the network analyzer is. The work that needed to be
done was very similar to the network analyzer: converting C++ code made in the previous
version into a newer version with Python. One thing that differed significantly from the Vector
network analyzer was that the spectrum analyzer also had a Noise Figure module that was
implemented as a software into the device itself. The Noise Figure allowed the user to find the
noise frequency of a device such as the amplifiers in the electronic chain so that when the signal
is amplified to have more clarity, the noise would be able to be accounted for. So for a signal
coming out of the cavity, the noise figure would be able to define the noise level of the device
and aid users to know when a wave-form that is not of the noise level of the cavity is detected.

2.3 Python to Equipment

Figure 4: Example Code

In the example code for a network analyzer function shown above, the most important line of
this function is the fourth one. This last line translates the Python code into the device’s code
(SCPI) and initiates the function intended by writing/sending this line to the code:
“CALCulate%d:CORRection:STATe %d.” and the corresponding number to the %d’s. By
looking at a manual given for the specific device, it is easy to determine what each function does
and what kind of command that the user is supposed to use to tell the device in order to use that
function.

III. Experiment
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An experiment was ran to test the devices and the Python code, as seen below in the picture.

Figure 5: Experiment Setup
The vector network analyzer, the cavity, and the spectrum analyzer are connected up to the USB
switch. The USB switch allows the user to freely switch between the VNA and SA whenever
needed, and the cavity is connected to the USB switch in order to receive power or give signal
outputs. Through the Python script, our group found the cavity connected to the network
analyzer to have a quality factor of 2760 and a resonance frequency of 5.76 Ghz. The spectrum
analyzer was able to pick up any signal that was inputted into the cavity, which in this case was
the network analyzer. Due to the low Quality factor of the cavity, however, any signal that was
given was picked up by the Spectrum Analyzer with more than 50% signal loss.

IV. Conclusions
CULTASK experiment, the search for Axions in Korea, is an experiment that runs on various
expensive, complex machinery and in order to make managing the entire system an achievable
task, automatization and remote access to these devices is a must. However, the original
experiment with the C++ code proved to be inflexible and difficult to manage, so the conversion
to Python was necessary. The network analyzer, mainly used for testing cavities’ Q-factor and
resonance frequencies, is now able to be controlled remotely through Python scripts and is able
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to print the Q factor of any cavity. The spectrum analyzer, composed of two parts, the main
device and the Noise Figure module, has yet to be completely tested and become fully
operational. The experiment proved to be a new experience in which our group got to see the
work they put in on action. The use of the USB switch along with the remotely controlled system
creates a fully remotely controllable experiment in which the user only has to input parameters
and collect data from the logbook.

V. Reference
[1] DARKO KAJEFZ and EUGENE J.HWAN (1984). “Q-Factor Measurement with Network
Analyzer”, Ieee Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol, MIT-32, No. 7
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Abstract
Since the CAPP Ultra-Low Temperature Axion Search in Korea (CULTASK)
experiment has to be done repetitively, automatic control of instruments is essential. The
experiment needs lots of data to find and make optimal condition for detecting axion. The best
way to control this repetitive job is using the integrated codes which control linked devices.
Previous version of the software was mostly made of C++. However, C++ codes had a
disadvantage on adding or editing the new functions or codes about devices. Thus by
converting the programming language from C++ into Python, the codes become more
applicable in the experiment. Also, making the special modules provides various features in
controlling devices.

I. Introduction
Axion Detection Experiment is designed by focusing on the property of axion that
decays into two photons in high magnetic field condition. Thus, detection of the
electromagnetic wave that photons create can represent the presence of the axion. In this sight,
cavity is developed to be an experimental place. The cavity used on the experiment is specially
made to control the lots of factor which can affect the degrading reaction of the axion easily.
Especially high quality factor guarantees the high probability of capturing the signal and the
value is affected by the temperature, magnetic, geometry shape of the cavity. To observe the
reaction, reaction signal must be picked up and this is the main reason why the experiment
must be done repetitively. By obtaining big data of experiments, the optimal condition might
be come out. Thus the codes are made to measure the quality factor in frequency domain and
various factors can be forced into the cavity such as tuning rode position. Finally after making
the high quality factor condition, the codes are used to pick the signal in the cavity to prove the
existence of axion.

II. Coding Project for the CULTASK experiment
Since there are lots of the devices which are used in the CULTASK experiment, there
1
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are also lots of classified codes in the software. Divided parts in the code project is described
in Figure 1.

[Figure1] Schematic Figure of the CULTASK experiment

This Project are largely divided into six work jobs; vector network analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
web-based monitoring system, back-up system, mobile phone alert system, and tuning rod
controller. Data taking will be done mostly with the vector network analyzer and spectrum
analyzer. More specific contents are described in later sections.

Vector Network Analyzer
Network analyzer is a device to study the characteristics of the cavity. Basically,
network analyzer gives a power inside a cavity and receives the signal which can be picked up.
Through giving a range of power over frequencies, network analyzer can show the graph of the
received signal. Peak of the shown graph means the resonant frequency of the cavity.
With a resonant frequency and related information, quality factor can be calculated. According
to the “Q-factor Measurement of Network Analyzer” in referece, quality factor can be
calculated.

𝑄"#$%&% =

𝑓*
𝑓+ − 𝑓[Figure 2] Power Spectrum
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The quality factor calculated is a loaded quality factor but the research focused on the unloaded
quality factor which is the unique value of the cavity. Thus by using the Smith chart, unloaded
one can be calculated using the diameter of the Smith chart circle. The calculation is described
below.

𝑄./"#$%&% = 𝑄"#$%&%

+
+0%

[Figure 3] Smith Chart

Reference : “Q-factor Measurement of Netwrok Analyzer”

Thus high quality factor provide the high probability to catch the signal. The main purpose of
the network analyzer is to find the high quality factor condition during the various operation.

Spectrum Analyzer
Spectrum analyzer is a device to find real signal data in the cavity. Compared to
network analyzer, spectrum analyzer cannot give power into the cavity, this means that it only
receives the data. Thus existence of the real peak in spectrum analyzer graph highly supports
the presence of axion.

Web-based Monitoring System
To make the whole device work right all the time, research made the managing system
which can easily see what is going on. Refrigerator and room temperature, magnet, network
analyzer and piezo controller data are in the monitoring system. Also there are graphs of those
variables in time domain.

[Figure 4] Web-based Monitoring System

III. Developments of the software
To make the basic code of axion experiment easier to deal with, this study focused on
3
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three parts; network analyzer, spectrum analyzer, web-based monitoring system. Although
network analyzer and spectrum analyzer part was mostly done with the codes, it has to be more
applicable. Also research tried to develop web-based monitoring system, and made specific
code to make it easier to apply on real experiment.

Vector Network Analyzer
In network analyzer part, two things are done in this study. One is converting the C++
functions into Python, and the other is combining two files; one is receiving the data, the other
is converting the data type to ROOT.
The file format is converted with maintaining the function name. Thus the conversion does not
affect the operation of RUN file which is already made. Also among the converting process,
tests of the functions are necessary. Making the test files of the functions allow to find errors
easily. There was lots of the errors which came out in the processes of converting the
programming language.

[Figure 5] Example of converting error

Those kind of GPIB error was come out because of the special settings of the network analyzer.
Usually when the command is wrong or command cannot be executed, the error comes out.
These errors are mostly corrected by finding the exact commands in the network analyzer
manual1, but some of errors was not. They were corrected by changing the order of definition
or settings in network analyzer. However, there exists some other errors after fixing the
converting errors. By skimming over the whole code, lots of errors came out. Some of those
were errors that was originally in the C++ files and others were come from format of the code.
Those were mostly parameter type errors or spelling errors. These errors were hard to find out,
but easy to correct it.

[Figure 6] Examples of format error

For example, first code on Figure 6 doesn’t has the part “%window” after the command line.
These kinds of errors seems to be originally come out from large amount of code language
translation.

Spectrum Analyzer
In spectrum analyzer part, converting the C++ function files into Python was done.
1

http://na.support.keysight.com/pna/help/latest/help.htm
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This converting job also needed testing, and finished correcting errors. Also the study made
noise figure module. This module was necessary to pick up the right signal more probably.

Web-based Monitoring System
In web-based monitoring system part, two things were done. One is making an
additional feature on the monitoring system, and the other is making a logbook.

[Figure 7] Room Temperature Graph

Figure 7 is the additional feature that could plot the graphs of temperatures at four different
places as functions of time. Although it cannot plot the data automatically, it will be developed
later to use on real experiment. Logbook is the system that store the data, but it was not
automatic. Research has achieved to fill out the logbook data automatically when the user wants
to save.

IV. Conclusions
By changing the parts of the code, the experiment gets more applicable than before.
After running the real codes with a cavity, we checked that the devices including VNA, SA,
switch, and signal generator works properly. Data such as quality factor, resonance frequency,
and power in frequency domain are all available in the experiment. More specifically,
developing the code such as changing the code formats, making the module highly contributive
for the massive amounts of repetitions. Also this study is on the state of developing additional
modules or systems that provide large details on the experiment.

V. References
[1] DARKO KAJEFZ and EUGENE J.HWAN (1984). “Q-Factor Measurement with Network
Analyzer”, Ieee Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol, MIT-32, No. 7
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The CAPP Ultra-Low Temperature Axion Search in Korea(CULTASK) experiment aims to detect
one of the candidates for dark matter. This paper seeks to build a program for network analyzer
to control it by computer and to build a code which measures the quality factors of cavities for the
experiment. The network analyzer of Keysight PNA-L N5232A (referred to as “N5232A”) is used
to build a software and measure the quality factors of a small cavity by analyzing a power spectrum
and a smith chart. Python is used during this research along with the fact that a software with
Python has better performance compared to a software in C++.
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Overview

In the CULTASK experiment, many kinds of instruments are used including a network analyer which is the
main topic of this paper. Using a network analyzer, the
quality factor of a cavity can be measured in the experiment. In this paper, we introduce the experimental
techniques of CULTASK to search for axion, describe basic principles, and discuss the development of a software
which is dedicated to control network analyzers. We also
discuss an implementation of a software to measure quality factors of cavities.

strong CP problem. In 1983, Pierre Sikivie showed that
the axion can be detected on Earth by converting it to
photons with modification of Maxwell’s equations from a
light stable axion [2]. To detect the axion, high-Q tunable
cavity is used with magnetic field and low temperature
condition [3]. When a rotating rod in a cavity is moved,
the geometric shape of the inside of the cavity is changed,
and it induces a change of resonant frequencies. Due to
this fact, the cavity can have a certain range of resonant
frequencies. This is an effective idea because if the cavity
have only one resonant frequency, a number of cavities
are needed for this research. Besides, we do not know
where the axion is in frequency domain.
With the magnetic field, the Maxwell’s equations and
boundary conditions result in standing wave in the cavity, and only certain resonant modes are allowed. When
a resonant frequency of a cavity matches the axion mass,
the energy of axion aligns with frequency of resonant
mode. Hence, in this condition the decay of axion into
two photons is more likely to occur as shown in FIG. 2.
By changing a resonant frequency of the cavity using the
rotating tuning rod and analyzing pickup signals from
the cavity, an axion signal can be detected.
The power P of the expected signal from the axion is
around 10−22 W [4]. That is why we need to amplify the

FIG. 1. The overall picture of the CULTASK experiment.

B.

Experimental Techniques

One of the candidates for dark matter was predicted
by the Peccei-Quinn theory [1] in 1977 to resolve the
∗
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FIG. 2. This picture indicates a conversion of dark matter
axion into two microwave photons in magetic field.
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signal using good amplifiers such as SQUID amplifier.
Since the power P depends on the quality factor of the
cavity [4], we have to measure the quality factor.

C.

where
b1 = S11 a1 + S12 a2 ,
b2 = S21 a1 + S22 a2 ,

(2)

with ai (input from port i) and bj (output from port
j). The waves produced by network analyzer come from
port 1 and goes to port 2 in this case.

DAQ chain and CULDAQ

DAQ (Data AcQuisition) chain and CULDAQ (CULTASK Data AcQuisition) are shown in FIG. 1. The network analyzer (VNA) is connected to the cavity through
2-port switch and computer using GPIB. The spectrum
analyzer (SNA) is also connected to the cavity which
measures the signal from axion. All data is stored in
the database in CULDAQ, and it has also alerting system and monitoring system. These systems are still under development. Every program in this DAQ system is
expected to be written in Python for better performance.

FIG. 4. The actual signal when the quality factor of the cavity
was being measured by the program written in Python. The
blue graph indicates the signal of S11 as a Smith chart and the
yellow graph indicates the signal of S21 as a power spectrum.

B.

FIG. 3. The picture of network analyzer(N5232A PNA-L)
made by Keysight which produces frequency from 300 kHz
up to 20 GHz and has 4 ports.

II.

NETWORK ANALYZER
A.

Basic principles

S=

S11 S12
S21 S22



,

Quality factor is a dimensionless parameter which describes how under-damped a resonator is, and characterizes a resonator’s bandwidth relative to its center frequency. Higher quality factor indicates a lower energy
loss rate relative to the stored energy in the resonator. A
cavity is the resonator in our case. Using the equivalent
resonant circuit with a loaded quality factor QL and a
diameter d of a circle in a smith chart as shown in FIG.
4, the unloaded quality factor Q0 can be measured [5]. If
the diameter of the circle in the Smith chart is measured,
the coupling factor κ is given by
d
.
(3)
2−d
One can measure QL by analyzing a power spectrum
at the resonant frequency of the trasmitted wave from
port 1 to port 2 (S21 ) using 3dB method [6]. Then, QL
is given by
κ=

In this study, we use a network analyzer of Keysight
PNA-L N5232A shown in FIG. 3 (referred to as
“N5232A”). It produces electromagnetic waves with continuous frequency from 300 kHz up to 20 GHz, and detects the reflected and transmitted waves. Two ports are
used for this research, and the scattering matrix S which
shows the ratio of the reflected and transmitted waves to
the input waves for two ports system is decided by


Q-factor measurements with a network analyzer

(1)

QL =

fr
f2 − f1

(4)

where fr is the resonant frequency, and f1 and f2 are
the 3dB points. Using these two values, κ and QL , the
unloaded quality factor Q0 can be calculated by
Q0 = QL (1 + κ).

(5)
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FIG. 5. Picfure of the cavity used to measure the unloaded
quality factor in this paper. The diameter of this cavity is
around 0.05 m and the resonant frequency is around 5.75
GHz. Since it does not have a rotating rod in it, the resonant frequency is fixed.

FIG. 6. Measured unloaded quality factors with network analyzer run by Python code for about 30 minutes using the
cavity in Fig. 5. The number of sweep points is 10001, resonant frequency is around 5.75 GHz and the average of quality
factor is 2764.
B.

III.

A.

PROGRAMMING WITH NETWORK
ANALYZER

Q-factor measurements for a small cavity with
the software

As explained earlier, Q0 can be measured with QL and
d. Once these two variables, QL and d, are given, Q0 can
be calculated by Eq. (3) and (5).
Using the modified code, the unloaded quality factor
of a small cavity in FIG. 5 was measured in real time.

Code to control the network analyzer
IV.

The software for the network analyzer (N5232A) is developed with Python. The software is modulized to provide all the functions supported by N5232A, and it extends its functionality to take data. Since the software
is a module of CULDAQ, it can be easily used for any
other purposes, for example, combining it with other instruments, retrieving variables for a real-time monitoring, and so on.

[1] R. Peccei and H. Quinn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38 1440 (1977).
[2] Sikivie, Axions (Lect. Notes Phys., Vol. 741; Berlin:
Springer) (2008).
[3] H. Primakoff, Phys. Rev. 81, 899 (1951).
[4] F. Becerra,
Cavity Search for Axion. http:
//www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys798g/Paik07/

SUMMARY

The program which contains every function of network
analyer is written in Python and the code to measure
quality factor of the cavity also is written in Python.
These two codes are expected to attribute to not only the
CULTASK experiment but any other researches using the
network analyzer. Furthermore, this code is for N5232A
model but since each model has similar properties, this
code also can be applied to make corresponding code for
other models of network analyzer.

Becerra.pdf
[5] D. Kajfez and E. J. Hwan, Q-factor Measurement with
Network Analyzer in IEEE Transaction on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-32, No. 7, (1984).
[6] T. Ivine. The Half Power Bandwidth Method of
Damping Calculation. http://www.vibrationdata.com/
tutorials2/half_power_bandwidth.pdf (2009).
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This research is from the Korea Undergraduate/Graduate/H.S Science Program (KUSP) in the
Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research (CAPP), Institute for Basic Science (IBS), KAIST,
Korea in collaboration with Mr. Nanoom Lee, Mr. Hyeonwoo Kim, Mr. Jaeo Youn, and Mr. Yuzi
Yang. The CAPP Ultra-low Temperature Axion Search in Korea (CULTASK) experiment will
explore one of the best possible candidates of the dark matter - axion, using a method suggested by
P. Sikivie[1] , transforming the axions into microwave photons in a cavity by a strong magnetic field.
This paper aims to build a program to control Spectrum Analyzers remotely by computer using
Python programming language and develop the web-based monitoring system for axion experiment.
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Overview

The CULTASK experiment uses a variety of instruments and program modes. To make the experiment run
properly, these instruments should be controled and followed automatically to avoid unwanted human errors.

FIG. 1. The schematic drawing of the the Cultask system.
The refrigerator (cryogenics) is connected to the vector network analyzer (VNA) which can be switched to the spectrum
analyzer (SA) by a 2-port switch. The VNA and SA will
analyze data from the experiment and processed data will be
stored at the CULDAQ database. The Web-based monitoring
is a real-time interface to follow status of overall system.

Motivated by that desire, this research is to build
a Python program to control spectrum analyzers of
Keysight EXA N90X0A series remotely with two modes:
XSA and Noise Figure. Besides, the web-based monitoring system also needs to be updated: the interative
real-time graphs for a better tracking system and the
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automatic registration of the logbook system to avoid
human errors.

B.

Axion Research

Dark matter is known as the largest proportion of
the universe mass but invisible and intangible because
it rarely interacts with light and any matters we have
known until now. This plan is devote to the detection
of axion, a theorical particle which is the best candidate
making of the dark matter. As shown in FIG. 2, a way
to detect axions is to wait for axions naturally decay into
two photons and we feasibly can detect the photons but
this process takes very long time, more than the age of
the universe.

FIG. 2. A Feynman diagram of the axion decay into two
photons.

However, we can speed up this process by applying
a strong magnetic field around a high Q-factor resonant
cavity. This method was proposed by Prof. Pierre Sikivie
of the University of Florida[1] . An Axion converses inside
the cavity into two photons and we are able to detect
them. Because the power spectrum of photons created
by axion decay are very weak, the signal will be amplified by an Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) followed by ultra-low temperature of cryogenic
machine (cryogenic machine brings the temperature to
mili Kenvin to minimize thermal noise arising from the
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cavity and the receiver electronics). We will then use
other instruments such as network analyzer and spectrum analyzer to analyze the data. The spectrum analyzer, which interacts with the real data, is one of the
most important instrument in the entire system.
II.

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

FIG. 4. A sample piece of code

GPIB Interface
Spectrum analyzer

Python program

FIG. 3. The Spectrum Analyzer
ROOT file

The spectrum analyzer detects the electrical signals in
the cavity. In the real experiment, axions will go into
the cavity, decay into photons which are radio-frequency
electromagnetic signals. The spectrum analyzer then use
Fast-Fourier Transformation (FFT) to transform power
spectrum in time domain to frequency domain. This signal will be shown as a peak in the spectrum analyzer over
the noise created by electrical components such as wires
and amplifiers. Spectrum analyzer also has Noise Figure
to measure noise of the components in the DAQ chain.
Caculating the noise of the chain is necessary, the DAQ
chain must has low noise, otherwise the power spectrum
created by the photons decaying from axions will blend
into the noise. This is the reason the cavity will be placed
inside a cryogenics to bring it to ultra-low temperature to
minimize as much as possible. My project is to build up
the Python program to control spectrum analyzers with
both the original mode (XSA) and Noise Figure (NF)
mode.
I access and give the request to the spectrum analyzer through a gate called the General Purpose Interface
Bus (GPIB). GPIB is a system of hardware and software
that allows to control equipment to make measurements
quickly and accurately. The instrument then will follow
the command.
Basically, I create functions for the class of spectrum
analyzer device. There are two type of functions ”request”. One is to set the parameters of the spectrum
analyzer and the other is to get the status or data from
the spectrum analyzer.

Server

FIG. 5. Structure of capture result from spectrum analyzer

Another Python scripts creates a spectrum analyzer
object and call functions on that object. As the FIG. 5
has shown, the Python scripts will interact with the spectrum analyzer in two directions through the GPIB interface. Commands will be sent from the Python scripts
and the spectrum analyzer will sent the feedback results.
Then, another part of the Python scripts will parse the
data and save it under a ROOT[2] file. Finally, the ROOT
file will saved to the server.

III.
A.

WEB-BASED MONITORING SYSTEM
Implementing Interactive Real-time Graphs

The goal is to develop and plot the interactive real-time
graphs on the web-based monitoring system to control
the status of the the room temperature, and the temperature of two refrigerators to spot if there is any existence
of abnormality.
At first, D3[3] was used to plot the graph (FIG. 6).
However, the code cannot be reuseable and hard to maintain if there is any modification and also the time not
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CULDAQ web-based
monitoring
(MVC architecture)

Refrigerator control computer
(Windows – local machine)
Saving data

Transfering data files with
Python scripts

Pushing data to the
website
Parsing data with Python
scripts

(MVC architecture)

Database

CULDAQ Server
(Linux OS)

FIG. 6. Plot graph with D3
FIG. 8. An overview of the automating process for logbook
system

enough to learn D3 properly as I take this as my side
project. Therefore, switching into a D3 template named
NVD3[4] , which provide template graph codes using D3,
is a feasible solution. With some modifications, I have
successfully plotted the graphs with tooltips (FIG. 7).

database by request function from Models, Controllers
will control the event and the Views.
As a result, I have successfully automate the logbook
process.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

After 5 weeks of the program, most of the functions
of the spectrum analyzer has been built. Along with the
network analyzer is built by another teammate, we set
up a close-to-real experiment with a small-size cavity;
the signal is generated by a signal generator, simulation
of the axion decay event (FIG. 9).

FIG. 7. Plot graphs with NVD3

However, I have not figured out how to update the graph
with only new data without refreshing with whole new
data every 1 minute.
B.

Automating the Logbook System

The logbook is used daily to save the status of refrigerators and the compressors. This task are done by manually filling the numbers so it has a risk of being errors.
The goal is to get the logbook do the work automatically
to avoid human errors.
The data is read by applications and saved locally on
the refrigerator computer, this is an optimal solution in
case, if the network is broken, the computer still can
track the data of refrigerators and compressors. I write
a Python scripts to transfer these data files to the server
and update them every 5 minutes. After that, another
Python scripts is used to parse the data from data files
and put them into database tables.
The website uses the MVC architecture of
Codeigniter[5] , so we get the latest data from the

FIG. 9. The close-to-real experiment

We are successfully detect the signal created by the
signal generator since the spectrum analyzer shows the
power spectrum peak in frequency domain, however it
will blend into the noise if the signal is too weak. This
situation will be improved in the real experiment with
SQUIDs (amplify the signal) and the cryogenics (reduce
the noise).
For future plans, we need to test the system with real
experiment to test its consistency and accuracy. For the
graphs, they should be updated with the new data.
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Abstract
The axion is a elementary particle postulated by Peccei–Quinn theory in 1977 to
resolve the strong CP problem in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). If axions exist
and have low mass within a specific range, they are also considered as a possible
component of cold dark matter[2].The CAPP Ultra-Low Temperature Axion Search
in Korea (CULTASK) experiment is designed to search the elementary particle.In this
new experiment,there are many new technologies to get the goal.Such as high Q
factor microwave cavity,powerful magnet,cryogenic,and electronics.Better precision
is need,because when the axion decays,the signal is expected to be very small.And
there are many noises to be excluded .

KEYWORDS: Axion, Cavity, Magnet, Cryogenic, Electronics, DAQ

1. The theory of axion
QCD,the theory of strong interactions is known to conserve Charge conjugation
and Parity (CP) operations a fact which has long evaded cogent explanation. As we
all know there is no CP violation in QCD.There is a inherently conserved system for
CP.But some time ago Peccei and Quinn proposed a suitable solution.[1]In their
theory, they predicted the element particle “axion” to solve the strong CP
problem.Axions which couple to the gluon fields and break the system are also
candidates for dark matters present throughout the universe.In many theories and
models,several kinds of axions have been proposed,such as Hadronic axion,KSVZ
axion,GUT axion,or DFSZ axion.[1]These axions are no-luminous,low speed,suitable
mass and weakly interactions,coincidental,and these characters are known as “Cold
Dark Matter”(CDM).
The neutron electric dipole moment(EDM) is measure of distribution of positive
and negative charges inside the neutron.So far, we know if the EDM exist,the centers
of positive and negative charges inside of neutron must not coincide,and it has not
been found,however we know the best upper limit is to d< 3.0×10−26 e⋅cm.
KUSP.2016
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As shown in FIG 1,under time reversal, the magnetic dipole moment changes its
direction, whereas the EDM stays unchanged.But under parity, the EDM changes its
direction but not the magnetic dipole moment. Therefore in this consequence,the
system under P and T is not symmetric with respect to the initial system.In other
words,the symmetry is violated.In Standard Model,neutron is built up of quarks,so
this is also susceptible to CP violation stemming from strong interaction.
Someone had proposed that a production mechanism could exist for the production
of axions in a strong magnetic field.These axions are considered one of the strong
possible candidates for light dark matter.In the world,there are a few experiments
which aim to explore axions in cold resonant cavities while subjected to strong
magnetic fields.

FIG2 shows the triangle diagram of the proposed axion-photon conversion in a
static magnetic field (B0) .
The Lagrangian for axion two-photon coupling may be expressed as:

and there
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where E and N are the electromagnetic and color anomalies of the axial current
associated with the axion, α is the fine structure constant and fα is the axion decay
constant.The ratio in parentheses is the ratio of light quark masses and is
approximately equal to 1.95, and the factor E/N is equal to 8/3 in the case of DFSZ
and 0 in the case of KSVZ axions[1].
The axion mass is calculated as:

Ignoring the axion kinetic energy, the mass corresponds to a frequency of:

People has calculated the axion mass distribution via theories.Due to the lack of
understanding on the particle “axion”,they remains a theoretical particle.For a
frequency corresponding to 2.0-2.99GHz,we have an anticipated axion mass range of
-6

-6

approximately 8 x 10 to 12.5 x 10 eV.[1] Using such models, halo axion density is
3

about 0.1-0.3GeV/cm

2. The Experiment
The CULTASK experiment is developing a high-quality factor cavity which is
encapsulated in a strong magnetic field.In the cavity,there is a tuning rod across the
range of frequencies corresponding to the axion mass range.The small signals are
picked up by an antenna and amplified,then,the electronics collect and analyzer these
signals,and store them into the disk.These process is monitored and controlled online.

2.1 The Cavity
The microwave cavity is the heart of this experiment.It is a circular cylinder.The
way to search for axions is to scan resonant frequencies by adjusting position of
tuning rod inside the cavity.When the resonant frequency matches the axion mass,the
antenna on the top of it collects the signal.
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FIG.3 shows that,as the angle which is the rod position in the cavity changes,the
resonant frequency of the cavity also changes[5].

2.1 The Cryogenics
The experiment need a strong magnet field,and a strong magnet are usually made of
superconductors,which operate at low temperatures,typically a few Kelvin.As above
shown,the heart of the experiment is the resonant cavity and his antenna,when in low
temperatures,cavity resonance improves.The signal from this experiment is too small
to be covered by the noise,and electrons in antenna and pre-amplifiers go through
brownian motion which result in electrical noise.But the brownian motion can be
reduced with the low temperatures.So in short,all three components in axion
experiment,magnet,cavity and antenna can be benefit from getting at low
temperatures.
The entire experiment is cooled to well below 1 Kelvin with a dilution refrigerator
to minimize thermal noise.If axions decay in the cavity,the experiment are most likely
to find it.
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The liquid helium can exist at extremely low temperature about 4K. So when we
need low temperatures for experiment,liquid heliums are needed.Heliums have two
stable isotopes,He-3,He-4.They have deferent boiling point and critical point.[4]

2.2 The Magnet
The strong magnet is needed,it can be make out of superconductor.

A shown in FIG.4,axion can decay and product two photons,but if we add a strong
field as a virtual photon,it only product one real photon.The goal of the experiment is
to find the real photon,and analyze it,so people can calculate the mass of axion.

2.3 The Data Acquisition System

FIG.5 illustrate the DAQ of the experiment,DAQ is the process of measuring an
electrical or physical phenomenon such as voltage, current, temperature, pressure, or
KUSP.2016
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sound with a computer. It consists of sensors,measurement hardwares, and computers
with a programmable software.
The cavity which is heart of the refrigerator,can collect the signal of axion decay,and
SQUID amplifier amplify it,then the signal go to the VNA(network analyzer),or go to
the SA(spectrum analyzer),then,it is stored in the disk.One can also monitor the
experiment through the system online,change the parameters,For example,the
position of tuning rod using the tuning rod controller,the parameters of magnet using
the magnet controller.

2.3.1 The Monitoring System

FIG.6 shows the monitoring system of the experiment.In the present versions,it

displays the statuses of refrigerators,magnet,room temperatures,network analyzer,and
piezo controller.For the convenience,if the temperatures get high,the background
colors get red.If the temperatures get normal,they get green.If the temperatures get
low,they get blue.In the section for magnet,we can find magnet information about
BF4(only BF4 has magnet).If the magnet is healthy,it shows “Healthy” on green
background color,while if something wrong in magnet,it shows “Quench”,with a
alarm sound. From the terms Network analyzer,one can get the information of
network analyzers and from the term Piezo controller,one can get the information of
Piezo controller.
The program for monitoring is written in PHP,and the code gets data from the mysql
files.There are three important folders “controllers”, “models” ,and “views”.In the
folder “models”,the files are written to get the data from mysql files and name
them.In the folder “controllers”,the files are written to display these data in a
KUSP.2016
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convenient way,such as the suitable background color,and the different styles of
different status.In the folder “view”,the files are written to show the details on the
website,such as the format of the these terms and the term’s position on the website.
Every detail needs a function to achieve it.So one need large number of functions to
control the details.For example,if you want to change the appearance of the website,
you should modify the function in the folder “views”.
On the website, these data are not fixed.They are real-time data,and the refresh time
is about 5000us.The graphs shown on the bottom of the webpage is the real-time data
of different places’ temperature.Now,after study,I can modify some simple functions
to achieve my ideas.For example I have modified the term “Magnet”,if we do not run
the magnet machine,usually,it will show “0” or some small data.Now if we do not run
the magnet machine,it will show “no run”,only the data lager than the threshold.It
shows the real-time data,and the refresh time is about 5000us.
The modified code are the following.At first,we find the folder “controllers”

Second,modified the file “culdaqdashboard.php”

2.3.2 The Network Analyzer

Network analyzer is needed and we can confirm the quality of the microwave
cavity and get important information of the cavity,such as the resonant frequency and
the Q quality.
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Originally,the codes for network analyzer is written in C++,now it is converted to
Python.because,Python is more suitable for the Network Analyzer.Using these
code,one can get information of the cavity,including Smith Chart. One can measure
the resonant frequency and calculate the Q factor.Finally,these important data will be
stored in database for the further analysis.

2.3.3 The Spectrum Analyzer
When we want to analyze a signal form the cavity,we need a spectrum analyzer.In
the serve,we need to create and add Python functions for both spectrum analyzer and
noise figure software.Using these functions to searches the peaks in a frequency
domain.There are some models in the spectrum analyzer,it is convenient to analyze
the signal.

In the FIG.7,the first picture shows the signal from the cavity.The signal is covered
by the noises,and when the spectrum analyzer analyzes it,we chose the model
“average”.We can see the noises that can be reduced and the signal is clear.
For myself,I have written a lot of functions in Python to calculate the data from the
cavity.
At first we should build a file which is written in Python use the format “class”.
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In the file,one can find many functions about calculation.In short,there are three
categories.
The first category:

These functions can calculate the data and return the result for users.Using these
function,we can get the status,or the statistical result.
The second category:

These functions can set some statuses or models.After we set these statuses,one can
query these informations using the first category.The parameters include the
status(ON or OFF),the different models for the calculation(MAX,MED,MEAN,FIX).In
my code,I used a parameter “status” to chose the deferent options.For example,in the above
code(FIG.8),there are four options,if the “status” is equal to 0,it choses the model “NFIG”,if
the “status” is equal to 1,it choses the model “GAIN”,I think it will be convenient for the
next work.
The Third category:

These functions can set the parameters in the suitable range.Also,when we set these
parameters,we can search them using the first category.
When I finish the functions’ file,I need to test them.
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The file is expected to test these functions one by one.If something is wrong,we must come
back to the functions’ file to modify it.
At last,the work I need to do is that pack up the data from the result and store them into
database.Just as the picture shown,
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Abstract
With this document I represent a comprehensive review of the project I
was assigned during my participation in the Korean Undergraduate/Graduate
Student Programm (KUSP) 2016. The projects main topic is the developement of a multiple storage network with the use of the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) in order to handle the high rate data which are transmitted with FFT from the Axion Experiment cavities. The network was
developed on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) using VHDL
with a sample data rate of 1.0Gb/sec. The transimitted packets will be
accepted from a Raspberry Pi with a C daemon programm and the forwarded in SSD storage disks.

1

Introduction to Axion Experiment

The Axion Experiment is one of the basic experiments running in the Center of
Axion and Precision Physics (CAPP) where the KUSP was organized.

1.1

Theoretical Approach to Axions

Axions are hypothetical elementary particles prostulated by the Peccei-Quinn
theory in 1977 to resolve the strong CP problem in Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) also, axions are a possible cold dark matter candidate. The axions is
expected to interact with the Gravitational and the Electromagnetic force and
will not have spin and electric charge. The masses of the axions are really low
10−5 − 10−3 eV /c2 and their life time is greater than the life of the Universe
≈ 1033 years making their detection a really hard process.
The way axions interact with Standard Model particles is under the Primakoff
Process which predicts the decay of an axion to two photons.
1
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Figure 1: The Primakoff Process of the Axion decay to two Photons

1.2

Experimental Detection

In order to make the axion detectable the Primakoff Process is not so usefull
because of the axions high life time. For this reasons axion experiments are
using the inverse Primakoff Process where by applying a strong magnetic field
in a cavity a virtual photon is emitted which is being absorbed by the axion
which sequentially emitts a detectable photon. In this way the data from an
axion experiment are a spectrum where the axion mass can be found at the
peak of this spectrum like a coordination effect.

Figure 2: The Inverse Primakoff Effect

2

Firmware Developement

For this reason the data comming from an axion experiment are in a real high
rate making their storage a hard process. The analog cavity signal is transmitted with FFT to a digitizer and then pushed forward to the multiple storage
network which was developed during the KUSP 2016. In order to develop the
needed firmware we used the Tri-Mode-Ethernet MAC v9.0 provided by Xilinx
in Vivado. The need of this module can be seen in the following example where
if we have a rate of f = 500M hz and an 8bit digitizer then the output is more
tha a few MHz which is higher than 128M hz which is the writting speed of a
2
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SSD hard drive. Also, in order to test our module and because the digitizer is
not ready we need to generate the 2500M hz signal in the FPGA and see its
results with a Testbench and with ChipScope after implementation.

2.1

Block Diagram

The developed firmware block diagram is the following where the basic connections of the module can be seen
In the block diagram three interfaces can be seen

Figure 3: Block Diagram

• Interface 1: Data Interface between 2500BASE X core and Transceiver
• Interface 2: MAC and 2500BASE X Interface
3
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• Interface 3: MAX AXI4 Stream Interface
A list of signals that are used for every interface is provided in a link at the
Bibliography.

2.2

TestBench

After generating the Tri-Mode-Ethernet MAC v9.0 core and modifying it so
it can be conncected to the UDP firmware we create a TestBench so we can
check the results of our module (all the code will be provided in a link at the
Bibliography). The XSIM result are shown in the following figures where the
value of every signal can be followed and checked if it fits the expected one.

Figure 4: 2500BASE X to Transceiver Interface signals

Figure 5: MAC to 2500BASE X Interface

Figure 6: MAC AXI4 Stream

4
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Figure 7: MAC AXI Lite Interface

Figure 8: MAC Statistics
now we will present an analysis of the simulating data we got from the developed
design so that we can check if the module is working as expected. We will zoom
firstly in the first packet of the signal generator and we track it through the
MAX AXI4 Stream interface to the MAC and 2500BASE X interface; and the
to the 2500BASE X, GT interface, in the Rx loopback path and finally we will
check the communication of RX Transceiver to 2500BASE X to MAC RX to
MAC RX AXI4 stream interface.

Figure 9: Zoomed in MAC AXI4 stream TX Interface
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Figure 10: 1st Ethernet Packet Start on MAX AXI4 Stream TX Interface

Figure 11: 1st Ethernet Packet End on MAC AXI4 Stream TX Interface
This is consistent with what the patgen.vhd module is sending, which is provided
in a link at the Bibliography.
When we zoom more in the first packet of the gmii txd bus between MAC and
2500BASE X interface we are getting the followed figures

Figure 12: 1st Ethernet Packet Start and End between MAC and 2500BASE X
interface
The 55 is the preamble, D5 is the start of the frame data and after the D5 we
can also see the Source Address followed by the Destination Address.
On the 25000BASE X to Transceiver interface, FB indicates the start of a
packet, 55 is again the preamble and D5 is the start of the frame as expected
followed by the Source and Destination Addresses.

6
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Figure 13: 1st Ethernet Packet Start between the 2500BASE X and the
Transceiver Interface
Now we will take a closer look at the RX interface from Transceiver to 2500BASE
X to TEMAC and to AXI4 Stream, as all of the data has been loopedback.

Figure 14: 1st Ethernet Packet start Looped Back between Transceiver and
2500BASE X RX Interface
in the previous figure FB stands for the start of a packet and FD is for the end
of a packet as it can be seen in the following figure

Figure 15: 1st Ethernet Packet End Looped Back between Transceiver and
2500BASE X RX Interface

7
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We will avoid presenting the results of the 2500BASE X to MAC RX because
the as it can been seen in the previous figures the loopback module works well
and the data in this part of the simulation looks exactly as the expected ones,
also we dont present them for not making this report too long and not so usefull.

3

Debugging on the Board

After the succesful test with XSIM we implemented our design in a KC705 board
so we can test the functionallity on the hardware. This is why we had to write
a XDC file in Vivado so that we can use the dedicated ports for out design. In
order to have a clear view of the ports and the signals we used ChipScope by
connecting the In and Out ports in the ILA module provided by Xilinx, also
we used the physical ports of the Board so we can start the pattern generator,
check the mac speed, see if there are any errors (using the LEDs), global reset
and check the consistancy of the connection, all these are shown in the following
figure. After it we have to set up the trigger condition so that we will be able

Figure 16: KC705 Board Connectivity
to catch events and check the results, for this purpose we are going to use the
Trigger Cond control in the ILA Cores tab at the Debug Probes window so that
we can choose between AND and OR settings. With the AND setting the trigger
event is caught when all ILA probes comparisons are satisfied, while with the
OR setting a triggered event is caught when any of the ILA probes comparisons
is satisfied.
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Figure 17: ILA Debug Probes Window
then in order to capture the 1st packet on the axi4 stream we have to modify
the TX interface by changing some values and with the use of the Trigger Pos
control in the ILA cores tab in the DEbug Probes window we can set the position
of the trigger mark in the captured data buffer. For example, in the case of a
captured data buffer that is 1024 samples deep we have:
• Sample number 0 corresponds to the first (left-most) sample in the captured data buffer.
• Sample number 1023 corresponds to the last (right-most) sample in the
captured data buffer.
• Sample numbers 511 and 512 correspond to the two center samples in the
captured data buffer.
9
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Figure 18: Setting Up the Trigger Conditions
Having implented the desing in the Board and having set the trigger conditions
we are able now with the use of ChipScope to generate the data (changing the
physical port for the pattern generator to logic 1) and catch events to analyze so
that we can prove the functionality of our firmware. The figure we are getting
by running the pattern generation is the following.

10
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Figure 19: Overview Capture in Debug Process
now to analyze the previous fiugre we will brake it in smaller pieces so we can
check the functionality of all the subsystems that are being developed. So to
have a closer look to the MAC AXI4 Stream TX Interface we zoom in the
following part of the previous figure.

Figure 20: MAC AXI4 Stream TX Interface
if we take a closer look we can see the Source Address followed by the Destination
Address. Because the packet is too long, here we only capture the beginning of
an Ethernet packet and the end of it.

Figure 21: Zoomed-in Data Packet Start on MAC AXI4 Stream TX Interface
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Figure 22: Zoomed-in Data Packet End on MAC AXI4 Stream TX Interface
On the MAC to 2500BASE X Interface, we can see the following When zooming

Figure 23: MAC and 2500BASE X TX Interface
in a packet on the MAC to 2500BASE X interface, we can also see which is the
Source Address and the Destination Address and the same in the zoomed packet
end. On the 2500BASE X to Transceiver TX Interface, we can see the following.

Figure 24: Zoomed-in Data Packet Start and End on MAC to 2500BASE X TX
Interface
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Figure 25: 2500BASE X to Transceiver TX Interface
When zooming in a packet on the 2500BASE X to Transceiver interface, we can
see FB to indicate the start of a packet and FD to indicate the end of a packet.
We can also see the Source Address and the Destination Address.

Figure 26: Zoomed-in Data Packet Start and End on 2500BASE X to
Transceiver TX Interface
As this is an optical cable loopback we will trace the same packet of size 2e on
the RX path too. On the Transceiver to 2500BASE X Interface, we can see the
following.

Figure 27: Transceiver to 2500BASE X Interface
When zooming into a packet of the 2500BASE X to Transceiver Interface we
can see again as expected (because of the loopback module) the FB as a sign
of the event starting and the FD as a sign of the event terminating, also the
Source Address followed by the Destination Address is visible again (with the
expected exchange of their values). On the 2500BASE X to MAC RX we can
see the following figure, where if we zoom in the FD, FB, Source Address and
Destinantion Address can be see proving the perfect on board functionality of
the board.
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Figure 28: Zoomed-in Data Packet Start and End on Transceiver RX to
2500BASE X Interface

Figure 29: 2500BASE X to MAC RX with zoomed regions of Start and End
signals
Finally, we are trying to check the working state of the MAC RX to AXI4
Stream and the statistics vectors which are the last component so that we can
declare our firmware as working. This is going to be proved by looking to the
next figures which show the expected results.

Figure 30: MAC RX to AXI4 stream interface, with zoom to specific regions of
interest and statistics vector
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Conclusion and Future Development

As a conclusion we can see the that we managed to develop a firmware that
is fully working without any bug. The desing is customable which means that
it was tested for 2.5 GHz but can easily change to 1.0 GHz by changing the
parameters. In order now to build the communication between an SSD hard
drive the only thing that is needed is to remove the loopback module (just a
group of signals) and use a deamon program based at System C so that it can
unpack the sended data and send them to the correct SSD disk. Those deamon
program are available online and can be easily modified by the user. Also, all
the developed firmware is provided in a zip file at my lxplus cern account as
long as the constrain file and the testbench.
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DAQ System Construction for Prototype Toroidal Cavity Axion Experiment
Junghoon Kim∗
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(KUSP 2016)
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The project was on designing a simplified data acquisition system of a prototype toroidal cavity
for axion experiment. Since Large-scale cavity was introduced to search for Axion, a candidate
of dark matter and the solution for strong CP problem, numerous different types of cavity have
been attempted. Among such cavities, toroidal cavity was selected for this experiment due to
its effective features. The apparatus consists of prototype toroidal cavity with radius of 150mm,
function generator, and signal analyzer under connected by GPIB. The main system was built on
C++ GPIB device code offered by National Instruments. The libraries of ROOT (TObject) and
NI-488.2 were compiled together and desired data were collected in root file format. Using this
system, I was able to run the sequential measurement of resonant frequencies inside the cavity and
to plot the graphs.
I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Axion: Strong CP Violation and Dark Matter

production of neutral pseudoscalar mesons by high energy photons interactions.
In this experiment, Note that the whole step was reduced from the original plan; the magnetic field and the
superconductor for cooling and decreasing noise were not
in the apparatus.
B.

FIG. 1. Axion-Photon Coupling

Despite the notable success of Standard Model, it left
us unsolved mysteries. One of those mysteries is the
strong Charge-Parity problem of why the parameter θ
which involves some terms in the QCD Lagrangian is so
small: θ < 10−9 [1]. Peccei-Quinn theory suggested a
solution for this strong CP violation problem about 30
years ago, and it led to the existence of a particle called
Axion. According to the Ref.[2], the mass of axion is expected to be of order 10−9 eV, so it is a good candidate
for the dark matter of the Universe for the fact that the
mass distribution of galactic halo defies the classical gravity, the existence of the dark matter has been continually
suggested and studied.
The Feynman diagram as shown in Fig.1, implies the
mechanism of Axion decaying into photons. Known as
Primakoff effect, it is suggested that axions can be experimentally produced. In detail, it is by the resonant

Toroidal Cavity

Axions can be detected by stimulating their conversion to photons in a strong magnetic field, as shown in
Figure 1 [2]. It is suggested that an electromagnetic cavity on a strong static magnetic field can detect galactic
halo axions., so that experiment artificially generating
axion coupling has been attempted. In this experiment,
a prototype cavity with the shape of torus was chosen.
As reviewed in Ref [3], compared to a cylinder cavity, a
toroidal cavity has less fringe B field[3], and the resonant
frequencies depend only on the minor radius:
~ externaltoroid ≈ B0 φ̂
B
ρ

FIG. 2. Simulation of B field for Toroidal Cavity
∗
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II. DAQ SYSTEM FOR PROTOTYPE
TOROIDAL CAVITY AXION EXPERIMENT:
DESCRIPTION

fsource, power). This step is repeated in a loop from
initial frequency of 5.5GHz to final frequency of 6.5GHz.
The result plot is shown in Figure 4 and 5.
III.

MEASUREMENT OF RESONANT
FREQUENCY AND RESULTS

The following figures show the results of measuring resonant frequencies in the cavity. The signal analyzer received the data and showed it in Fourier Transformation
of the waves.

FIG. 4. The transmitted power of function generator vs. the
resonant frequencies on the detector; this figure shows the
total overlay of measurement entries (100100)

FIG. 3. Schematic of the apparatus

A.

Hardware

As shown in FIG. 3, the apparatus consists of Linuxbased Main Computer, EXG Analog Signal Generator,
EXA Signal Analyzer, and GPIB. On the computer is
the CLI Terminal, which triggers the whole system. The
Analog Signal Generator generates sinusoidal waves into
the cavity, and Signal Analyzer collects the data and
sends to the Main Computer.

B.

FIG. 5. Accumulative Plot for Figure 2 compared to source
power (-20dBm). The expected interval is at the peak of
5.8GHz, according to the simulation.

Composition of the DAQ System
IV.

The system code was compiled with the libraries of
ni4882, TFIle, TNtuple and C++. Once the main computer runs the system, it sends the string message (GPIBWrite) to the signal generator and the signal analyzer receives the resonance frequencies measured in the cavity.
Then the measured values are converted into buffer, and
the data is finally saved in root file (Ntuple: run, fdetect,

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the measurement of the resonant frequency in
the prototype toroidal cavity, the experiment should have
a static high magnetic field with very low temperature
in order to decrease the noise. Naturally, the upgrade of
detecting system will require additional specific programming languages under GPIB connection. The designed
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system merely has a CLI system, but implementing a
GUI system that can display essential information such
as experimental conditions and results will provide more
concise and useful utilities.
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Examining the Simulation and Track
Reconstruction techniques for the J-PARC
muon g-2 experiment.
Tsilias Paschalis, AUTh
Supervisor : Dr. MyeongJae Lee, CAPP/KAIST
Centre for Axion and Precision Physics Research, KAIST
August 3, 2016
The Muon g-2/EDM proposed experiment at J-PARC is a promising and
innovative attempt at the field of Precision Physics. The sensitivity goal of
0.1 ppm will test the limits of our current understanding, and may probe for
Beyond Standard Model observations. This paper seeks out to investigate
the computational techniques required by the experiment. The GEANT4[1]
framework was used to simulate the detector setup, according to the experiment’s Conceptual Design Report (CDR)[2]. This allowed us to observe
the event hierarchy in different energies, generate signal hit data, and construct an event-selection algorithm. ROOT and GDML enabled us to use
the geometry and parsed output data in a platform-independent way. Using
techniques pertaining to Machine Learning and Image Feature extraction,
such as the Canny Edge detection and the Hough Transform, we were able
to construct a generic representation of ‘track families’ from each event category. Finally, we used the modular GENFIT2[3] framework, implementing
the Kalman Filter[4] along with an Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF)[5]
and the Runge-Kutta stepper to reconstruct tracks from a few digitized,
smeared singular event data.
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1 Disclaimer
The following paper serves as the final report for the KUSP 2016, a 4-week summer
research program held in South Korea, by the Center of Axion and Precision Physics
(CAPP) of the Institute of Basic Science (IBS), at KAIST. Time may have been a
limiting parameter in these studies.
I would like to thank my supervisor, Dr. MyeongJae Lee, for the knowledge, support
and resources he provided, as well as the director of CAPP, Professor Yannis Semertzidis
for the opportunity to work and study here.

2 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) has been one of the crowning achievements of human intellect.
For the last 50 years it has led to the discovery of new particles, with the most recent
being the Higgs boson, as well as helped give rise to the most precise theory ever, in the
form of QED.
One of the most precisely measured quantities in particle physics, is the muon anomalous magnetic moment factor, αµ , which has served as a concrete testing ground for
SM predictions. The 2006 muon g-2 experiment in Brookhaven reached unprecedented
precision of 0.54ppm, and constrained dµ to an upper limit o 1.9 × 10−19 e · cm. When
their results were published, a persistent disrepancy of ∼ 3.4σ was observed for αµ , while
the dµ limit requires improvement to test against the SM prediction, thus marking the
largest measured deviation for the Standard Model. This statistically significant deviation, while not yet definitive, suggests that there may be effects on the muon’s anomalous
magnetic moment factor, that cannot be explained in the SM framework. The potential discovery of concrete evidence of new physics, beyond the Standard Model provides
motivation of further studies and improved measurement of the αµ .
Two major attempts are currently in progress, one in Fermilab, where an upgraded
version of their E821 experiment is expected to begin gathering data on 2017, and one
in J-PARC, where an original, new approach, is considered for the experiment, and is
still a few years away. Both experiments have set a sensitivity goal of ∆αµ = 0.1ppm.

3 The J-PARC muon g-2 experiment
The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) for the J-PARC muon g-2 experiment was published in December 2011. The first submitted proposal to the J-PARC committee was
back in December 2009, and has undergone significant R&D efforts and feasibility reports. In the following paragraph, the author frequently quotes the CDR directly, to
preserve the original ideas clearly.
The CDR, where the present paper is based on, contains the ‘baseline design for
the muon g-2/EDM experiment proposed for the J-PARC muon facility at MLF’. The
sensitivity goal was set at 0.1 ppm, being able to probe for new physics, along with the
upgraded Fermilab experient.
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The experimental idea, summarised in a sentence or two, is ‘storing µ+ in MRI-type
solenoid magnet, and measure polarized µ+ decays to positrons’. Higher energy e+ are
emitted with the muon spin direction aligned with along its trajectory in the storage
ring. The muon spin precesses from the forward to the backward direction, along its
momentum vector. This precession effect, due to an advance of the spin precession
compared to the muon momentum in a magnetic field, is due to the difference g-2.

Figure 1: Generic representation of the experiment facility.
A detector setup inside of the muon storage orbit will track the decay e+ versus the
time in store, as the muon spin precesses. The anomaly g-2 is the advance of the muon
spin from its momentum vector, divided by the storage magnet field strength. As such,
the g-2 experiment requires precision measuremnts of the higher energy e+ with respect
to time and the magnetic field’s value.
The EDM measurement will be achieved using the same setup, as both dipole measurements can be done at the same time. This requires mesuring the precession frequency
as a vector, with one component parallel to the magnetic field, and one component
orthogonal to the momentum vector and the magnetic field.
This experimental setup attempts to use a different approach to previous muon g2 experiments, using an order of magnitude lower energy and an order of magnitude
smaller diameter of the storage ring.
This approach motivates the use of an ultra-cold muon source, that requires only
weak focusing to mantain the beam size in the storage ring, leading to the choise of a
3T MRI-type solenoid for the storage phase, and a momentum of 300M eV /c.
The lower energy will allow to frequently reverse the muon spins, to cancel systematic
errors that are difficult to deal with, such as the pile-up effect, something that has not
been used in previous attempts.
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4 Overall Method
The simulation was implemented in the GEANT4 framework, according to the experiment’s Conceptual Design Report (CDR) from KEK. ROOT was used for the parsing
of output data, as well as handling the Geometry via the GDML scheme, in a platformindependent format. The precise measurement of the decaying positron track is the
critical part of this experiment, since it carries information about both the muon’s Electric Dipole Moment, as well as its Anomalous Magnetic Moment, the g-2 factor. This
requires a careful handling of material effects for the energy deposition in the silicon
vanes, as well as good understanding of the general track description.
The events can be categorized in distinctive ‘families’, with each one having a representative, unique trace in the X-Y and φZ plane, and different ratio of signal and
background tracks. As such the track reconstruction processes, must be handled as
separate cases. Analyzing multiple-muon tracks, comprised of events of multiple categories, requires a pre-hand Pattern Recognition. Using a Python implementation of
techniques widely used in Machine Learning and Image Feature Extraction, such as the
Canny Edge detection algorithm and the Hough Transform, we can define a generic track
representation for these categories.
For the Track Reconstruction itself, we used the new, promising GENFIT2 framework,
whose main attraction is its modular structure. This allows to decouple the algebra of the
regression algorithm from the hit representation and track representation. We actualized
the Kalman Filter along with the Runge-Kutta stepper to reconstruct tracks from a few
digitized, smeared singular event data. GENFIT2 also handles the calculation of energy
loss due to material effect, as well as data smearing, to represent the finite detector
resolution, and digitization effects. A Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF) was used
to help cope with smeared data.
All in all, original, exciting, original code was developed, that up until now, isn’t
open-sourced anywhere else.

5 Simulation of Events
The simulation was implemented in the definitive GEANT4 framework, which has been
widely adopted in both academia and the industry. It includes the spatial motion of
muons, their decay, the positron propagation code, tracking of secondary particles, as
well as the positron interaction with the detector material. In some aspects, the ‘ideal
case’ approach was used, in order to investigate the event structure of the experiment
and allow to get a general understanding of the underlying physics concepts
We focus the late phase of the experiment, from the point of particle injection in the
solenoid storage area. The stored µ+ travel in circular trajectories, under a uniform
magnetic field, around the detector setup. Once the muon decays according to
µ+ −→ e+ + νe + ν¯µ
the produced positron follows an inwards helix-elliptic trajectory, where it deposits energy in the silicon vanes, and generates hit positions.
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The first step was reconstructing the detector setup geometry according to the CDR.
The detector is composed of 48 silicon vanes, radially located around a central cylindrical
tungsten volume, whose goal in the complete setup is to absorb positrons with middle
and low energy, to avoid many turns of positrons passing through the center volume. Dr.
MyeongJae Lee, proposed that we remove this ‘absorber’ in order to better monitor the
event hierarchy and material energy depositing effects, so that we get a more complete
understanding of the event-selection algorithm.
There are 48 identical ‘vanes’ with (220x400x0.03mm) size, perpendicular to the X-Y
plane, evenly distributed around the World volume center (Point 0,0,0) rotated in the
Z-axis by 7.5o each.

Figure 2: Scheme diagram of the detector setup - Axes definition.

Figure 3: 3D render of the detector, and mock trajectories.
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Next, we simulate a uniform magnetic field, in the Z-axis direction, with a value of -3
Tesla. A general description of EM field that can be used in a more realistic simulation,
was also developed, but for the time being, we oped to use the ideal case. For example a
more realistic would include the electric field from the detector and readout electronics,
but it shouldn’t be large enough to provide any noise in the measurement process.
The experimental setup is designed to be sensitive to positrons with energies between
∼ 50 and ∼ 280M eV . Positrons with higher energies have tracks similar to the muons,
outside of the vanes setup, while those with lower energies, the curl radius is small, and
introduces noise effects.
As for the particle transport code, the implemented Stepping utilizes the classical
fourth-order Runge-Kutta stepper, that provides a good balance between precision of
the simulated step and CPU time. The ‘maximum step’ that is allowed by the simuation
is well below the vane width.
Our simpler approach does not simulate the injection phase with the kicker field, but
rather relies on already-injected particles. The particle source, located 330mm along
the X axis, emits muons with an energy of 300MeV, while the momentum direction is
represented by a (0, 1, 0) vector. As the muon lifetime at this energy scale is deemed
quite long, GEANT4 mistakes the circular motion as a stable setup. For this reason, we
had to artificially lower the muon’s lifetime to 0.5 ns so that we can have decays around
its trajectory.

Figure 4: Generic representation of the experiment facility.
The final output data from our simulation is the energy of the produced secondary
particles, as well as the hit coordinates in the silicon vanes. For scoring purposes, we
implemented Sensitive Detector modules in the Silicon volumes. This module generates
a Hit Collection for each muon. Whenever a ‘step’ during a secondary particle propagation deposits energy on a Silicon Volume a new Hit is recorded and visualized. For
more precise measurements we use the information from both GetPreStepPoint() and
GetPostStepPoint(), as the scattering angle alters the entry and exit hit coordinates. We
want to detach the Geant4 framework from our Data Analysis and Track Reconstruction
procedure. For this reason we use the GMDL schema, to describe our geometry in a
platform-independent format. GDML files can be used in ROOT, CAD applications, as
well as the chosen GENFIT framework.
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6 Event Selection
As per the Conceptual Design Report, we can divide our detected events in 8 categories,
that are greatly dependent on the initial positron energy. A large amount of primary
events (∼ 40%) do not generate hits in the silicon tracker, either because they have lower
energy than the necessary threshold, due to the decay direction, or due to higher energy,
where their trajectory is similar to that of the muons. The general hiererchy that is
observed at the CDR is found here as well.
To categorize our events, we mainly use the X-Y and φ − Z plane hit scatter plots.
Other criteria we use, is the radius of the curved trajectory, the number of ‘turns’, the
presence of secondary electrons, as well as the hit angle of the positrons. This separation
is critical for the analysis project, because each category needs has a different ratio of
usable/background events. Following the CDR, and using the aforementioned criteria,
we can separate our events in
1

Clear Event - The simplest case, where the only algorithm needed is finding the
line trace in the φZ plane. This constitutes the clearest signal event.

2

Clear Event w/ secondary electrons - In addition to the clear tracce, there is a
secondary trace stemming from hitpoints by electron hits (δ ray EM shower) that
are considered noise, and must be rejected before the data analysis.

3

Small Curls - There are positron curls, with a small enough radius to not reach
the center region. The φZ trace is comprised by parallel lines. Due to the low
energy, most events in this category are considered background, and removed.

3b

Small Curls w/ secondary electrons - The events have both small curls, and
secondary electrons, like (2), and are considered background.

4

Middle curls - The positron curls have a larger radius, passing through the vanes
without hits in the center region. Most of these events have middle energy, and
almost all of them are considered useful signal events. They leave multiple-lines
trace in the φZ plane. An algorithm recongizing the initial hit point, near the
Z = 0 can help future analysis.

4b

Middle curls w/ secondary electrons. This event has both the middle curl characteristic, as well as the smearing from secondary electrons. In order for these
events to be useful, an algorithm must be developed to separate the signal track
from th noise.

5

Large curls - The positron tracks passes around the center region with a bigger
radius. Similar to category (4) there are line-like traces in the φZ plane, and due
to the larger positron energy, almost all events are considered signal tracks.

5b

Large curls w/ secondary electrons - The events have a large curl, with noise from
secondary electron, that should be reduced or removed.

7
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6

Only multiple scattering - The positron is scattered with a large angle, depositing
energy in the silicon vane. The φZ plane is a characteristic broken line. In order
for these events to be used, the algorithm must be able to recognize this difference.

6b

Multiple scattering with many curls or secondary electrons

7

Others - A positron of larger energy can provide hit points from categories (2) +
(3) + (4), and is the most complicated to recognize. The algorithm to separate
these events can also use the time-parameter, as positrons with such large energies
tend to drift in the silicon vanes for longer times.

No hit These null events do not provide any silicon vane hits. That can be attributed
to very low (< 50M eV ),very large (E > 280M eV ) positron energy, or outwards
positron trajectory.
Even though we are severely limited by statistics, we can verify the general observation
and confirm that, at low energy region, the largest events were in category (3), at middle
energy range, category (1)and (2) are dominant, the events in categories (4) - (7) increase
with the energy.

Figure 5: Observed Hierarchy of 100 Simulated Events.
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9
Figure 6: Overview of X-Y and φZ traces from the CDR.
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7 Track Reconstruction
As stated, the precise measurement and reconstruction of the decaying positron track is
the most critical part of this experiment. The GENFIT2 is a very promising, and quite
new framework, developed at TUM, that is slowly gaining traction in experiments such
as Belle II, PANDA, GEM-TPC, FOPI, and one of the reasons it was selected, was to
investigate its usefulness. As we already mentioned,the framework’s main attraction is
its modular structure. This allows to decouple the algebra of the regression algorithm
from the hit representation and track representation.

7.1 Visualization and Geometry
For visualization purposes, the framework uses the gEVE module from ROOT.
The geometry was imported in the GENFIT2 framework using the GDML schema,
and a subsequent conversion to a .ROOT file.

Figure 7: Early implementation of geometry definitions and detector planes on
GENFIT2.

7.2 Hit Representation
To be able to define hit points on our detector, one measurement plane per vane was
assigned. GENFIT2 constructs measurement planes, by using a point as the origin of
the plane, as well as two orthogonal vectors. We opted to use the origin of the axes
as the starting point, and the two orthogonal vectors being across the Z-axis as well as
parallel to the vane plane (cosθ − sinθ). This way, the three parameters that GENFIT
requires to assign a hit point, is the Vane detector angle (or number), XY plane radius,
and the Z-value of the hit point.
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7.3 Regression Algorithm
Kalman [4] Filters are widely used in High Energy Physics studies and track fitting. The
algorithm is based on an iterative least square fit of the track state. The iteration uses
a prediction step, to extrapolate the state vector to the next layer, as well as an update
step to the best-fit predicted state. Kalman Filters can work with the classical fourthorder Runge Kutta stepper, and just the physical properties of the detector volume,
propagating the particle from one surface to another, adding up scattering and precise
energy loss effects. In this paper, mainly due to the time limit, we focused on precisely

Figure 8: Schematic of the basic Kalman filter concept, taken from Wikipedia.
reconstructing singular positron tracks. When we have proper understanding of the
underlying physical processes, and the tools and methods used have matured it may be
possible to scale them into using for multi-tracks analysis.

7.4 Pattern Recognition
In such cases, where we work with sparse hit points data, for example in non-consecutive
vanes, or when we try to analyze very complicated patterns from multi-muons tracks,
the Kalman filter might be insufficient. A more complicated X-Y and φZ plane trace,
that contains multiple muons track, require some pattern recognition algorithms to be
able to make a distinction between background events, and useful signal data. Note that
average number of muon decays in the first 5ns provides about 30 events.
The following figure, taken from the experiment’s CDR shows an example of the complicated state, where the aforementioned pattern recognition algorithm’s use is justified.
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Figure 9: XY-plane and φZ-plane traces for multi-muon tracks, from the CDR. Red
points represent signal tracks where Einitial > 200M eV . Blue ones show background tracks.

For this reason, and working with these pattern recognition techniques, the end goal
is to provide a Track Model, as a Reference State (often called the ‘Seed Fit’). This
way, the Kalman filter’s prediction step extrapolation has a starting value to work from.
This ‘Seed Fit’ must be derived from a careful event selection and analysis, using the
categorizing algorithm we began to describe in the previous section.
To analyze these abstract hit point data, Machine Learning and Image Feature extraction algorithms are used. As we saw, the singulat positron tracks in the silicon detector
setup left line-like traces in the φZ plane. For this reason,the Hough Transform can
be an invaluable tool. Also, the individual significance of each hit coordinate can be
calibrated with the Canny Edge detection algorithm. This way, tightly grouped points
can be recognized and either removed, or assigned a lower weight value.

Figure 10: Example of Hough Transformation on φZ plane trace.
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The mathematical concept of the Hough Transform is not that complicated, and it
is possible to write the necessary code from scratch. But in order to be more flexible
and secure about our results, we opt to use an already existing, tested, implementation
that has been used in the industry with success. As such the OpenCV (Open Source
Computer Vision) framework was chosen, which is a set of libraries mainly aimed at
real-time computer vision, originally developed by Intel.
Two examples uses of the Canny Edge detection, along with the Hough Transform,
for two example run data sets are presented.

Figure 11: Example of Hough Transformation on φZ plane trace.
Unfortunately, the complicated state of some track events, as well as the lack of
documentation for the GENFIT2 framework led us to use a simple Kalman filter, without
using the generic track representation we constructed in the previous section, as the
Reference state. For this reason, the supervisor advised starting to work with the local
track reconstructing, using bunches of three to five points, and trying to have a basic
quality control of this local approach.

7.5 Track Reconstruction
Using the aforementioned Hit Representation, along with the classical fourth-order
Runge Kutta stepper, the .ROOT file for our geometry, and with GenFit handling the
Material Effects, we can begin to reconstruct tracks from our Geant4 simulations.
In order to reproduce the digitization effect, as the silicon strips have a finite resolution,
the detector hit points were smeared by inserting the planar detector resolution into
the covariance matrix. To help the Kalman Filter to cope with the digitized data, we
introduced the Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF), that has been successfully used
in the ATLAS experiment, at LHC.
Validating the precision of the material effect is a much harder job than we can allocate
time to, even though it is one of the most crucial parts of the experiment. But we can
simply check their precense and implementation by using dummy data, and switching
Material Energy Loss effects On and Off.
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Having established a stable workflow, we are now able to reconstruct any hitpoints
dataset from the Si vanes, originating from the Geant4 simulation.

Figure 12: Track Reconstruction from Geant4 event WITH Material Effects in place.

8 Conclusions - Results
During the past four weeks, I had the opportunity to work at the KAIST summer
research program. My project was related to Simulation and Track Reconstruction for
the J-PARC muon g-2/EDM experiment.
During my time here, I developed a complete proof-of-concept framework, developing
original, exciting code in the process. Using Geant4, ROOT, and the GENFIT2 framework, I established a workflow that can successfully reconstruct simulated tracks for the
muon g-2 experiment.
More specifically, our work achieved to
• Simulate the late phase of the experiment
• Focus on the precision factors of the simulation
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• Analyze the observed even hierarchy and categorization according to the initial
positron energy
• Describe a basic Event Selection Algorithm
• Implement the necessary Machine Learning and Image Feature Extraction algorithms for the Pattern Recognition
• Develop a Hit Representation algorithm for our geometry and explore the material
effects of the framework
• Explore the material effects of the framework
• Represent Digitization effects.
• Implement the Kalman Filter along with an Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF)
and the Runge-Kutta stepper
• And was finally able to Reconstruct Simulated Tracks from a few digitized, smeared
singular event data

9 Discussion - Future goals
While providing actual results, this project has the potential to go into great lengths,
that unfortunately, the 4-weeks timeframe did not allow us to explore. My current
goal is to get a measurable quality factor between the Geant4 simulated steps, and the
Reconstructed Tracks, by using one every 500 or 1000 Geant4 steps.
The biggest challenge would be trying to implement spin polarization in the GEANT4
code, something that people at KAIST are currently working on.
The next logical step be implementing the tungsten absorber, and trying to simulate
a more realistic setup, taking into account various technical limitation and deficiencies.
That includes a realistic EM field representation, a realistic construction of the silicon detector, that includes ‘blind spots’ at the electronics, as well as introducing the
digitization representation into GEANT4.
A more detailed approach would try to validate the low energy positron-matter that
are used in GEANT4, using the appropriate low energy packages for the physics list, as
well as the validity of material effects used in GENFIT2
Finally, simulating the muon transport and injection phase, while more complicated,
could provide better insight into the experiment’s properties. Such attempts to implement a better beam simulation as well as the kicker injection field, is on the experiment’s
roadmap.
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Multiple-cavity systems serve as a method of detecting the potential existence
of the axion, one possible solution to the Strong-CP problem of Quantum
Chromodynamics, presented in the QCD Lagrangian. The Experiment of Axion Search aT CAPP (EAST-C) focuses on sweeping higher axion frequency
ranges which have not been explored before. We used ROOT to analyze how
quality factor changes as the coupling of antennas changes, which had no impact on the unloaded quality. Additionally, we studied the relationship of
volume and the dielectric constant within the cavity to quality. By inserting
the cavity in liquid helium, we yielded a residual-resistance ratio of about 9.

1. Introduction
The strong-CP problem is a well-acknowledged dilemma within physics,
where a charge-parity (CP) violation is expected. According to quantum
chromodynamics, the existence of CP violation is conceivable by the strong
interaction. Nonetheless, experimental evidence has shown the contrary,
where CP violation is not observed. One example in particular is the absence of an electric dipole moment of the neutron. This discrepancy between the theory and experimental results is what physicists refer to as the
”strong-CP” problem.
A prospective solution was proposed by Roberto Peccei and Helen Quinn
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in 1977. The theory postulates the existence of another particle, the axion,
whose dynamic characteristic cancels the term in the QCD lagrangian that
allows for CP violation in the strong interaction. It also serves as the
leading candidate for cold dark matter.The mass range of the axion is 10−6 10−3 eV1 . With the contemporary technological advancements in cryogenics
and vacuum technology, the prospect of analyzing the axion’s proposed
mass range fully is within reach.
Pierre Sikivie introduced a new method of detecting axions using microwave cavities permeated by a strong magnetic field. Through the reverse Primakoff effect, axions interact with virtual photons provided by the
strong magnetic field to produce a photon, which can be detected by an
antenna inserted in the cavity. The power of the axion signal, Pα−>γγ can
be calculated using the following formula:
Pα−>γγ = ρα B 2 V QC

(1)

where ρ is the density of the axion field, B is the magnetic field strength,
V is the volume of the cavity, Q is the quality factor, and C is the form factor. The form factor is fixed at the TM010 mode, where C is approximately
0.69. In particular, the TM010 mode yields the highest possible form factor,
allowing us to maximize the signal of the axion. The estimated value for
the axion is approximately 10−24 Watts.
Our research focused on the optimization of microwave cavities for axion
searches. The cavities were cylindrical and composed of Oxygen-Free High
Conductive (OFHC) copper. Dielectric rods made of 95% alumina were
used to tune the cavities and sweep frequencies, eliminating the need for
constructing the amount of cavities that would be needed to cover the entire
frequency range of the axion.
The research presented in the paper consists of a group project, which
everyone contributed to, and individual projects. My individual research
project was to study parameters that the quality factor, Q, is dependent on,
using CERN’s ROOT to analyze the data we obtained from each experiment
carried out.
2. Group Project
As a group, we learned how to calibrate and operate a network analyzer in
order to critically couple the impedance of the cavity to the antenna. A 3.5
mm 85033E calibration kit was used to perform calibrations prior to data
collection. The linear piezo attached to the top of the cylindrical cavity was
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used to raise and lower the antenna, in order to match the impedance of the
antenna to the cavity. The geometry of the cavity plays a role in impedance
matching, which is altered as the height of the antenna is adjusted within
the cavity.
We also learned how to frequency-match antennas for a double-cavity
system at room temperature, as seen in Figure 2. Using the network analyzer, we were able to manually raise and lower each antenna until the
frequencies of the two antennas were in sync. One this was established, we
screwed the antennas in place and used the linear piezo attached to antenna
holder to impedance match the two antennas to the cavity. Impedance
matching is vital because it allows us to accurately evaluate the signal reflected within the cavity of the standing wave generated by the network
analyzer. From here, we could measure the Q value of the cavity.

Fig. 1. The double cavity system composed of OFHC copper is shown above, with the
antennas connected to the network analyzer.

The Q value of another cavity geometry was investigated: a pizzashaped cavity (Fig. 2). The Q value of two pizza cavities were studied,
a prefabricated one with built in walls, and another with walls that needed
to be assembled (the one shown in Fig. 2). Preliminary results for both
cavities yielded a quality factor of around 2,000. This value was much
lower than the value we anticipated, which was approximately 10,0000.
Additionally, the prefabricated pizza cavity yielded a Q value only slightly
larger than the assembled pizza cavity, due to it’s ability to better retain
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the generated standing wave within the cavity.

Fig. 2. The cavity known as a the pizza is shown above, which was constructed of a
cylindrical cavity with walls attached on the inside, resembling the shape of a pizza.

The last multiple-cavity system constructed was a quadruple-cavity system, seen in Figure 3. Examination of the Q value of this cavity system is
underway.
3. Individual Project
3.1. Quality Factor as a Function of the Coupling Constant
For the first experiment, I analyzed how the coupling constant affected the
Q of the cavity. The depth of the antenna connected to port one in the
double-cavity system was altered, whose reflection signal was depicted as
S11 (dB). We analyzed how to quality factor changed as we altered the S
parameter S11 . The coupling constant, β, was derived using equations (2),
(3), and (4).
Γ1 = 10−S11 /20

(2)

β1 =

1 − Γ1
1 + Γ1

(3)

β1 =

1 + Γ1
1 − Γ1

(4)
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where Γ is the amount of signal reflected, β in equation (3) represents
the under-coupling of the antennas and equation (4) represents the overcoupling of the antennas. The coupling constant was then used to derive
Qo , the unloaded Q value of the cavity. The unloaded Q value is the Q of
only the cavity itself, whereas the measured Q value, the loaded Q (QL ), is
the combined Q value of everything inside the cavity. Equation 5 was used
to calculate Qo :
Qo = QL (1 + β1 )

(5)

where Γ represents the amount of signal reflected back to port 1. As
seen in Figure 3, the values of the corrected Q value Qo were fitted to a
zeroth polynomial, obtaining a final Q value of approximately 14,600 for
the OFHC cavity. These values are depicted as open circles on the graph.

Fig. 3. The data collected for the Q Value vs. S11 is shown above, where QL , the
loaded Q value, is depicted by crosses, and Qo is represented by open circles. The red
line on the graph is the zeroth polynomial fit of the corrected Q value, Qo .

3.2. Cavity Immersion in Liquid Helium
A 6N copper cavity was quickly placed inside a container filled with liquid
He4 , at 4 Kelvin. The antenna of the cavity was weakly coupled. After
the cavity filled with He4 , it was removed and allowed to warm back up to
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room temperature, at about 300 Kelvin. The loaded quality factor (shown
in blue, Fig. 4) and frequency (GHz) (shown in red, Fig. 4) were measured
as a function of time.

Fig. 4. The data collected for helium dunk test, where the data in red represents QL
and the data in blue represents the frequency (GHz) of the cavity.

The data was used to calculated the unloaded quality factor, Qo , for
both room temperature and at 4 Kelvin. The Qo was derived using the
following formulas:
Γ = 10−S/20

(6)

Γ = 10−S/20

(7)

β=

1−Γ
1+Γ

(8)
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Qo = QL (1 + β1 )

(9)

The values obtained for the experiment are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 5.

Using Equations 6-9, the table above was obtained.

From this, we were able to calculate the Residual-Resistance Ratio
(RRR), which is simply the ratio of two Qo values:

RRR =

Q2o4K
≈9
Q2o300K

(10)

The first peak of the graph, between 500 - 1000 seconds, the Q value
of the cavity and the frequency are increasing as the cavity is inserted into
the container filled with liquid He4 . The frequency increases because the
cavity is shrinking due to thermal contraction of the copper. Although this
decreases volume, conductivity is increasing, which has a greater impact
on the Q value. The cavity is filling with liquid helium between 1,000 1,500 seconds. Although the frequency continued to decrease, the Q value
seemed to plateau. One possible explanation for this is that the cavity
was not completely immersed in the helium. Lastly, between 1,500 - 6,000
seconds, the cavity was removed from the liquid helium container, and
allowed to return room temperature.
3.3. Other Individual Projects
In addition to studying how Q is affected by the the coupling constant and
the temperature, there were two other individual projects. One student’s
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task was to design a septuple-cavity system, including all components necessary for the construction of such an experiment. The CAD software used
to design the cavity system was Autodesk Inventor. The Figure below
shows the resulting design:

Fig. 6. An image of the septuple-cavity system that was designed using Autodesk Inventor.

The other student used COMSOL Multiphysics to analyze how one
might design a four-way combiner for a quadruple-cavity system.
4. Conclusion
The liquid helium dunk test should be repeated because the signal connection was lost at least one time during the process of removing the cavity
from the container of liquid helium. Additionally, measuring how both the
S parameters change over time, as the temperature changes, rather than
only measuring the initial and final S11 and S22 values. Moreover, the temperature should have also been measured, in order to establish the quality
factor’s dependence on temperature more accurately.
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Summary
The goal of this project is to create cavities that maximize the axion signal
by means of high quality and volume. Since the frequency range of the axion is
quite wide and cavity frequency varies inversely to volume special measures are
taken to keep volume maximized. These methods involve using multiple cavities
or cavities of a unique shape and they are discussed below in greater detail.This
project specifically models a high number of cavities to show the viability of
using multiple cavities as a means to maximize volume.

1

Introduction
The Axion is a particle that offers a solution to the strong-CP problem of

QCD, first theorized by Peccei-Quinn. From previous search results, the axion
should be a particle of very low mass. Through the Primakoff effect, the axion
can convert into two photons. This process is very slow and so many searches
are done using the reverse of this effect by having a photon interact with an
axion to create a photon.
The goal of the Experiment of Axion Search aT CAPP (EAST-C) is to look
for dark matter axions in the microwave frequency range using a method similar
to the Axion search done by ADMX, using a resonant microwave cavity in a
strong magnetic field to detect photons created in an axion-photon interaction.

1
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EAST-C features a smaller magnetic bore but boasts a much higher field, also at
very low temperature. This means that the volume in which the axion-photon
interaction detection can occur is relatively small. For higher frequencies in the
same mode, the size of a microwave cavity gets smaller, The motivation behind
this project is to maximize the interaction volume within the limited space of
the magnetic bore.
The photon signal produced by the axion-photon interaction is very tiny (on
the order of yoctowatts). The signal strength is given by:

Pa→γγ ∝ B 2 V QC
Where B is the magnetic field in the cavity, V is cavity volume, Q is cavity
quality factor, and C is resonant mode form factor.1

Having a large magnetic field gives a large boost to signal due to its quadratic
effect but it is still crucial to maximize the rest of these factors. Form factor,C,
is chosen by choosing the best mode possible; in the case of a cylindrical cavity
the best mode is T M010 , with C ≈ 0.69. The remaining two factors are the only
controllable factors, so all efforts are being made to maximize their product.
Since quality is a result of the boundaries of the cavity, this factor is more just
taken into consideration when trying to optimize volume. The two only become
related once the internal cavity conditions change to alter frequency while maintaining volume.

The addition of a dielectric (DE) tuning rod inside of the cavity causes
quality to drop significantly. When moved within the cavity, the DE rod changes
the resonant frequency. This is a highly desirable trait because it allows for the
use of one cavity over some range, rather than for a single frequency. When
considering the use of multiple cavities it also plays a crucial role in ensuring
that the resonant frequencies are the same, to prevent destructive interference
2
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when the signals are combined. This tuning rod is essential in the use of multiple
cavities to maximize volume because if there is signal interference, the increase
of volume does not scale with an increase in total signal.

2

Methods of Maximizing Volume
The two main methods investigated to maximize volume in the magnetic bore

for higher frequencies are the ”pizza” cavity (PC) and the multiple cavity (MC)
setup. The PC describes a cylindrical cavity with maximal radius within the
magnetic bore and then various inserts from the edge to make the cavity have
a higher resonant frequency. The MC approach involves using several identical
cylindrical cavities and placing all of them within the magnetic bore.

2.1

Pizza Cavity

Figure 1: Photo of PC with 2 inserts
As seen above, the PC uses inserts to raise its resonant frequency. By inserting more ”slices” into the PC, the resonant frequency increases. This allows for
high variability in frequency without much loss in volume. This comes at the
cost of cavity quality and C factor. Because the true cylindrical T M010 mode
cannot propagate in this cavity, the shape that the new mode takes lowers C
3
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slightly. The biggest signal power loss in this cavity occurs in Q. Because of
the inserts, there are several additional quality decreasing gaps within the cavity.

A cavity that has the inserts manufactured into it without any gaps would
offer the best quality possible, but such cavities are exceedingly difficult to manufacture with more than two ”slices”. To measure the effect that the assembled
inserts have on quality, a PC with the inserts and outer radius manufactured
as one piece was created. A quality measure was taken for this homogeneous
PC and from the cavity shown above. While the assembled cavity had lower
quality than the single piece PC, both measurements showed quality much lower
than predicted. The qualities were 600 and 1000 respectively compared to the
6000-8000 predicted in simulations. This was credited to the screws on the caps
of the cavities not being tight enough to give a good seal.

To combat this low quality issue, more screw holes were drilled into the
assembled PC and the quality was to be measured again, this time as a function of the number of screws on the caps. This remained inconclusive because
upon measuring in different locations of the cavity, the quality varied. This was
thought to not be possible within one cavity and warrants further study.

An added benefit to this setup is that once the frequency of each section is
matched, the signal does not need to be put into a combiner. This eliminates
a large source of noise present in other setups. While the PC assembly seems
very promising it needs a significant amount of studying before it can be fully
optimized and used in EAST-C. The leading alternative to the PC system is the
MC setup which does not come with the same list of complexities and is more
easily understood.

4
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2.2

Multiple Cavities

The MC approach to maximizing volume with in the magnetic bore is done
as the name implies, by placing several cavities inside of the bore. Each of these
cavities must be frequency matched and then the signal must be combined in
a combiner before being sent through the rest of the signal processing. This
means that compared to the PC there is an additional source of noise and an
additional requirement in parts for a very low noise, low loss combiner for n
signals. The MC approach also requires the manufacturing of a large number
of cavities, increasingly more as frequency increases. On top of these downsides
the full magnetic bore is never used because the cylindrical geometries require
that there is a significant amount of wasted space.

In spite of all of these downsides the MC system allows for much better
volume than the use of a single cavity and it is relatively easy to create when
compared to the PC. Additionally, the quality of the cavities is quite high,
especially when compared to the PC. For these reasons the MC approach is
quite favorable in EAST-C.

Figure 2: Photo of MC system with 2 cavities

5
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The MC system was studied for the cases of two cavities and four cavities. In
both cases, the quality of each cavity was measured and then each cavity was
matched to the same frequency using the DE rods. For the two cavity system,
this was facilitated by the use of rotational piezoelectric plates(RP) that tuned
the rod very finely. This was not done in the four cavity system due to a lack
of RP for tuning. Once the frequencies were matched between the cavities they
could then be connected to a combiner and the cavity system could be studied
on the network analyzer.
For higher cavity systems there is still the question of feasibility due to the
large amount of engineering required for each change in the number of cavities.
One of the projects was to simulate the electric field distribution within a 4-way
power combiner to check the plausibility for its use in EAST-C and its ability to
maximize the quality from all of the cavities. The result of the simulation was
positive, but questions still remain for higher numbers of cavities. Another such
project for assessing feasibility was to design an MC system for a high number
of cavities.

3

Septuple-Cavity Model
In order to show that more complicated MC systems are possible my project

was to design a MC system consisting of 7 cavities that included the tuning
mechanisms for frequency matching as well as how it could fit into the magnetic
bore while maximizing volume.

To achieve this, Autodesk Inventor was used to design a system with hexagonal symmetries to optimize use of space and manufacturing feasibility.

6
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Figure 3: Septuple-Cavity System With RP mounts Inside of Magnetic Bore
This system shows that even for more complex setups, the MC approach to
maximize volume in EAST-C is possible. A septuple-cavity system was picked
in particular because it offers one of the more complicated geometries and the
corresponding frequencies of the cavities are nearing the top of the range for
EAST-C.

7
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4

Conclusions
MC and PC are both very strong candidates for optimizing volume in EAST-

C. Both setups require a great deal more of studying to make them workable
for the true experiment but we can now conclude that the MC approach is very
viable. The PC approach would be an excellent method to maximize volume
compared to using MC, additionally it would require less materials in the form
of cavities and combiners. This is highly desirable due to both a lower cost and
lower complexity as well as less noise during the experiment. While the PC
method is appealing it needs a great deal more studying before it can become a
viable method for the experiment. Both methods still require multiple frequency
locks to a very high precision, this task will also prove quite challenging to fit
into the experiment. Regardless of the method selected to maximize volume,
the optimization of the space will create a better signal for EAST-C and allow
for better results in the search for dark matter axions.
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1 ABSTRACT
Multiple-Cavity Systems is a method of detecting the potential existence of the dark matter axion, one
possible solution to the current Strong-CP problem of Quantum Chromodynamics. This Experiment
focuses on sweeping frequencies within the three decade axion range. We used Autodesk inventor to
design a seven-cavity system experimental setup, containing dielectric rods. We simulated a four-cavity
system with COMSOL Multiphysics to analyze and optimize the quality factor. Lastly, ROOT was used to
analyze how quality factor changes as the coupling of antennas changes, as well as how quality factor is
affected at 4K compared to room temperature.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The axion was first theorized by Peccei-Quinn as a solution to the strong-CP Problem. QCD possesses a
non-trivial vacuum structure in principle that permits violation of the combined symmetries of charge
conjugation and parity. There is periodic strong CP-violating term Θ, that appears as a Standard Model
input. Its value is not predicted by the theory, but must be measured. Experimental results on the
currently EDM implies CP violation from QCD must be extremely tiny and thus Θ must itself be
extremely small. Peccei–Quinn mechanism is to effectively promote Θ to a field. This is accomplished by
adding a new global symmetry, Peccei–Quinn symmetry that becomes spontaneously broken. This
results in a new particle that fills the role of Θ, naturally making the CP-violation parameter to zero. This
hypothesized new particle is called the axion, and this would be one of Nambu–Goldstone bosons that
results from the spontaneously broken symmetry.
The search for dark mater axion using microwave cavities relies on the reverse Primakoff effect to
convert an axion into two photons, expected to be in the microwave range. Since the axion signal is
inherently small, microwave cavities are used to amplify the signal through resonance. The expected
power is:
P"## ~𝐵 & 𝑉𝑄𝐶𝑚"
B is magnetic field, V is cavity volume, Q is quality of the cavity, C is resonant mode form factor and ma is
mass of axion. For searches at higher frequencies, cavities with smaller radii are needed. To increase
volume with smaller cavities, multiple cavities are used within the magnet bore. An alternative method
to increase f and V simultaneously is to change the cavity profile. The “pizza” cavity is one such method
that we investigated.
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3 EXPERIMENTS

1

Figure 3. Pizza cavity

Figure 2. 4-cavity system

Figure 1. 2-cavity system

Multiple Cavity Systems

Figure 1 shows 2-cavity system that has two separate cavities and two piezos and two dielectric tuning
rods. Figure 2 shows 4-cavity system that is like a duplicated 2-cavity system. We can see the structure
of pizza cavity in Figure 3. These cavity systems are from the idea from theoretical background.
We analyzed how quality factor changed as we altered the coupling of an antenna (S11). By doing a fit,
as seen in Figure 5, we were able to calculate Q0, the unloaded quality factor, which averaged to about
14,600.
𝑸𝟎 = 𝑸𝑳 𝟏 + 𝜷𝟏 + 𝜷𝟐

𝜷=

𝟏−𝜞
𝟏+𝜞

Γ represents the reflection of the signal, 𝛽 represents the coupling constant of the antenna, Q0

Figure 4. Idea of multiple cavity system

Figure 5. Analyzed Q factor vs. S11
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represents the quality factor of the cavity, and QL represents the quality factor of everything measured
in the cavity.

2

Multi-cavity CAD Model

We locked the cavities to the same resonant frequency, and combined the signal of each cavity to
create a stronger axion signal.

Figure 6. 7-cavity system with rotational piezoelectric mounts
for frequency tuning

Figure 6 shows the design of the multi-cavity system within the magnetic bore. This system will be
attached to a combiner and amplifier as well as a frequency locking circuit for the axion search. This
structure of 7 cavity system will maximize the volume of cavities within same magnetic field. Therefore
we can achieve better P"## .

3

Simulation
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We simulated 4-cavity system to see how it works well with 4-way divider and four cavities. At first, we
made 4-way divider with three Wilkinson 2-way dividers as Figure 6. We connected each dividers with
smooth curves in order to make less reflection inside.

Figure 7. 2-way divider and 4-way divider

We decided to simulate the transmission signal because we have to vary antenna depths to make
critically coupled state to get the reflection signal. So we could do a single simulation. We made 4-cavity
system with two 4-way divider and connected 8 transmission lines using AC/DC as we can see in Figure 8.

Figure 8. 4-cavities system structure and simulated electric field result and
simulated electric field result
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The simulated electric field distribution is in Figure 8. The radius of each cavities are 1.42cm and
resonance frequency is 8.08GHz according to the equation F=

88.:;<=
>[@A]

. Its mesh size was less than

wavelength divided to 10.

Figure 9. Transmission signals depending on frequency

The graph in Figure 4 is fitted using lorenzian distribution and the formula is
𝑆&8 𝑓

&

=

𝑆&8 &
1 + 4𝑄 & 𝑓/𝑓H − 1

The resonance frequency 𝑓H according to graph is

&

8.08042GHz ± 1.45316kHz and the quality

factor 𝑄 is 14981.7 ± 115.489. These are all consistent with theoretical values.

4

LHe Dunk Test

2
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Figure 10. Measured Q factor in Liquid Helium dunk test

OFHC copper cavity was placed inside a container filled with liquid He4, at 4K. After the cavity is filled
with He4, LHe was removed and allowed to warm back up to room temperature, at about 300K. The
loaded quality factor and frequency were measured as a function depending on time. The data were
used to calculate Q0 and QL for both room temperature and at 4K, where they were 13,700 and 36,500,
respectively.

Figure 11. The data for quality factor as a function of S11 (dB).

From this, we were able to calculate the Residual Resistance Ratio (RRR), where:

𝑅𝑅𝑅 = (𝑄0 4𝐾/𝑄0 300 𝐾) 2 ~ 9
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4 CONCLUSION
We estimated Q factors of multiple cavity systems, made 7-cavity system, simulated 4-cavity system
and analyzed Q factor changes with temperature from He4 dunk test. In order to maximize 𝑃"## , we had
to increase Q factor of TM010 mode and increase volume without changing radius of cavity to keep
frequency. As a result of simulations and analysis of multiple cavity system, we achieved high quality
factor and resonance frequency.
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He Polarization using MEOP for ARIADNE
Inbum Lee∗

Department of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
(Dated: August 4, 2016)
One important component of an axion-detecting experiment project ARIADNE is the production
of polarized 3 He cell. Theory supports a monopole-dipole interaction through axion-like particle,
and the polarization of 3 He atoms needs to remain unchanged for a considerable period to conduct
research. As a preliminary step to produce the cells, a system of optical apparatus is constructed
to polarize 3 He atoms in a low-pressure cell. Most of the hardware setup/calibration and software preparation are complete, but further adjustment is still in progress to observe polarization
occurring.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Axions are pseudoscalar particles whose existence is
predicted to solve strong CP problem. The most wellknown among them is Peccie and Quinn (PQ) axions in
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [1]. Axions with low
mass are also considered as a good candidate of cold dark
matter [2].
Axion Resonance InterAction DetectioN Experiment
(ARIADNE) is a project to detect an axion-like particle using a technique based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). It measures a monopole-dipole interaction between particles that is both spin- and distancedependent. The predicted range of this interaction is
from sub-mm to ∼10 cm, which means that the axions
would have masses between 10−6 eV and 10−3 eV. The
setup consists of a rotating source mass (tungsten), a
polarized 3 He cell, and a Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) (Fig. 1).

Axion exchange between the particles of the source
mass and polarized 3 He acts as an ”effective” magnetic
field on 3 He atoms:
~
~ eff = 2∇Va (r) ,
B
~γf

where γf is the fermion gyromagnetic ratio and
Va (r) = (~2 gs gp /8πmf )(e−(r/λ0 ) /r) is the axion potential for monopole-dipole interactions. The tungsten mass
rotates at the Larmor frequency to cause the precession
of 3 He off of its axis, which can be measured by SQUID
[3].
The aim of the project in this paper is to polarize 3 He
atoms in a small cell as a preliminary step to the future
polarized 3 He cell production for ARIADNE. It involves
a development of gas handling system to feed 3 He atoms
into a cell and construction of polarization system to polarize the atoms in the cell. The method of polarization
we use here is metastability exchange optical pumping
(MEOP) as opposed to another commonly used technique for polarization is spin exchange optical pumping
(SEOP) [4]. Polarized 3 He is used in wide range of field
from lung magnetic resonance imaging [5] to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory [6] for its high polarization level.
II.

FIG. 1. ARIADNE experiment consists of an unpolarized
rotating tungsten mass, a polarized 3 He cell, and SQUID.

∗
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(1)

MODEL

Metastability exchange optical pumping uses exchange
of magnetic quantum number between the atoms in
the Zeeman split ground states and metastable states
through collision. With magnetic field applied, the energy levels of the helium atoms are split into its hyperfine
structures. Weak RF discharge then excites 3 He atoms to
higher states, and some of them fall into its metastable
states, 23 S1 . Due to the selection rule, the transition
from 23 S1 to 11 S0 by photon emission is forbidden that
most of the population will remain in the states. Typically the number of atoms in these states compared to
the ones on the ground level is about 1 ppm [7].
An important part of this method is to polarize the
atoms in the metastable states first. When 1083nm laser
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23P0

Helmholtz Coil

F=1/2

De-excitation with
Equal Probability

1083nm
C8 Transition

1083nm Laser

Circular
Polarizer

Beam Expansion
3He Cell

Dichroic
Mirror

F=1/2

23S1

F=3/2
Liquid Crystal Retarder
Linear Polarizer

Spin Exchange
Through Collision

11S0

RF V~
1.7 MHz

Selection Filters (668nm)
Polarimeter

F=1/2

FIG. 2. A diagram of metastable exchange optical pumping
process. With left-handed circular polarization, 1083nm laser
mainly causes C8 transition, depleting the states with low
quantum magnetic numbers. Then the polarized atoms collide
with the ground state atoms and give off their spin.

is shone to the atoms on 23 S1 , they are optically pumped
to 23 P0 . At this point, we can manipulate the distribution of atoms in 23 S1 by circularly polarizing the laser.
Depending on the handedness of the laser, the atoms with
high or low magnetic quantum number will be mainly
excited to 23 P0 states and will decay back to any of
23 S1 states with an equal probability. This relatively depletes certain states and eventually polarizes the atoms
in the metastable states. Finally, through the collisions
with the atoms in the ground states, they exchange their
magnetic quantum number by ∆m = ±1, polarizing the
ground state atoms.
3

∗

He + 3 He↑ → 3 He↑ + 3 He

∗

(2)

This process is summarized in Fig. 2 (Also, see Ref. [8]
and [9] for more information).
The degree of nuclear polarization can be measured
by observing the degree of circular polarization, Pd , of
668 nm light given from the discharge [10]. The light is
emitted during 31 D2 to 21 P1 transition, and it indicates
the degree of electron polarization that is directly related
to the degree of nuclear polarization by a constant factor.
Pd can be obtained by measuring the intensity of each
circularly polarized light, I(σ+ ) and I(σ− ), and
Pd =

III.

I(σ+ ) − I(σ− )
.
I(σ+ ) + I(σ− )

(3)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 3. A 3 He cell
with low pressure (∼1mbar) is placed between Helmholtz
coils that apply a low magnetic field (≈30G). Although
there are attempts to yield polarization with high pressure and magnetic field settings (for example, 67mbar
and 1.5T in [11]), the performance of MEOP is generally
better at low pressure and magnetic field.

FIG. 3. A diagram of our polarization system.

1083nm laser is provided by Keopsys’s continuous ytterbium fiber laser with gigahertz linewidth (CYFLGIGA) with its power up to 5W. Also, a dichroic mirror
that reflects over 90% of 1083nm light is placed after the
cell to increase the efficiency of the laser. A left-handed
circular polarizer is placed after the laser for C8 transition as well as a beam expansion to increase the area of
the beam to cover the cell.
RF voltage with frequency of 1.7MHz is generated with
a function generator and is amplified by IFI solid state
amplifier SXXL150 that can give an output power up to
150W. The 1.7MHz frequency was determined because
a relatively stable discharge occurs at this frequency.
668nm light from the discharge goes through a liquid
crystal retarder(LCR) and linear polarizer to measure
its degree of polarization. The axes of the two apparatus
are aligned at 45◦ to each other to maximize their effect.
Made of nematic liquid crystal, LCR is a variable wave
plate which changes its retardance according to the voltage applied. We use a Thorlabs LCC1112-A that mainly
transmits light between 350 and 700 nm, and the retardance ranges from 0 to approximately a full λ at
λ=668nm. It circularly polarizes the incoming light when
the retardance is 3λ/4 and λ/4 of its wavelength. The
LCR has a function to modulate between two voltages
or retardance, and in order to compute one polarization
data point from the two points with different retardances,
the switching time needs to be negligible compared to
sampling time. The Thorlabs LCR has both rise time
and fall time less than 20 ms at room temperature, and
they decrease with higher temperatures. This is much
smaller than expected sampling time on the order of several minutes.
For its calibration, we inserted a circular polarizer before the LCR to find voltages that correspond to 3λ/4
and λ/4 of light with λ=668nm. Figure 4 shows the
voltage readings of photodiode after a circular polarizer,
LCR, and a linear polarizer. The minimum at LCR voltage 1.34V corresponds to 3λ/4 and, and the maximum
at LCR voltage 2.01V does to λ/4.
Three filters are placed before the polarimeter to reduce the noise with wavelength other than λ=668nm.
This is because the Thorlabs PDF10A polarimeter is sen-
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dance of LCR is 3λ/4 and λ/4, I3/4 and I1/4 . Also, the
background intensity, Ib , pressure calibration factor from
the pressure of the cell [12], fp , and the angle between the
polarimeter and the vertical axis of the cell are taken into
account:

Calibration 45 angle scan 2

5

data
data ' 2<

Photodiode voltage(V)

4

3

P =

2

1

fp
cos θm



I3/4 − I1/4
I3/4 + I1/4 − 2Ib



.

(4)

Unfortunately, the data show no sign of polarization
(Fig. 6).
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FIG. 4. Graph of LCR calibration. A circular polarizer is
placed before LCR so that the minimum is supposed to correspond to 3λ/4 and the maximum to λ/4. In the case of
668nm light, V3λ/4 = 1.34V and Vλ/4 = 2.01V.

sitive to wide range of wavelengths. The polarimeter output voltage ranges from 0V to 10V, and in order to have
high enough discharge, some distance between the cell
and polarimeter is desirable.
Each component of the setup was needed to be controlled remotely to minimize the interference from the
environment. Through the use of LabVIEW, the voltage
reading from the photodiode, applied voltage to LCR,
and the degree of nuclear polarization can be monitored
in real time. The 1083nm laser and its shutter for safety,
LCR, and RF amplifier are connected to, controlled and
monitored by computer through RS-232, USB and GPIB,
respectively. (Fig. 5)

FIG. 5. LabVIEW front panel that monitors and controls
each component of the polarization system.

IV.

POLARIZATION

For the system, the nuclear polarization can be calculated using the intensities of 668nm light when the retar-

Polarization

LCR voltage(V)

FIG. 6. Polarization data calculated according to Eq. 4. Polarization level remains near 0, which means that no polarization occurred.

V.

CONCLUSION

Although the polarization of 3 He has not been observed yet, it will be a matter of time to see it. Several
adjustments are needed to be done. One is laser power.
If the power is not high enough to excite a large number
of atoms in the unwanted states in 23 S1 before relaxation,
the atoms on the ground state will not be polarized. However, the laser has been set around 1W, which we believe
to be a high enough power, so this might not be the
problem. Another part to look at is the circular polarizer after the laser. Assuming the power is enough, if the
circular polarizer produces rather elliptically or linearly
polarized light, the C8 transition would not be preferred
over other transitions, which causes no polarization in the
metastable states. One last possible reason is the stability of discharge. The amount of atoms in the metastable
states could be too small to polarize the ground state
atoms, overcoming the rate of relaxation due to collision
with cell walls. Also, we will work on reducing the background noise from linearly polarized light from the cell
walls emitted during the relaxation by rotating LCR and
linear polarizer together. The minimum amount of discharge light when no optical pumping is occurring would
minimize the amount of background noise from the walls.
Once the polarization occurs, additional gas handling
system will be installed to the system to feed 3 He gas into
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cell. Currently, the 3 He cell used in this project is a premade, and for the future use, production of cells in the
system is also required. For this, a gas handling system is
built. A picture of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 7. RF
discharge of 3 He gas requires low pressure (∼1 mbar), so
it is necessary to control the amount of gas flowing into
the cell. It regulates and measures the amount of gas
flowing into the cell, and an external pressure gauge is
connected to the system to measure the pressure inside
the cell.
The step afterwards is to extend the system to accommodate longer cells with a length of 1m (Fig. 8). With
successful polarization with the longer cells, we need to
rotate the entire system vertically in order to minimize
the destruction of polarization during the transportation of the polarized 3 He gas to ARIADNE experimental
setup.
FIG. 8. 1m long cells that will be used in the future polarization process.
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Abstract
The Global Network of Optical Magnetometers for Exotic physics (GNOME) is based on synchronous operation
of optical magnetometer stations geologically located in distant places with magnetically shielded environments
to detect a transient signal of domain wall. Although signatures of such exotic couplings may be present in the
signal from a single magnetometer, it would be difficult to distinguish them from other magnetic noises. However,
by analysing the correlation between signals from multiple, geographically separated magnetometers, it is not
only possible to identify the exotic transient but also to investigate its nature. The ability of the network to probe
presently unconstrained physics beyond the Standard Model is examined by considering the spin coupling to
stable topological defects (e.g., domain walls) of axion-like fields.
The goal of this paper is to set up a laser stabilization system with DAVLL in Cs magnetometer system for axion
searching, with which we will be a local station at the Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research (CAPP)
in Daejeon (South Korea) for the GNOME collaboration.
The results in this paper are those obtained during the KUSP 2016 program at KAIST during a 5 weeks stay.
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Introduction
The nature of dark matter (DM) is one of the central open
problems in modern physics. A discovery elucidating the particle nature of dark matter would open up new vistas for a wide

range of areas, from particle physics to astrophysics and cosmology, and would provide unique insights into the physics
beyond the Standard Model. Among the candidates proposed
for dark matter, two distinctly different particles stand out as
they arise from theoretical frameworks, but none of them has
been observed experimentally. One is a heavy particle known
as weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). Null results
from a variety of experiments constrain its mass and coupling.
The other is the axion, a light scalar particle [1].
Among all magnetometric techniques, optical magnetometry presently offers the possibility of the most sensitive
magnetic-field measurements. The intrinsic sensitivity of optical magnetometers (OMAGs) to spin dynamics also enables investigation of other spin interactions, including non-magnetic
ones. In particular, OMAGs can be applied to probe couplings
between spins and hypothetical fields not predicted by the
Standard Model. Such exotic fields are postulated by a variety
of theories. One manner in which they could manifest themselves on the Earth is as transient events. A particular example
would be the coupling of spins to certain constituents of dark
matter and dark energy [2], like axions.
When the gradient of an axion domain wall interacts with
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the spin of a magnetometer, a very weak extraordinary field is
generated and can be measured by the atomic magnetometer.
We will develop an atomic magnetometry system with Cesium
vapor for detecting exotic transient magnetic fields from the
fluctuation of axion like domain walls. The laser frequency
(853 nm) in the system can be stabilized using the nonlinear
magneto-optics effect called dichroic atomic vapor laser lock
(DAVLL).

1. Axion detection using optical
magnetometry
1.1 Axions
Axions and axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothetical particles that solve some problems that exist, like the strong CP
violation. This is a symmetry that should not exist, between
particles and antiparticles, that we do not expect from the
theory.
There is a variable in the QCD Lagrangian that tells us that
if this number is 0, the symmetry exists, and if it is non-zero ,
the symmetry does not exist. What we expect is for that number to be large and the symmetry to be completely broken, but
what we see when we do measurements is that that symmetry
is there, so it is a number that you have to tune to be really
small. Essentially, axion dark matter can be thought of as an
oscillating value of the strong CP angle θQCD
Axions have a mass that we do not know and very poor interaction with all the other fields of the Standard Model. These
particles emerge naturally as the Goldstone bosons of global
symmetries that are broken at some high scale fa and their
Goldstone nature is manifest in their derivative interactions
with the standard model:
a
Fµν Feµν ,
fa

a
eµν ,
Gµν G
fa

∂a
Ψ f γ µ γ5 Ψ f
fa

(1)

Here, Fµν and Gµν represent the field strengths of electromagnetism and QCD, respectively, and Ψ f denotes a standard
model fermion. The first of these interactions couples axions
(and ALPs) to photons. The second operator gives rise to a
time-varying nuclear electric dipole moment and the third one
gives rise to the coupling between the axions and the axial
nuclear current. These moments oscillate at a frequency equal
to the mass of the axion, so axion dark matter can be viewed
as a background classical field oscillating at a frequency equal
to its mass:

ma ≈ 6 × 10−10 eV



1016 GeV
fa

For more details, see [3].



(2)

Figure 1. The concept of the synchronized-magnetometer arrangement.
Devices located in different locations are used to search for transient signals
induced by crossing of a DW of an axion-like field (surface at the upper left
of the figure). Blue arrows indicates the Earth velocity and velocity
components with respect to the normal to the wall (red arrow) [2].
1.2 Global Network of Optical Mangetometers for
Exotic physics (GNOME)
If dark matter consists of light axions or axion-like particles,
it behaves like a coherent field. In some theoretical scenarios,
because the vacuum energy of the axion field is non-zero, the
field oscillates at a specific frequency and hence it would not
produce static effects on matter. When the Earth crosses one
of the domain walls (DWs) separating regions with different
vacuum expectation values of the axion-like field, a torque can
be exerted on leptonic or baryonic spins. Such a DW-crossing
event could lead to a transient signal detectable with modern
OMAGs. But these events are rare and brief, so the major
issue becomes separation of the transient signals induced by
the DW crossing from transient signals generated by environmental and technical noise. By taking into account the speed
of the solar system relative to the Galactic frame (v ≈ 10`3 c),
a DW-crossing event will likely occur within a time-span of
10 years if the domain size is less than 10−2 ly [2].
Coincident measurements between two or more instruments are helpful in rejecting such signals; they provide consistency checks, since a signal would be expected to exist
in all instruments whereas environmentally induced events
are not typically correlated in the time window required for
coincidence. Information about an event such as its direction
can be determined by triangulation if several instruments (at
least four) are taking data simultaneously. Synchronous operation of multiple synchronized, geographically separated
OMAGs within a global network may facilitate searches for
such transient signals. The concept is shown in Fig. 1.
All magnetometers use alkali metal vapors as the magnetooptically active medium, they are placed inside multilayer
magnetic shields made of µ-metal. Inside the shield atoms are
subjected to a stable, well-controlled magnetic field generated
by a set of three-dimensional magnetic-field coils.
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Figure 2. Basic scheme for an optical magnetometer with alkali metals.
Pump light polarizes the atoms, atomic polarization evolves in the magnetic
field, and the resultant state of the atoms polarization is detected by
measuring transmission or polarization rotation of the probe light.
[https://pines.berkeley.edu]
The data acquisition devices provides time markers separated by one second with a precision of about 80 ns synchronized with a quartz clock built into the devices. The acquisition devices can record simultaneously signals in four
channels at a rate of 1000 samples/s. Each one-second-long
record is stored on a memory card with a header containing information on time, measurement condition, GPS-device
warnings, etc. The data are stored with computers located at
the respective locations, and every 1-2 hours the information
is exchanged between stations using File Transfer Protocol
(FTP). In this manner, the complete set of data is accessible at
different locations.

2. Alkali metal for magnetometry
Magnetometers are measurement instruments used for two
general purposes: to measure the magnetization of a magnetic
material like a ferromagnet, or to measure the strength and, in
some cases, the direction of the magnetic field at a point in
space. Some of the most sensitive methods of measuring magnetic fields utilize interactions of resonant light with atomic
vapor. The general idea of the method is that light which is
near-resonant with an optical transition creates long-lived orientation and/or higher order moments in the atomic ground
state that subsequently undergo Larmor spin precession in the
magnetic field. This precession modifies the optical absorptive
and dispersive properties of the atoms and this modification
is detected by measuring the light transmitted through the
atomic medium [4].
A general schematic of an optical atomic magnetometer
is shown in Fig. 2. In many magnetometers, the resonant
medium is a vapor of alkali atoms (Rb, Cs, or K) contained
in a glass bulb and separated light sources for pumping and
probing with orthogonal light beams.
2.1 Optical Pumping for Cs
The most common isotopes for operating an alkali metal
atomic magnetometer are 87 Rb and 133 Cs. The idea behind
is that both are stable isotopes with an unpaired electron in

Figure 3. Energy level structure of the D2 ine transition of
Cs[ResearchGate]
the 5s1 orbital for Rb and in the 6s1 orbital for Cs which spin
state can be affected by the interaction og unpaired electron
with photons. For this project, Cs magnetometer will be used.
For the Cs ground state 6s1 , we will have values with
J = 1/2, I = 7/2, which means that F = 3 or F = 4. It is
possible to induce transitions of electrons from one energy
level to another by optical pumping with a laser beam tuned to
the transition frequency and of sufficient power to perturb the
equilibrium distribution of the ground state energy levels. A
transition from 62 S1/2 to 62 P3/2 is called D2-line of Cs, tuned
to 852.34 nm (Fig. 3).
Since a single photon of σ + -light (left circularly polarized
light) can transfer an angular momentum of +1 to an atomic
system, the absorption of these photons can cause transitions
to excited states. The selection rules correspond to the incident
photon polarization with respect to B and the net result of
continuous pumping with this, is the depopulation of the low
mF states towards the highest ground state. So only the atoms
with mJ = −1/2 will absorb the laser light and move into
+1/2. Then it is forbidden from absorbing a photon because
there is no level in the excited state with additional +1 angular
momentum (Fig. 4).

3. Laser stabilization system with DAVLL
in Cs magnetometer
In order to lock the laser wavelength of the used laser diode
to the necessary transition frequency of the Cs D2-line, a
frequency error signal is generated by taking usage of the
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beam (See [6] for more details). After the linearly polarized
probe beam goes through the Cs cell, it passes through a beam
splitter and turns the laser beam into two beams with orthogonal polarization. They are fed back into photodiodes, that
are a part of an amplification circuit that we call Polarimeter
Board.
The basic scheme is in Fig. 6. It captures the magnetometer signal and the DAVLL signal, and translates light into
current, that is forwarded to a differential amplifier, and calculates the difference between the two inputs. The current is later
translated into a voltage, and amplified by the last stage of
the circuit. This signal is connected to the DAQ electronics [5].
Figure 4. Illustration of optical pumping for a two-level system, with the

possible decays (discontinuous lines)

We are currently still testing the polarimeter board due to
some issues with the electronics, and we expect to get some
results soon.

Zeeman effect combined with circular dichorism of an atomic
vapor which is exposed to a magnetic field. The generated error signal passes through zero as the laser frequency matches
the lock frequency [5]. The schematic drawing is shown in
Fig. 5.
A fraction of light is split into the DAVLL setup by a beam
splitter. The light passes through a λ /2-plate to be linearly
polarized along a certain angle. Then it transmits a glass cell
with Cs vapor placed inside a set of permanent magnets that
generate magnetization along the longitudinal direction. After this, the beam transmits a λ /4-plate, and splits into two
fractions by a polarizer beamsplitter cube (PBS). Both beams
are propagating with an angular difference according to the
laser light polarization og the incoming beam. The intensities
are recorded on photodiodes, connected to an amplifier board
that calculates the difference between the photodiodes signals.
This signal is directed to a PID controller that controls the
laser diode current corresponding to a certain laser frequency.

Figure 6. Simplified schematic circuit for the polarimeter board. Two

photodiodes output a current, used to calculate the difference signal between
the photodiode input.

3.2 Coils magnetic fields measurements
The Cs cell will be surrounded by a static magnetic field that
is generated with 2 coils connected to each other placed inside
a 3D printed cylinder (Fig. 7), with a strength of about B ≈ 28
G at the maximum intensity that can be applied: I ≈ 0.49
A,V ≈ 6 V. The measured magnetic field for individual coils,
coils together, and sum of individual coils is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 5. Schematic drawing of a DAVLL system used at CAPP.

Also, as said in the section 1.2, the alkali metal magnetometers are placed inside multilayer magnetic shields,
with a magnetic field generated by a set of three-dimensional
magnetic-field coils inside. In this case, a 3D Helmholtz coil
is used (Fig. 9). Several tests were made for measuring the
magnetic field along individual axes for different applied intensities as seen in Fig. 10. We can change the direction of the
fields by changing the connections from the power supplies to
the x/ya , x/yb .

3.1 Polarimeter board
After pumping the Cs and free precession in the external magnetic field, the birefringent Cs vapor is read out with a probe

A second test combining different axis was also made. In
this case, we applied the fields along the x and y axis since
these are the ones of interest, as they will be in the same direction of the magnetic field generated by the holding coils
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Figure 7. Enclosed cell with a 3D printed cylinder containing the coil for
the magnetic field

(a)

Figure 8. Measured magnetic field inside the holding coil for the Cs cell,
for individual coils (blue and orange), both coils (grey) and directly added
field of individual coils (yellow).
around the Cs cell. The scheme used for measuring is shown
in Fig. 11 and the results are shown in Fig. 12. We measured
in two different directions to make sure that the difference of
the field shape was due to the inversion of the measured flux.

(b)

We found that the inner part of the 3D Helmholtz coil can
be considered stable. The coils have an extra one-loop coil
used to reduce noise and more accurate control over the fields.
However, this method has not been yet tested.

(c)

Figure 10. Measured magnetic field for the 3D Helmholtz coil along the
axes for different applied currents.

Figure 9. 3D Helmholtz coil used for the measurements.
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Figure 11. Schematic drawing for the measurements of combined fields in
the 3D Helmholtz coil, for both directions of measurement.

Figure 12. Magnetic fields measured in the 3D Helmholtz coil when

combining the x and y axis in the Direction 1(a to d) of measurement and in
the Direction 2 of measurement (e), to make sure that the fields were inverted
when Ix > Iy .
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3.3 Current state of the Cs magnetometer
The Cs magnetometer built at CAPP based on Fig. 5, is currently in an early stage consisting on setting up the different
electronics and coils that will held the Cs cell and detect the
transmitted signal. The different elements for primary testing
are in Fig. 13.
The laser corresponds to a λ = 852nm diode laser with an
operation range of 100 − 150mW.
The Cs cell and coil of Fig. 7 consist on a 30mm long
cell with a diameter of Φ = 11mm, 3-D printed holders, and
holding a maximum intensity of about I ≈ 0.5A. The cell and
the shielding are placed in a holder aligned with the laser and
the other elements.
The shutter is used for preventing the laser to go through
the system when modifying elements. It is connected to an
automatic trigger that allows the shutter to be open and the
laser to be on, only when the whole enclosure for the set-up is
closed.
The two photodiodes are connected to the polarimeter
board for the conversion of intensity into voltage and measurement of the difference

Figure 13. Current state of the Cs magnetometer at CAPP with the
different elements.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a new scheme for axion detection
based on synchronous operation of geographically separated
optical magnetometers enclosed inside magnetic shields, that
we call GNOME project. This correlation allows the filtering
of local signals induces by environmental noise and other
local disturbances.
For that, we use a Cs magnetometer that will contain a
laser stabilized system with Dichroic Atomic Vapor Laser
Lock. The first stages of setting up the system consist on
various test for the magnetic fields that will hold the Cs cell
for the axion detection. Moreover, the system also contains
optical elements that need to be tested, and electronics that
will allow the readout of the system induced signals.
The results presented, are the ones carried out during the
KUSP 2016 Program at KAIST University, during 5 weeks.

Nevertheless, the future plan for the system is the final installation of the DAVLL system once the polarimeter board is tested
and correctly reads the signals provided by the photodiodes.
The DAQ for monitoring DAVLL signal will be designed with
LabView, and the system will finally be extended to the optical magnetometer application for joining the global GNOME
network in the following months.
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Construction of GEM Detector and Radiation
Detection for pEDM Experiment
Kotsokechagia Anastasia
Supervisor: Dr. Seongtae Park

Abstract—The storage ring proton Electric Dipole Moment
(pEDM) experiment is one of the EDM searches using storage
ring aiming sensitivity level of 10−29 ecm. In the experiment, the
stored polarized protons are slowly extracted and scattered on
a carbon target. Through the interactions between the polarized
protons and unpolarized carbon nuclei, one can measure the
integrated spin precession angles which is caused by the constant
electric field in the storage ring. GEM detectors are considered
as the polarimeter detectors for asymmetry measurement of the
elastically scattered proton signals. In this project we are trying
to construct and test a GEM detector for using it as polarimeter
detector for proton EDM (pEDM) measurement.

G

E-field. For this reason we expect a spin precession caused
due to the magnetic field that protons feel in their own rest
frame in the ring. We can make this precession equal to zero
by choosing the so-called magic momentum for the protons
(≈ 0.7GeV /c). In this way any change at the vertical spin
polarization of the protons, at the end of the experiment, is
caused due to an EDM along the proton spin, because the
radial electric field in the ring will precess the proton EDM
(fig1).

I. I NTRODUCTION

as Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors have been extensively studied for the use as calorimeters or position
sensitive detectors in variety of fields. Its robustness against
severe radiation environment and fast response time make
it one of the best candidates for high rate measurement. In
pEDM experiment, about 1011 protons will be stored in the
storage ring and 1% of the particles will be scattered into
detectors. The stored protons are slowly extracted in 1000
s. GEM is a gas detector with special geometric shape so
it’s time response is very fast ( ns of rising time) and meets
the requirement of the pEDM measurement. For the pEDM
polarimeter, precise position sensing of the scattered protons
is critical. The GEM detector can provide high flexibility in
design and construction not only in detector’s shape, but also
in size and shape of the anode pads which collect signals
which are directly connected to the spatial resolution of the
detector.
In this project we are constructing a ToyGem detector with
two Gem foils. After detector is constructed and checked for
normal function we are using it to detect cosmic ray and Iron55 radiation. The experimental results are plotted and fitted.
Next we are calculating the energy resolution of the detector
using the fit results from the plots.
II. P ROTON EDM E XPERIMENT

Fig. 1
So in order someone to detect the pEDM signal has to
manage to detect the small change of the vertical polarization
of the protons. For this scope a polarimeter system is used.
The polarimeter system (fig 2) includes an aperture defining
solid carbon target and GEM detectors about 1m away from it.
Nuclear elastic scattering of protons with carbon have a large
analyzing power of the proton transverse spin components.
After protons are scattered at carbon target they hit the
detectors and so we can measure the left and right counter rate.
The change of the left counter rate minus the right counter rate
over the sum as a function of time indicates the presence of
an EDM signal.

Fig. 2

In Proton EDM Experiment an all-electric storage ring is
used to store proton beams. The spin precession rate for a
particle at rest in electromagnetic field is given by:

III. T HE GAS ELECTRON MULTIPLIER

ds
=µ×B+d×E
dt
. Although any magnetic field is applied in the storage ring,
a moving particle will feel both a magnetic and electric field
in its own rest frame due to Lorentz transformation of the lab

A gas electron multiplier (GEM) is a type of gaseous ionization detector. The main part of a GEM detector is a thin, metalclad polymer foil, chemically pierced by a high density of
holes. The GEM foil is clad on both sides with thin conductive
layers of copper. A voltage of a few hundred volts is applied
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across the two layers which creates a strong electric field (60100 kV/cm) inside the holes (fig 3). Under these conditions
electrons entering the holes will cause avalanche multiplication
of number of electrons in the presence of appropriate gases. An
arrangement of three cascaded GEM foils allows for modest
high voltage and gas amplification across each individual foil.
The gains of the individual foils multiply to produce the total
gain. The amplified charge induces a signal on the electrodes
that is read out by sensitive electronics (fig 4).

Fig. 5

Fig. 3

2) Next High voltage, ground and anode connections are
made.
3) 1mm spacer added after anode followed by connecting
the GEM foil (cover placed over GEM foil to protect
while soldering).
4) 1mm spacer added followed by next GEM foil (fig.6right).
5) 2mm spacer and the cathode connection is made. Kapton
film and Teflon placed over detector to seal.
6) Gas tubing is inserted into detector.
7) Finally, detector is sealed by metal casing.
8) Detector gas leak check made by passing output gas
through water and bubbles are observed for normal
function.
9) High voltage test by applying 1800V, normal function
gives a current of 35µA.

Fig. 4
The fact that the signal on the anode is generated only by
the collection of electrons, without a contribution from the
slow positive ions, makes the device potentially very fast and
minimizes space charge problems. Moreover, the low field
gap between multiplying and sensing electrodes reduces the
probability of the propagation of a discharge to the fragile
front-end readout electronics.
IV. M ATERIALS AND METHODS
A Triple-GEM detector is shown schematically in Fig.4. The
detector consists of three identical GEM foils and an anode
separated by 2 mm gaps. The drift gap is 3 mm thick in order
to ensure efficient detection of minimum ionizing tracks. In
this project we are constructing a detector with two GEM foils
as shown in Fig.5.
A. Construction of the Detector
The steps we followed to construct our detector are summarized in next lines :
1) First step is to construct the potential divider circuit
(fig.4) and fix it to the detector frame with Kapton tape
and epoxy resin.

Fig. 6: Assembled Gem Detector(left); Gem foil placed in the
GEM frame(right)
B. GEM Readout Board
The last part of our detector includes the GEM Readout
Board(fig.7). Readout circuit is used to transform charge
coming through the anode to readable values. The usage of
first capacitor is to prevent the DC ,since the desired signal is
AC. The main parts of the GEM readout circuit are:
• A Model A225 Charge Sensitive Preamplifier &
Shaping Amplifier: It constists of a Charge Sensitive
Pre-amplifier(C.S.P) and a Shaping Amplifier (S.A). It
performs signal acquisition, shaping and conversion of
the input charge into a voltage signal.
• A Model A206 Voltage Amplifier/Low Level Discriminator: The A206 has two parts: 1) A Voltage Amplifier
and 2) A Lower Level Discriminator. It Performs signal
amplification and selects pulses greater than a predetermined threshold value.
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•

•

Peak Holder Amplifier: The Peak Holder Amplifier
monitors a voltage of interest and retains its peak value
as its output.
Analog to Digital Converter (A.D.C): The A.D.C
converts the analog signal to digital. After that the digital
signal is readout by PC.

Fig. 7: GEM Readout Circuit

V. DATA A NALYSIS
For testing our detector we are using Cosmic Ray radiation
and Fe-55 source.

3

B. Iron-55 Source
Iron-55 decays via electron capture to manganese-55 with
a half-life of 2.737 years. The electrons around the nucleus
rapidly adjust themselves to the lowered charge without leaving their shell, and shortly thereafter the vacancy in the ”K”
shell left by the nuclear-captured electron is filled by an
electron from a higher shell. The difference in energy is
released by emitting Auger electrons of 5.19 keV, with a
probability of about 60%, K-alpha-1 X-rays with energy of
5.89875 keV and a probability about 16.2%, K-alpha-2 Xrays with energy of 5.88765 keV and a probability of about
8.2%, or K-beta X-rays with nominal energy of 6.49045 keV
and a probability about 2.85%. The energies of these Xrays are so similar that they are often specified as monoenergetic radiation with 5.9 keV photon energy. Its probability
is about 28%. The remaining 12% is accounted for by lowerenergy Auger electrons and a few photons from other, minor
transitions.[5]
C. Experimental result with Cosmic ray
In fig.8 the number of events versus the voltage for cosmic
ray data is plotted. The higher peak corresponds to background
noise fitted into an exponential. The second peak represents the
cosmic ray signal. This peak is fitted into a Landau distribution
since cosmic particles have large momentum and hence do not
ionise very efficiently. For this reason cosmic rays can pass
through the detectors without losing much energy. In fig.9 you
can see the fitting results for Cosmic ray.

A. Cosmic Ray Radiation
Cosmic rays are energetic particles coming from outer
space. The kinetic energy of the particles of cosmic rays is
distributed over fourteen orders of magnitude. Most cosmic
rays arriving on Earth are secondary products of swarms
formed in the atmosphere by primary cosmic rays, with interactions that typically produce a cascade of secondary particles
starting from a single energetic particle. The muons, the main
component of the secondary cosmic rays are produced mainly
in the upper atmosphere by the decay of particle π. At the
production time they have relativistic speeds and because of
the phenomenon of time dilation they can reach the sea level.

Fig. 8

Detection
Cosmic Ray radiation is difficult to be detected using only
a gas detector because of the large amounts of background.
In order to ensure that the recorded events are definitely due
to cosmic ray muons a coincidence circuit is used. The main
idea of coincidence detection in signal processing is that if a
detector detects a signal pulse there is a certain probability,
p, that the detected pulse is actually a noise pulse. But if two
detectors detect the signal pulse simultaneously, the probability
that it is a noise pulse in the detectors is p2 . Thus the chance of
a false detection is reduced by the use of coincidence detection.

Fig. 9
D. Experimental results with Radiation source (Fe55):
Fig.10 shows the energy spectrum of Fe55 . Moving left to
right, the first peak corresponds to noise which is partly cut
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off by manually adjusting the threshold energy. The second
peak resembles the argon escape occurring at an energy of
2.9 KeV and fitted into a Gaussian. Similarly fitted, the last
peak is the main peak of the radiation with energy of 5.9
KeV. Unlike cosmic rays, radiation from Fe55 source, deposits
all of its energy in the detector. As it is expected the main
peak of radiation follows a gaussian distribution with good
aproximation. In fig.11 you can see the fitting results for Fe55.

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
Energy Resolution
The energy resolution of the system is given by:
F W HM
EnergyResolution =
M.V
√
where F W HM = 2 2ln2 ∗ sigma and M.V the mean
value of the gaussian. The Energy resolution is calculated
using the main peak of the radiation (2nd peak) :
EnergyResolution =

F W HM
107.52
=
≈ 23.8%
M eanV alue
451

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this project
• We constructed a double-Gem detector from the beginning
• We used the gem-detector to detect Cosmic Ray radiation
and radiation from Iron-55.
• We analysed the data using root.
• We used the energy spectrum of Iron-55 to calculate the
energy resolution of the system.

4
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Abstract Through the construction of a 2x2 Gas Electron Multiplier, measurements of a Fe-55 X-ray source
and cosmic ray spectra was measured. Detector efficiency was calculated from a Fe-55 source and was found
to be 24% which was expected for a functioning GEM detector. The cosmic ray data was found to follow a
Landau distribution which agrees well with the expected distribution for high energy cosmic rays in this
detector. The predominant source of error in the measurements was from noise present in the detector.

1. Introduction

2. GEM Detector Mechanics

The Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detector
is to be used in the Storage ring proton electric dipole moment (pEDM) experiment and polarimeter
development at CAPP/IBS. Its primary use is to detect the asymmetrical deflection of protons after
passing through a fixed carbon target. The deflection is due to the precession of its spin
(~3 µrad/1000 s) after the application of an electric
field. The magnitude of the pEDM can be inferred
from this technique and is currently being measured
to a precision of 10-29 e cm [1].
There is a large motivation to study the
pEDM to such high precision due the violation the
CP symmetry by the EDM. CP violation can create
a matter-anti-matter asymmetry, so understanding
this quantity may increase our understanding for
why we observe a matter dominated universe [1].
Moreover, the Standard Model predicts only a
small amount of CP violation which cannot account
for a matter dominated universe. Therefore, a
search for further CP violating quantities has the
possibility to lead to new physics beyond the Standard Model.

2.1 Bethe-Bloch Mechanism
A charged particle interacts with matter through
the electromagnetic interaction. The impulse given
by the particle in a so-called Coulomb 'collision' is
great enough to ionise the outer shell electrons of
the medium. For heavy particles such as protons or
muons, the mass is much greater than the mass of
the electron and many collisions are needed to
bring the particle to rest. For light particles such as
electrons, collisions are similar to billiard balls
where they can impart all their energy in a single
collision. A description of the loss of energy per
unit distance, or stopping power, 𝑆, of a charged
particle with atomic number, 𝑧, and velocity, 𝑣,
through a medium which has a number density, 𝑁,
and atomic number, 𝑍, is described by the BetheBloch equation,
𝑒2

𝑆 = 4𝜋𝑧 2 [4𝜋𝜀 ]
0

2

𝑁𝑍
2𝑚𝑣 2
relativistic
(
)+
[ln
],
2
𝑚𝑣
𝐼
terms

(1)

where 𝑒 is the fundamental unit of charge, 𝑚 is the
mass of an electron, 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free
space and 𝐼 is the mean energy needed to ionise an
atom in the medium, or mean ionisation energy [2].
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This energy loss is proportional to 1/𝑣 2 ; hence, a
significant part of the energy loss occurs near the
end of the particles path. The Bragg curve for the
particles is shown in Fig. 1., which shows the energy loss per distance travelled of a charged particle
in a medium.
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Fig 2: a cross section of a GEM detector with the electric field
lines shown. The +ve electrode has a higher potential than the
-ve electrode as labelled [3]. The electric field inside the GEM
foil is ~6 kV cm-1.

The electrons produced from ionisation are
accelerated towards the GEM foils and enter the region of a large electric field. These electrons accelerate and gain kinetic energy. This energy gain allows additional ionisation to occur creating an avalanche of electrons. A further electron amplification can be made with the use of another GEM foil
and then subsequently collected at the anode for detection. The detector structure and circuit used is
shown in Fig. 3. The circuit consists of a basic voltage divider with equal resistances to apply a constant accelerating potential across the GEM foils
and transfer regions.

Fig. 1: Typical Bragg curve for an alpha particle in air. As the
alpha looses energy through collisions, the stopping power
increases. However, most of the ionisation occurs near the
end of the particle path seen by the sharp gradient. This curve
is similar for all charged particles via the Bethe-Bloch
mechanism [2].

2.2 The GEM Detector
A GEM detector is a type of gaseous ionisation detector. The basic structure of the detector
consists of GEM foils sandwiched between a cathode and anode. The GEM foils consist of Kapton
polymer (~50µm) coated with a thin layer of copper
(~5µm). An array of holes is perforated into the foil
and are conical shaped due to the perforation process. By applying a potential across the copper layers a large electric field is created through the holes
as seen in Fig 2. This field serves as an accelerator
for the electrons created in the detector. The detector can detect any ionising radiation. For charged
particles ionisation occurs via the Bethe-Bloch
mechanism, and for photons via the photoelectric
effect. Initial ionisation occurs in the drift region of
the detector which is completely filled with gas.
The detector gas comprises of 80% argon and 20%
carbon dioxide, where the purpose of the carbon dioxide is to stop a retriggering of the detector,
known as a quench gas.

Cathode

-HV
10 MΩ

e10 MΩ

10 MΩ

Drift Region

3 mm
Copper
Kapton

GEM Foil

Copper
10 MΩ

10 MΩ

2 mm

e- e- e-

GEM Foil

10 MΩ
10 MΩ

Transfer Region

1 MΩ

Induction Region

2 mm
Anode
Signal Out

Fig. 3: Cross section view of the GEM detector. The radiation
enters the drift region where it ionises the argon gas. The
accelerated electrons have more energy to deposit through the
Bethe-Bloch mechanism; hence, the additional ionisation
after the electron passes through the GEM foil. The 1MΩ
resistor is added to stop charge build-up on the anode.
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the detector frame using Kapton tape and glued using an epoxy resin to remove any movement of the
circuit board in the detector frame. At each insertion of a new component, compressed nitrogen gas
is sprayed into the detector to remove dust. Dust
can cause a malfunction of the GEM foils. High
voltage and ground connections are then made into
the relevant parts of the detector and connections
are made for the anode to the base of the detector.
This is followed by a 1 mm spacer and then the first
GEM foil. An optimised spacing between each
GEM foil and the anode is 2 mm and 3 mm to the
cathode [3]. To protect the foils, a cover is placed
over the GEM foil while making the connections.

The total charge by a single charged particle
produced from the GEM detector is ~10 fC for cosmic rays and ~100 fC for X-rays. This signal needs
to be converted into a voltage, amplified and digitised before imputing into a computer. Fig. 4 shows
the electronics behind this process, known as the
GEM Readout.
The purpose of the capacitor is to remove any
DC signal from the detector and reduce noise. Next,
the signal passes through the A225 chip, which
consists of a charge sensitive preamplifier and a
shaping amplifier. This integrates the input signal
and converts the signal to a voltage (with a shape
similar to a delta function). The signal is then differentiated producing the original signal pulse as a
voltage. The signal is then transferred to the A206
chip which amplifies the signal and removes signals below a voltage threshold to reduce noise. The
external trigger uses AND logic to allow the signal
to pass if both scintillators on the outside of the detector are triggered. This filters any background radiation which is not of interest. Finally, the signal
is transferred to the PH 300 which is a peak and
hold circuit. This holds the signal so that the Analogue to Digital Converter can convert the signal
and pass the input on to the P.C.

Fig. 5: completed circuit for the potential divider in the GEM.

Each GEM foil has a 1 mm thickness, so total 2 mm
separation can be made. A further 1 mm spacer is
then added and the final GEM foil is connected. A
3 mm spacing is needed between the final GEM foil
and the cathode, hence a 2 mm spacer is added.
Holes in the spacers are added to allow circulation
of the gas. Once the cathode is connected, the gas
tubing is inserted and sealed with epoxy resin. To
complete the detector, a Kapton film is placed over
the window of the detector and base and the detector is sealed on both sides with a metal casing. The
detector is shown in Fig. 6.
Basic checks are made on the detector to
test if it is operating normally. The first check is to
apply a voltage of 1800 V. If the current is in the
range of ~36 µA, this is normal. In addition, a gas
leakage test is made by connecting the gas supply
into the detector and measuring the output by passing the gas through water. If bubbles are observed,

Fig. 4: schematic for the GEM Readout circuit.

3. Construction of the GEM Detector
The first stage to build the detector is to design the
potential divider circuit needed to fit the detector
frame shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 3. The
completed circuit construction is shown in Fig. 5.
Once this has been completed, the circuit is fixed to

3
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then the detector is functioning normally and argon
is not leaking the detector. If air enters the detector
the detector gain will be depleted due to the high
electron affinity of oxygen. The oxygen needs to be
flushed out completely before any signals can be
seen in the GEM. This can take up to an hour.
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filled with the correct ratios of argon to carbon dioxide, the gain can be depleted.
4.3 Sparks in GEM
When constructing the detector circuits, open
wires are shielded from the outer casing of the detector which is grounded. Since high voltages are
applied sparks can occur if connections are too
close and short. Teflon padding can be added to
reduce this as well as a plastic casing around the
wires. A voltage of 1800 V was applied to maximise the detector gain, but reduce the possibility of
sparks.
5 Testing the GEM
The Fe-55 source emits X-rays. Typically,
these photons are able to be completely stopped in
the detector and therefore a full energy peak can be
registered. Two distinct peaks are expected to be
detected. Fe-55 decays to Mn-55 via an electron
capture process:

Fig. 6: the completed GEM detector. The large input is the
negative high voltage input and the taped holes are the gas
input. Particles enter the square window at the top of the detector.

Fe55 + e− → Mn55 + ν𝑒 .
4. Additional comments on GEM Detector

This emits an X-ray (or Auger electron) with an energy of 5.9 keV. If all the energy is deposited into
the detector, this is known as the full energy photopeak. The second peak is due the 5.9 keV knocking a K-shell electron from argon via the photoelectric effect which subsequently emits a 3 keV Xray. If this X-ray leaves the detector, then only
2.9 keV is deposited into the detector. This is
known as the argon escape peak and is of a lesser
intensity of the full energy photopeak [4].
Cosmic rays are high-energy radiation originating from outer space, with the highest flux of
cosmic rays reaching the earth having energies
greater than ~1 GeV [5]. For this energy, the stopping range given through the Bethe-Bloch mechanism discussed in Section 2.1 is significantly larger
than a few cm, which is about the size of the detector. Consequently, the cosmic ray will be in the initial region of the Bragg curve, with a small amount
of ionisation, and will pass straight through the detector. Since the cosmic ray does not stop in the detector, a measurement of the cosmic ray energy is
not possible; however, statistical fluctuations in the
energy are possible to measure. These fluctuations

4.1 Spacing of GEM foils
The spacing of the GEM foils is chosen in order to maximise the gain and response time of the
detector. Increasing the size of the separation between foils will increase the amount of ionisation
and thus the gain; however, the response time of the
detector subsequently decreases. This is not ideal if
detecting a source with a large activity. Moreover,
the spacing of the GEM foils and anode are important to minimise electron transparency. This is
the loss of electrons on the GEM foils caused by
electrons being deposited on the positive terminal
on the GEM foils and can significantly reduce the
detectors efficiency.
4.2 Sealing of Detector
Argon gas is chosen as the ionisation gas for
the detector because it is inert, has low average ionisation energy (~26 eV) and relatively low rate of
recombination of its ions. If the detector is not
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in energy loss are described by the Landau Distribution [6]. To isolate cosmic ray detection from
other background, triggers in scintillators are required to coincide.
To test the GEM with the cosmic ray signal,
the detector was left for 19 days continuous running
time. This was chosen to increase the number of
counts in the detector since the count rate is only
400 counts per day. Measurements for the Fe-55
spectrum was made for 30 minutes since the source
has a much higher activity (370 GBq).
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especially the argon escape peak. Fitting it can improve the estimations of the energy peaks. The
FWHM of the 5.9 keV peak was determined to be
107 fC. The energy resolution was then calculated
using FWHM⁄𝜇 , where µ is the mean, giving an
energy resolution of 24%. It can be seen that each
of the peaks is skewed. This is reflected with the
reduce chi-squared of 3.55, suggesting a poor fit. A
possible reason for this could be due to pile up in
the detector whereby signals are too close together
when entering the ADC causing an aysmetrical rise
in energy measurement of the peaks.

6. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for testing the GEM
detector is shown in Fig. 7. The detector base was
placed in a polystyrene casing to stabilise the detector. A voltage of 1800 V was supplied to the detector.

Voltage Supply

Incoming
Particle

Scintillator

P.C.

Fig. 8: spectra of Fe-55 from the GEM detector. The small
peak around a charge of 700 fC corresponds to an energy of
~ 9 keV and is due to saturation of the detector.

ADC

GEM
GEM Readout
Gas in/out

7.2 Cosmic Ray Spectrum
The spectrum taken for cosmic rays is shown in
Fig. 9. Similar to the Fe-55 spectrum, there is noise
located about zero which interferes with the fitting
of the cosmic ray data. The noise was not significantly cut-off; hence, it was fitted with a Gaussian.
The fit is good with a reduced chi-squared of 1.4
suggesting that the fit of a Gaussian and a Landau
was good.

Fig. 7: experimental setup for testing the detector.

7. Spectra
7.1 Fe-55 Spectrum
The spectrum taken for Fe-55 is shown in
Fig. 8. The largest peak is the 5.9 keV peak and the
smaller peak is the 2.9 keV peak. In addition, there
is a significant amount of noise located about zero.
This could be reduced by setting a voltage threshold in the circuit. The two energy peaks were fitted
with a Gaussian and the noise was fitted using a
Landau. Statistically, the noise should be fitted using a Gaussian; however, a section of the peak was
clipped due to setting the voltage threshold at zero.
Production of noise can come from multiple
sources. Electronics have an intrinsic noise which
is difficult to avoid. In addition, dust and background radiation other than cosmic rays can cause
noise. This noise interferes with the energy peaks,

Fig. 9: spectra of the cosmic ray with the GEM detector.
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cosmic ray spectra. The detector efficiency was calculated using the 5.9 keV energy peak and was
found to be 24%. This agreed with the typical range
of a normal functioning detector. In addition, the
cosmic ray spectrum was found to have a Landau
distribution which agrees well with theory. The
main source of error was inherent noise present in
all spectra and dust in the detector.

8. Discussion
The typical efficiency of a GEM detector
ranges from ~18-25%. Comparing this range to the
calculated result of 24%, we can see that the detector is functioning normally. An improvement on
this value could be made by taking the Fe-55 data
for a longer period of time and reducing the noise
in the detector. In addition, if a suitable source with
a low energy spectrum and a large number of peaks
could be found, an energy calibration of the detector can be made. This can be used to improve the
fitting of the Fe-55 spectrum and thus improve the
estimate for detector resolution.
There is a small 6 mm gap between the Fe-55
source and the cathode. Since this gap is filled with
air, this can cause a reduction in the energy of the
5.9 keV energy peak. A brief calculation using the
energy loss of this X-ray in nitrogen produces an
energy loss of ~14 eV. This is much smaller than
5.9 keV; hence, this correction can be ignored.
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9. Conclusion
After building a 2x2 GEM detector, the detector was tested with a Fe-55 X-ray source and
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Radiation and Cosmic Ray Detection using GEM
Detector for pEDM Experiment
Leila Hamdan
Supervisor: Dr. Seongtae Park

Abstract—The aim of this project is to build a ToyGEM
Argon/CO2 gas detector for pEDM experiment and extract
radiation, coming from an Iron55 source, along with cosmic ray
data by analizing output amplified electric signals using ROOT.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE universe is asymmetrical with respect the number
of particles and antiparticles, meaning there is a charge
asymmetry. We wish to explain this C asymmetry by making
use of effects of CP invariance violation [1] which according
to Sakharov is one of the requirements for an originally symmetric universe to develop into the matter-dominated universe
we know today [2]. Among many experiments done to prove
this violation are hadronic EDM experiments such as neutron
and proton EDM experiments. The main focus will be on the
proton EDM experiment through the course of this report.
The reason behind this preference is that the proton EDM
sensitivity is at the 10−29 level which exceeds the reach of
most other ongoing hadronic EDM searches [3].
The proton EDM experiment is performed by building an
electrical storage ring of radius around 40m and provided with
a 10 MV/m electric field. The protons are stored in the ring
at a specific momentum of 0.7 GeV/c which is known as
the magic momentum. This momentum is essential since it
cancels the horizontal beam spin precession with respect to
the momentum vector associated with the protons anomalous
magnetic moment. Hence the electric field will act on the EDM
of the proton and cause a measurable vertical spin precession.

The average vertical spin of the stored proton beam is then
determined by driving the beam into a solid carbon target
where nuclear proton-carbon elastic scattering occurs and an
asymmetrical proton hit distribution is observed on the left
and right segments, since spin precesses in the vertical plane,
of the GEM detector. This asymmetry if observed, proves a
non-zero proton EDM.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
Jeong).

Polarimeter system consisting of carbon target and GEM detector.

Proton hit distribution on GEM detector (Simulation by Hoyong

In our project we have built a ToyGEM detector that
mimics the behavior of that used in the pEDM experiment
and used it to detect Fe55 radiation and cosmic ray spectra.

II. M ETHOD
Fig. 1. Top view of the proton momentum and spin precessing at the same
rate in the storage of a given electric field.
Advisor: Dipl.–Ing. , Lehrstuhl für Nachrichtentechnik, TUM, WS
2050/2051.

Before going through the Details of how to build a
ToyGEM, It is worthy to briefly explain about a very important
element of our detector; the GEM foil.
.
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Fig. 4.

Gas Electron Multiplier

The gas electron multiplier (GEM) is made up of a thin
polymer foil, metal-coated on each side and perforated by a
high density of holes [5] When a voltage gradient is applied,
a strong electric field is created in the holes 60-100 kV/cm
electrons on the top side of the detector drift into the hole
where multiply in avalanche and transfer to the other side [6].
In our ToyGEM we will be using a 2cmx2cm GEM foil.
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In Fig.6 we see a rough representation of our GEM detector
with slightly different dimentions (see in methods). High voltage ( 1800 V) applied to the cathode and the GEM detectors
using a volume dividor. Cosmic rays and radiation from an
Iron55 source (placed on top of the detector) enter the drift
region. Knowing that the detector is filled with Argon/CO2
gas, which ionized by the incoming radiation through the
beta block mechanism and thus electrons are generated. These
electrons then enter the GEM foils and are accelerated as
mentioned earlier since the strong electric field gives them
enough kinetic energy to cause further gas ionization. The
electrons then read the anode and the signal is analyzed (see
procedure).
Procedure:
1) Constructing the potential divider circuit (see circuits)
and fix to detector frame with Kapton tape and epoxy
resin.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 5.

Electric field through GEM detector holes

2) making the high voltage (cathode), ground and anode
connections.

Mechanism:

Fig. 8.

Fig. 6.

GEM detector operating mechanism

3) placing a 1mm spacer after anode followed by connecting the GEM foil (a cover is placed over GEM foil to
protect while soldering).
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Fig. 9.

4) placing another 1mm spacer followed by the second
GEM foil.
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Fig. 12.

7) Sealing the detector by metal casing.
8) Connecting to Argon/CO2 source and checking for gas
leakage by observing presence of gas bubbles which
indicates the detector is functioning normally.
9) Applying high voltage 1800V, desired current is 35mA.

Fig. 10.
Fig. 13.

5) adding two 1mm spacers and finalizing the cathode
connection. Kapton film and Teflon are placed over the
detector to seal.

ToyGEM Detector

Electronics
The signal recieved from the GEM detector is very small
and in order to be able to read it, we need to make use of
some electrical circuits which will amplify it.

Fig. 11.

6) Inserting gas tubing into detector.

Fig. 14.

.

Electronic circuit used to amplify signal coming from detector.
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The signal discharged form the capacitor needs to be
converted into a voltage signal. For this we use an integrator.

finally, a discriminator allows values more than the threshold
to pass then the signal is read by our readout board.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 18.

Discriminater.

Fig. 19.

Readout board.

Integrater circuit.

.
The integrator not only transfoms our signal but clearly integrates it too.Therefore, we differentiate it using a differentiator.

Fig. 16.

Differentiater circuit.

III. R ESULTS
Experimental results with Radiation source (Fe55): This

.
After that we use the amplifier to amplify the differentiated
signal.

Fig. 17.

.

Amplifier circuit.

Fig. 20.

Iron55 radiation spectrum.

figure shows the energy spectrum of Fe55, where the number
of counts is plotted against the voltage. Moving left to right,
the first peak corresponds to noise which is partly cut off by
manually adjusting the threshold energy. The second peak
resembles the argon escape occurring at an energy of 2.9
KeV and fitted into a Gaussian. Similarly fitted, the last peak
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Fig. 21.

Cosmic ray spectrum.

In this plot we see the number of events versus the voltage
for cosmic ray data. The higher peak displays the background
noise fitted into an exponential. As for the second peak, it
represents the cosmic ray results corresponding to an energy
of the order of a GeV, this is fitted into a Landau distribution
since cosmic rays have a tendency to lose less energy per cm
in the detector unlike radiation from the Fe55 source which
loses most of its energy in the first centimeter of the Drift
region, knowing that the drift region is 3cm in our case.
IV. CONCLUSION
The ToyGEM detector built by our team mate Krishan
Mistry was succesful and gave us iron55 spectrum data but
we couldn’t use it for fitting since it included more noise
than it should. The possible reason was that it needed interior
cleaning for the system is very sensitive to dust. However,
we couldn’t fix it due to lack of time.
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GEM Detectors
Merve ΨILDIZ
August 4, 2016

Introduction

number is not enough for readout. The signal coming from GEM should be amplified
by using electrical circuits.Besides amplification , electrical circuits are used for triggering and discrimination of signals.After
building the detector , one should check if
it works properly or not.By using a source
that the phenomenan of it is already known
,calibration of detector is needed .Gathering
data from GEM and analyzing the data is
done at the end of this project.

Symmetry in our universe is a property that
govern the rules of physisc.One ,CP symmetry ,stands for charge and image symmetry
.It states that the laws of physics should be
the same if a particle is interchanged with
its antiparticle.According to theorists ,CP
is violated and one of the quantity which
is a proof of it is proton Electric Dipole
Moment.People are looking forward the observe the pEDM at CAPP.To preventing
all the other properties that can cause the
asymmetry , pEDM is likely to observe by Theory
spin precision.To detect the spin precision ,
Gas Electron Multiplier Detector is used at How a detector works is the ultimate
CAPP.
question to answer at first side.Besides
, one needs three components to make
a detector.Particles to detect , medium
for particles travel in, a readout board
Abstract
which gives you an information about the
In the experiment at CAPP,protons are ac- particles.In GEM Detector ,protons are the
celerated via storage ring and they are scat- main ones to detect however ,muons from
tered by colliding with a carbon target. cosmic radiation are tested in our experThis enables asymmetric phenomena of par- iment since accelerating a protons is not
ticles to be observed. Spin precison can be accessible for every laboratory.Gas is used
detected via GEM .The main goal of this as a medium and due to electrical circuits ,
project is to build a GEM Detector which a readout is available to access the informacan measure position of the scattered par- tion of particles. A detector simply takes a
ticle .Through GEM foils ,one particle can electromagnetic signal and transform it to
turn to be number of electrons but still this a interpretable output.This process starts
1
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with an energetic particle which causes GEM Structure
Ar to release energy by ionization.This
• GEM consists of a thin polymer foil,
energy is called Argon-escape energy
which is copper coated on both sides
which will be mentioned in analysis part.
.Photo-lithoraphy is used to open channels for particles.The particles coming
to the detector causes ionizing collisions with the gas inside the detector.

Electrons free from Argon in the drift region slides through holes on GEM.Applied
high voltage over holes accelerates the
electrons and motivates more ionization to
be occured in short amount of time.Since
the ejected electrons inside the holes causes
avalanche ,the number of electrons will be
multiplied.Using more than one GEM foil
leads to multiply the number of multiplication and gives us a better gain.In partical
physics , the detection of the neutrinos,
electrons and muons cannot be directly
detected since the signal coming from
those particles are very tiny.This is the
main reason for converting a single particle
to a number of electrons..After the holes
electrons go through the lower electrode .

In our
is used

2

detector ,two gem foil
for increasing the gain.
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• In GEM, Argon and CO2 mixture is
used.Argon and CO2 are used to causes
ionization and CO2 is used to prevent sparks.The produced electrons are
drifted through the holes .

Generator and they are not neccessary if the power supply is trustable.

Electronics
Our goal is to amplify the signal coming through particles.Amplifier is a
simple circuit that can increase the
power of a signal.To amplify the power
, not only voltage but also current
should be amplified through building
circuit through equation:

P = IV

The second OpAmp circuit is about
adding .As seen in the figure below ,
gain can be bigger by parallel voltage
sources.

(1)

Operational Amplifiers
OpAmps working principle can be seen
as a voltage divider.The resistors used
in the OpAmp determines the voltage
gain.
Vgain = |

Vout
|
Vin

(2)

The reason why we prefer an OpAmp
instead of an amplifier made from
a single transistor is that OpAmps
can supply uniform amplification over
a much wider range of frequencies.
The first OpAmp we built was an
Open Loop Amplifier where the gain
is obtained wihout using feedback in
the circuit.The capacitors are used to
prevent the DC supplied by Function

It simply adds the currents coming
from V1 and V2 and the voltage across
10K ohm resistor should be :

Vout = −(
3

R3
R3
V in1 +
V in2)
R1
R2

(3)
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voltage.In readout board ,Charge Sensitive Preamplifier do the integration.

A push pull amplifier is a type that can
drive current from either direction by
using one pnp and one npn type transistor. We use negative feedback for
stabilization of voltage gain , decrasing output impedance ,increasing input
impedance ,decreasing distortion and
for increasing bandwith.

Differentiator produces a voltage output which is directly proportional
to the input voltage’s rate of change
with respect to time.If the rate
of change of the input voltage is
faster or larger , the output voltage
change will be greater.The spake of
the signal will become like a spike
shape.Shaping amplifier in our circuit
do the differentiation and change the
shape of the signal coming from CSP.

The integrator circuit above as it name
implies , do the operation of integration mathematically.This circuit is
designed to change the response
time of the changes in output voltage which depends directly on the
input voltage.Integral of the input
voltage is proportional to output

Readout circuit is used to transform
current coming through detector to

4
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readable values.The usage of first capacitor is to prevent the DC ,since the
desired signal is AC.Charge Sensitive
Amplifier changes each pulse of the
current to a step and take the integral
of the current .Shaping Amplifier
provides an output pulse faster to
baseline than the C.S.P.For high count
rates ,S.A. prevents the signals to pile
up.Shaping the signal can be explained
by the differentiation .The signals take
rectangular shapes.Shaped signals go
through the discriminator which has a
threshold value.The signals with equal
or larger voltage pass discriminator
and goes to peak holder.As it means
implifies , peak holder keep the value
of the peaks which will be interpreted
via DAQ.To supply a digital signal for
PC ,Analog to Digital Converter is
used .ADC takes the peak values and
after convertion ,the digital outputs go
to PC and turn to be readable values.

GEM
foils
are
located
and
soldered with the resistors .

Gas
the
holes

Procedure
Starting with a circuit to use in
the GEM detector. Positioning the
circuit in the box in terms of he
gas holes are very crucial.Without a
circulation of gas inside the detector
, there won’t be any more Ar gas
atom to ionize and the signal won’t
be available. The white material is to
preventing the spark from high-voltage
to the ground as they are very close.
5

pipes
are
connected
to
holes
and
using
two
,circulation
is
supplied.
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Data Analysis

Fe55

The reason of using the Fe55 is to
check the detector if it works correctly
or not.Since the property of Fe55 is
already known , the calibration can
be made by matching the expected
data with the experimental data.A
particle with enough energy to release
a bound electron from an inner shell
electron tears up an electron of Ar
and it empties a vacancy from inner
shell.The respective electron of Ar is
ejected through drift region and causes
cascade.The resulting vacancy is filled
with an outer shell electron of Ar and
the fall of these outer shell electrons
into inner shell produces an energy
excess ,which is radiated.The energies
of these radiation are X-ray energies
which is characteristic to an element.
If the electron ejected from Ar goes
directly to the cathode of the circuit,it
is called Argon escape energy which is
the first peak of the graph.The second
peak symbolizes the radiation supplied
to holes without ionizing another Ar.

Cosmic Rays

Cosmic ray distribution is fitted with
Landou.Fast particles lose less energy
. Muons due to cosmic rays lose less
energy than Fe55 as order of magnitude of a cosmic ray is GeV.Bethe
bloch is necessry to understand the
distribution of cosmic rays which
is Landou.Bethe bloch describes
the average energy loss of particles
traveling through matter.The mean
energy loss per distance travelled is
reversely proportional to energy of
the particle.Particles interact with
the matter and with electrons and
the interaction leads to an energy
loss of traveling particles.We have
protons and they have Coulumb
force with electrons of Argon gas.
6
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Conclusion
First and second trial of building the
detector is failed.The reason is that
the gas circulation was stopped by
the spacers that we use between gem
foils.The data that we have from broken GEM was a spark.The connection between high-voltage input and
the output shoul be seperated by a material.Another possible failure can be
gas leakage , if the detector is not covered and closed very tightly.A GEM
can be biased and should be calibrated
by checking with a known source.In
our case , Fe55 is used to make the
calibration of detector.We have succeeded in our aim of observing the Argon escape peak in the same energy
scala which implies that our detector
is not biased.Ending up with a working detector is a hope for building one
for pEDM experiment.As the possible
failures and the working mechanism is
known , GEM detectors are more reliable to use in pEDM experiment.

– Paracklarn
maddeyle
ileimi/V.Erkcan Ozcan
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The Muon g-2 Experiment
Elizabeth Shiers, Supervisor: Dr. Young Im Kim
2016/08/4

Abstract
The project aims to study the muon g-2 value and how the experimental value differs from the
predicted one. Using Fortran code, various parameters such as the beam offset and momentum spread
were changed in order to see how the muon g-2 value is affected. The reason for studying the muon
g-2 value, lies in that fact that, if the g-2 value found at the Fermilab g-2 experiment differs from
the predicted value by more than 5σ, there would be a strong case that physics beyond the standard
model may exist.
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Introduction

The muon is an elementary particle like an electron. Therefore, like the electron, the muon magnetic
moment is related to the muons intrinsic spin by the parameter g. The parameter g or gyromagnetic
ratio is given by [1]:
µ=g

q
S,
2mµ

(1)

where µ is the magnetic moment, S the spin, q the charge and mµ the mass. The predicted value of
g for spin-1/2 particle is 2. The true value of g for the muon is greater than 2, and differs by 1 part
in 800 from the prediction [2]. This correction in the value of g for the muon is thought to be due
to interactions with virtual particles that come in and out of existence inside a vacuum. Therefore,
by making a measurement of g-2 for the muon and comparing to the standard model predictions,
the standard model theory can be tested. If the discrepancy between the standard model prediction
and the measured result is large enough, there would be a true indication of particles appearing and
disappearing from the vacuum, and hence physics physics beyond the standard model.
The muon g-2 has been previously measured at BNL. The BNL data found that there was a
disagreement between the theory and experiment by a factor of 3.4 σ. This difference of 3 σ is not
large enough to claim an inconsistency between theory and experiment. A 5 σ standard deviation is
the required for such a claim [3].
The muon g-2 experiment at Fermilab aims to achieve this. By increasing the precision and the
accuracy to 140 ppm [4], virtual and hidden particles can be detected more easily. Fermilab hope to
achieve this 5 σ deviation, and if found, could confirm there is physics beyond the standard model.

2

The Muon g-2 Experiment at Fermilab

In order to measure the muon g-2 the muons need to first be produced at Fermilab. This is done via
a proton beam. Protons are fired into a fixed target, causing them to form pions, which then go on to
decay into muons. Magnets then direct the pions and muons into a ring of 14 m diameter called the
’Muon Delivery Ring’. In this ring all remaining pions will decay into muons. The muons are then
moved into a second storage ring with a 50 ft diameter. This storage ring is the same one used at the
previous BNL experiment, and has been moved to the new Fermilab site. The muons spin will precess
around the magnetic field as they move around the storage ring, and as they move round they will
eventually decay into positions and neutrinos. The positrons emitted will travel in the same direction
as the muons internal magnetic field. Sensitive detectors are placed around the ring to measure the
precessions of the positrons emitted. The magnitude of this precession is directly related to the muon
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g-2 [4].

Figure 1: How the g-2 value was obtained at BNL [2].

3

Beam Dynamics

The cyclotron frequency is given by [5]
ωc = −

qB
,
mγ

(2)

and the procession frequency of the muon is given by the difference between the spin frequency and
the cyclotron frequency. The procession frequency is given by [5]
ωa = ωs − ωc = −(

g − 2 qB
qB
)
= −aµ
2
m
m

(3)

When a charged particle moves slightly from its exact circular orbit it will start to oscillate around
the original circular orbit. This type of motion is called is called a betatron oscillation. If the particle
passes through a magnetic field, the field will provide a restoring force causing the particle to move in
a circular orbit. This process of keeping the particle moving in a circular orbit with a magnetic field
is called weak focusing [6].
Weak focussing introduces two new frequencies which are related to the oscillation of the beam.
First is the vertical betatron oscillations at frequency Ωk and secondly the horizontal betatron oscillations at frequency Ω⊥ [8]. The ratios of these frequencies to the cyclotron frequency give the horizontal
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Figure 2: Betatron oscillations occur when the particle moves away from the exact orbit [7].
and vertical tunes. These are such that the vertical tune is given by
Ωk √
= n,
ωc

(4)

Ω⊥ √
= 1 − n,
ωc

(5)

vy =
and the horizontal tune is given by
vx =

where n is the field index [8]. Electrostatic quadrupoles are used inside the muon storage ring to
achieve weak vertical focussing. The field index of the quadrupoles is given by
n=

R0 δEy
vB0 δy

(6)

where R0 is the orbit radius, v the muon speed and B0 the dipole magnetic field. The quadrupole
voltage is chosen to avoid resonances in the beam. These resonances are given by Lvx + M vy = N
where L, M and N are integers. The resonance lines are shown in Figure 3, along with the storagering working line shown in red. The value of n is selected such that it does not intersect any of the
resonance lines. Three values of n were tried at the previous BNL experiment, 0.122, 0.137 and 0.142.
At the new Fermilab experiment a value of n = 0.18 is used [1].
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Figure 3: Resonance lines and storage-ring working line. The value of n is selected such that it does
not intersect any of the resonance lines. [1]
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Results

Using a pre-written Fortran code the beam dynamics of the g-2 experiment have been studied. Using
the code provided the following plot shown in Figure 4 was produced.

Figure 4: Plots showing the various parameters affecting the g-2 value.
The plot shows the various parameters considered in the experiment such as the beam offset,
momentum spread, speed and field strength. The plots were produced in the scenario where the time
interval was 30µs, the x offset was 0 m, the z offset was set to 0.045 m and a momentum spread of
0.5x10−2 .
1. Finding the base
Before beginning to change various parameters in the programme, a base plot needed to be
made. This was made to first check that the programme was running as one might expect, and
also to show clearly how adjusting a certain parameter actually affects the relative difference in
muon dipole moment. Figure 5 shows all the parameters from the base plot. The plots were
made by setting the time interval to 30µs, x = 0, z = 0 and dp/p = 0. It was key to check
that when setting the z offset to 0, we do in fact see no oscillation of the particle. By making
a plot of the z position against time as shown in Figure 6, we can see this is exactly the case.
When considering the δωa /ωa values in the base, it can be seen in Figure 7 we have reached the
limitation of the programme. Therefore, t = 30µs, x = 0, z = 0 and dp/p = 0 are the true base
6
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Figure 5: Plots of the parameters in the base with t = 30µs, x = 0, z = 0 and dp/p = 0.

Figure 6: Plot of z position vs time for the base. Shows that there is no oscillation of in the z direction
when the initial z offset is set to 0.
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Figure 7: Plot for δωa /ωa vs time in the base regime, here the limitations of the programme have
been reached.
parameters.
2. Adjusting the vertical offset
The first parameter to be tested was the vertical offset and how changing it affects the δωa /ωa
value. Five different values were tested and the plots of δωa /ωa vs time are shown in Figure 8.
The average δωa /ωa value is indicated on each plot. It can be seen from Figure 9 that as the z
offset is increased the average δωa /ωa value also increases.

8
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Figure 8: Plot for δωa /ωa vs time for different values of the vertical offset.
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Figure 9: Plot for δωa /ωa vs vertical offset.
3. Adjusting the momentum spread
Next dp/p was adjusted to see how it affects the δωa /ωa value. Different values are tested and
the plots of δωa /ωa vs time are shown in Figure 10. A plot of the average values of δωa /ωa vs
dp/p is shown in Figure 11. It can been seen from the figure that as the momentum is increased
the average δωa /ωa value also increases.
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Figure 10: Plot for δωa /ωa vs time for different values of the momentum.
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Figure 11: Plot for δωa /ωa vs vertical offset.
4. Adjusting both momentum and vertical offset
Next both the momentum and offset needed to be changed at the same time to see how both
would affect the δωa /ωa value. Five values for dp/p of 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 and 0.004 and
five values for z of 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 m were considered. The fortran code for every
combination of z and dp/p needed to run. This produced twenty-five results which are shown in
Figure 12. A 3D plot of these results can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 12: Relative difference data generated from various combinations of vertical offset and momentum
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Figure 13: 3D plot of the relative difference data generated from various combinations of vertical offset
and momentum
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5. Comparing the relative difference with the predicted value
In order to determine the difference between the the theoretical predicted value of the muon
dipole moment and the dipole moment given by the code, the predicted dipole moment needed
to be calculated. The maximum vertical angle of the muon in the storage ring is given by [1]:
√
ymax n
,
(7)
θmax =
R0
where ymax is the vertical offset and R0 is the central orbit radius equal to 7.112 m. From this
the expected precession frequency correction due to the pitch effect can be calculated using [9]
1 2
C = θmax
,
4

(8)

To calculate the correction to the momentum, the motion of a particular muon with momentum
p compared to the magic momentum p0 is considered. The equilibrium orbit is given by [1]
xe = R0

p − p0
p0 (1 − n)

(9)

Once the equilibrium orbit is known the pitch correction can be calculated using [1]
δωa
xe
= −2n(1 − n)( )2
ωa
R0

(10)

In order to calculate the correction to a value affected by both a momentum and offset change
we simply sum the two corrections. The predicted values for the relative difference are shown
in Figure 14. To see if there is any significant difference between the predicted value for the

Figure 14: Predicted relative difference values for various combinations of vertical offset and momentum
relative difference and the value given by the program, the difference between the two values
was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 15. A plot of these results was then made and is
shown in Figure 16. Figure 16 shows that the difference in predicted and experimental value is
extremely small, it is on the scale of 10−8 . Therefore, we can say that there is no real significant
14
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Figure 15: Predicted relative difference values minus actual relative difference values for various combinations of vertical offset and momentum
difference between the predicted and experimental value when adjusting the momentum and
offset to the values chosen.
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Figure 16: Predicted relative difference minus actual relative difference values for various combinations
of vertical offset and momentum. All values are extremely small and close to zero.
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Conclusions

Fortran tracking code was tested by changing various parameters such as the beam offset and momentum. The effect of changing these parameters on the muon dipole moment was studied. Increasing the
momentum increased the relative difference as shown in Figure 11. Increasing the vertical offset also
increased the relative difference as shown in Figure 9. By studying combinations of momentum and
offset values the predicted values for the relative difference were calculated. These values were then
compared to the values given by the Fortran code. The predicted and the actual values differed by
around 10−8 . Therefore, the program can be said to agree with analytical prediction. Such a program
will be used at the Fermilab g-2 experiment, with the aim of increasing the accuracy to 140 ppm.
Starting in 2017, the g-2 experiment will start taking data. Any discrepancy between the standard
model and the experimental data found at Fermilab, could open the doors to a whole new realm of
physics to study.
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Background:
The definition of dark matter is as follows, “Dark matter is a hypothetical type of matter
comprising approximately 27% of the mass and energy in the observable universe that is not
accounted for by dark energy, baryonic matter (ordinary matter), and neutrinos. The name refers
to the fact that it does not emit or interact with electromagnetic radiation, such as light, and is
thus invisible to the entire electromagnetic spectrum.” What this means is that dark matter is a
theoretical substance that has properties that allow it to be nearly unobservable with current
technology. Axions are a potential answer to the question of what is dark matter. To test this
theory, scientists test for the presence of axions using a microwave cavity experiment. Knowing
that axions decay into photons, searching for the decay particles within a cavity will confirm the
presence of dark matter within the cavity.
Cavities:
The goal of this portion research program is design an effective cavity within the parameters
given. The explanation of a microwave cavity is as follows, “A conducting metal cavity is
constructed, with inner dimensions producing a standing-wave resonance at the frequency of
interest. The cavity is connected to an external signal generator and power meter through
launching ports located on the side or top/bottom surfaces of the cavity. The signal generator is
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swept across a range of frequencies, with the power meter recording the detected power as a
function of frequency” What this is saying is that a microwave cavity acts as a condenser that
stores energy, or other things hard to store in order to easily measure the frequency of its
contents.

Equation.

Pa-> ᵞᵞ ~ 𝐵$ 𝑉𝑄𝐶
The main focus within this equation is the V or volume which is the actual dimensions of the
cavity, and Q or the quality factor. Q =

!
∆!

or the total energy stored divided by the total energy

lost. The Q factor is determined by a large number of variables such as the type of metal the
cavity is constructed from, the properties of that metal, as well as the size and shape of the
finished cavity. The higher the Q factor the better the cavity. The Q factor is also affected by
smaller properties such as annealing or increasing the grain size of the material, removing the
impurities from the metal, including gaps within the cavity. Taking into account all these details,
designing a cavity that has a high Q factor and remains relatively unique compared to previous
designs has become a challenge.

Microwave cavity

Magnetic Bore/Field
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Example of a dual cavity system being
tested to determine Q-factor. These
cavities were designed to be effective with
a smaller volume with a higher Q-factor.

Cryogenic refrigerator at munji campus,
Used to decrease the temperature of the
System and greatly reduce the effect of
noise. This Refrigerator has the ability to
lower the temperature of the system to
7 milli-kelvin.

Isolators, circulators, and Amplifiers:
Isolators can be described as “An RF Isolator is a two port device that protects RF
components in a system from excessive signal reflection. It is a non-reciprocal device that
ensures that all the power is transmitted from port 1 to port 2, while isolating
absorbing/isolating any power incident at port 2.” Circulators are explained “These
devices are important for keeping signals flowing in one direction only. A circulator is a
device that transports radio frequency or microwave signals from one port to another.”
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Together these objects restrict the transmission of a signal in order to achieve a better
signal with less interference due to noise. The isolator limits the amount of reflection that
occurs within transmission and a circulator maintains the signal flowing in one direction.
However, using these objects causes a significant amount of loss in signal. By measuring
the loss at different frequencies, we can find the optimal frequency to be working with.

The effective frequency range of the
isolator. 4 GHz to 8 GHz

Center frequency of the
isolator 6GHz
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The effective insertion loss of Isolator A, as shown, is only reasonable between
frequencies of 4 GHz to 6.5GHz. This is replicated on the second isolator, Isolator B.

Frequency vs. Insertion loss
Isolator B
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The Graphs show that the effective frequencies provided by the manufacturing company have a
limit on the reasonable loss of signal.Using this data we began obsering Noise figure levels of
Amplifiers with and without isolators at 6 GHz at varying temperatures.

Amplifier without circulator at 4 K
Noise figure: 0.085 dB
Noise factor: 1.019
Noise Temperature: 0.079 k
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Amplifier with circulator at 4 K
Noise figure: 0.090dB
Noise factor: 1.222
Noise Temperature: 0.888 K

At first there seemed to be an increase in the noise level with the circulator/isoator, even though
the insertion loss was accounted for. However we realised that the insertion loss measured was at
room temperature and due to a pwer surge/failure, we were unable to view the insertion loss at 4
Kelvin. As such our results are inconclusive until the insertion loss of Isolator/Circulator B can
be measured at 4 Kelvin.

